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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to observe the quality and variance of the representations of
culturally and linguistically diverse populations within commonly read young adult literature.
This study was conducted through the use of qualitative and quantitative contextual analysis
methodologies, and consisted of a sample of nine commonly read young adult novels. The
literature were analyzed through the theoretical lenses of critical race theory, the transactional
theory of reading, and multicultural pedagogy. The literature were coded for representations of
race, ethnicity, language, gender, sexuality, disability and illness, and socioeconomic status.
These themes were then coded and analyzed based on varying emerging sub-themes, such as
tokenized race representations, the use of accents to represent language, and various other
subthemes. The main findings included the frequency of the representations of the previously
stated populations. Out of the 1,195 coded representation samples found within the literature,
race was present in 48 samples, ethnicity in 128 samples, language in 149 samples, gender in
282 samples, sexuality in 279 samples, disability and/or illness in 201 samples, and
socioeconomic status in 108. The quality of the samples were also analyzed, and are contained
within this study.
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Chapter One: Introduction

According to the United States Census Bureau, the number of culturally and
linguistically diverse (CLD) children in the U.S. has been increasing over time, with children of
CLD backgrounds (non-Hispanic white backgrounds, according to the U.S. Census Bureau)
accounting for 50.2% of children under the age of 18 in the U.S. in 2014 (Department of
Commerce, 2015); and this number is steadily growing. In opposition to this population
growth, according to Lee & Low Books (2016), the number of multicultural children’s books
between 1994 and 2006 have only accounted for 11% of children’s books published, and Black,
Latino, Hispanic, and Native American authors have accounted for less than six percent of the
the children’s books published in 2016. With with children’s and young adult literature sales
growing by 22.4% in 2014 (Stampler, 2014), the lack of CLD representation in children’s and
young adult literature is visible, leaving an unnecessary gap in the children’s and young adult
literature for and by culturally and linguistically diverse populations.
Statement of the Problem
The lack of diversity among popular young adult (YA) literature was first noticed by
this researcher while working in a suburban high school in Western New York. While at work,
this researcher would observe the YA literature that teachers were requiring their students to
read, the literature put on display in the library and in display cases, the YA literature
advertised and sold at book fairs in the school, and the free choice texts provided and
recommended to the students by their teachers. There was a general trend between all of these
books that were observed: the majority of these books were centered around white, male
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characters. The school in which this researcher worked over the course of this study was a
predominantly white school district servicing students from families with low socioeconomic
status in Western New York. One might be inclined to assume that this population of students
did not need or want multicultural literature for young adults; however, the assumption that a
lack of diversity is only a problem in highly diverse schools is a fallacy. According to critical
race theorists, multicultural pedagogy advocates, and multicultural literature proponents, when
students do not see their own cultures and the cultures of others reflected in the literature they
are exposed to, they have a skewed world view, and may develop a negative sense of self, as
well as a negative perception of others (Bista, 2012; Botelho, Delgado & Stefancic, 2012;
Ladson-Billings, 1994; Young & Nappi, 2014). The inclusion of literature that depicts oneself
and others is just as vital for students in predominantly white schools as it is for students in
more diverse schools.
Some may be inclined to ask why it is so important to provide multicultural reading
materials to students, whether they are or are not members of culturally and linguistically
diverse populations. To begin to answer this question, it is helpful to examine the definition of
diversity. According to the National Education Association, “Diversity can be defined as the
sum of the ways that people are both alike and different. The dimensions of diversity include
race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, language, culture, religion, mental and physical
ability, class, and immigration status” (National Education Association, n.d.). While a young
adult may not be a member of any culturally and linguistically diverse groups, one must still
provide them with literature that is inclusive of all of the identities to which that young adult, or
other young adults they may meet in life, may prescribe, as “culture and cultural differences…
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play a discernible role in power relationships and how children identify” themselves within
their communities and schools (Nieto, 2008, pp. 128-129). According to Nieto, culture is
defined as:
the ever-changing values, traditions, social and political relationships, and worldviews
created, shared, and transformed by a group of people bound together by a combination
of factors that can include a common history, geographic location, language, social
class, and religion. (2008, p. 129)
When there is a lack of culturally and linguistically diverse groups represented in the literature
read by young adults, the result is the invalidation of the cultures of culturally and linguistically
diverse persons, and labels the dominant cultures as “culture[s] of power based simply on their
race” (Nieto, 2008, p. 130), gender, sexuality, ethnicity, language, socioeconomic status, etc.
Background of the Problem
Young adult literature consists of texts written for those persons within the ages of 12 to
18 (Cart, 2008). The first time this term was utilized was in the late 1960s, and it “referred to
realistic fiction that was set in the real (as opposed to imagined), contemporary world and
addressed problems, issues, and life circumstances” (Cart, 2008). From here, American
publishers began marketing these books to libraries and schools with the purpose of serving
young adults between the ages of 12 and 18, which is where young adult literature began as a
genre (Cart, 2008). The first YA novel to be published was entitled Seventeenth Summer, and
was written by Maureen Daly in 1942. From here, the YA genre grew, with the publication of
the New York Times’ publication of “A Teenage Bill of Rights,’ and S.E. Hinton’s book The
Outsiders (Waters, 2016).
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“[Young Adult] literature is an important lens through which to examine cultural shifts
as it is, in many ways, a microcosm for our society” (Waters, 2016). In terms of children’s
literature and young adult literature for racially diverse people, “the earliest materials for
children by authors of color were produced by independent Native Americans and African
Americans in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,” with the writings of these
authors aiming to “pass on their cultures to their own children, as well as to explain their
cultures to a more general audience” (Gilton, 2007, p. 42). African American authors also
added to the small body of children’s literature and young adult literature by authors of color
between 1880 and 1894, with novels and periodicals being published for children, focusing on
both white and black children (Gilton, 2007, pp. 43-44). This growth in authors of color during
this time lead to W.E.B. Dubois and Carter G. Woodson establishing the first publishing houses
for African American authors, leading the way for more publishing companies and authors of
color to make a name in the literary scene leading up to the 1940s. Following the Brown vs.
Board of Education Supreme Court verdict in the 1950s, “there was a general drive in U.S.
society toward integration and assimilation” (Gilton, 2007, p. 47). With this drive, aided by the
Civil Rights movement and in response to World War II Nazism, came the Intercultural
Education movement, which advocated “pride in one’s own heritage and toleration of racial,
religious, and cultural differences,” which taught students “to be tolerant of others and to avoid
prejudice and discrimination” (Gilton, 2007, pp. 47-48). As these movements grew and gained
momentum, publishers in America attempted to respond to the call for books that provided
students with accurate depictions of a multitude of cultures, and those practices of tolerance
and acceptance of all, but, to some, the American publishing system failed. Gilton states:
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Instead of recruiting more writers of color, most mainstream publishers encouraged
white writers to write on people of color… On the one hand, there was more
information on more diverse groups of people. All children could benefit from seeing
such a world reflected in these new titles… publishers were criticized… [because] the
new materials dropped some of the worst stereotypes of the past, but continued others,
and they sometimes created new ones! (2007, p. 49)
While books on diverse populations were starting to make an appearance, the leaders of the
Civil Rights and Intercultural Education Movements wanted more: more books with persons of
color and more representation in the literature and school curricula provided to students.
Between the end of the 1950s and into the early 1980s, these movements continued to gain
momentum, leading to the creation of organizations, such as The Council on Interracial Books
for Children (CBC), who has fought and impacted the field of multicultural and ethnic
children’s literature since 1965 (Gilton, 2007, pp. 50-57). “The last [thirty-two] years have
been a period of more consistent, if not increasing, publishing of materials… related to
multicultural and ethnic children’s literature” (Gilton, 2007, p. 61), but some question the
extent of the progress that has been made. With all the excellent progress made in multicultural
literature publications, research into how this type of reading material is offered to young adults
can help illuminate whether or not these materials are making it into the hands of their target
audience, young adults of color.
Literature about other culturally and linguistically diverse populations have also
expanded since the Civil Rights Movement, such as LGBTQ literature. Historically,
homosexuality had been considered a mental disorder, which required medical intervention,
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including placement in mental hospitals and psychiatric facilities (Waters, 2016). In the
nineteenth century, literature about homosexuality mostly consisted of theoretical works and
studies by scientists such as Karl Heinrich Ulrichs, Sigmund Freud, and Richard von
Krafft-Ebing, in which homosexuality was referred to as many things, including “inversion of
the sexual instinct,” “inversion of the genital sense,” “sexual perversion,” and various other
terms, most of which depicted homosexuality as being morally and social unethical
(Association of Gay and Lesbian Psychiatrists, 2012). Most notably, Sigmund Freud studied
homosexuality, or “hysteria,” and, in his work Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality, he
claimed that homosexuality emerged from these four theories: homosexuality emerged as a
result of an Oedipus conflict where a boy learns of his mother’s castration; homosexuality is a
result of boys loving their mothers to the point of identifying with them, where they then seek
to love an image of themselves like their mothers loved them; homosexuality occurs as a result
of an inverted Oedipus conflict where a boy seeks his father’s love by taking on a feminine
identity; and homosexuality occurs because a sadistic jealousy of a brother or father results in a
safer love of men (Association of Gay and Lesbian Psychiatrists, 2012).
Homosexuality continued to be considered a mental condition into the twentieth
century, though the literature of some, like Havelock Ellis and Magnus Hirschfeld, began to
contribute opposing perspectives, ones that did not depict homosexuality as a disease, but
instead a congenital condition. Along with this, theorists and scientists wrote literature
depicting “homosexuality [as] an intermediate sex and a natural, biological variant in the
spectrum between perfect maleness and femaleness” (Association of Gay and Lesbian
Psychiatrists, 2012), which pioneered the study of transgenderism and gender variance. This
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was in stark opposition to the literature of theorist such as Irving Bieber, who continued to
believe homosexuality was causal and not congenital (Association of Gay and Lesbian
Psychiatrists, 2012). Regardless of the beliefs of the time, the American Psychiatric
Association removed homosexuality as a listed mental disorder in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, the leading literature on mental disorders, in 1973 after
determining there was a lack of evidence found in the literature (Levin, 2016).
This move to declassify homosexuality as a mental disorder was due, in part, to the
work of Alfred Kinsey, who studied sexuality throughout the mid-twentieth century. Kinsey
studied the development of homosexual behaviors is males and females, and published two
landmark research studies (1948, 1953) that revealed the “prevalence of masturbation,
adulterous sexual activity, and homosexuality… premarital sexuality, and orgasmic
experiences” (Brown & Fee, 2003, p. 897) among men and women (Kinsey et al., 1948; Kinsey
et al., 1953). Kinsey’s pieces stated that, while society viewed homosexuality as morally
wrong and as negative, in actual practice, homosexuality was relatively prevalent, and he
utilized his results in these studies to determine that sexuality is a continuum, not strictly
heterosexual or homosexual (Brown & Fee, 2003, p. 897).
It is believed that LGBTQ literature as a genre began in 1952 with the publication of
Spring Fire, a text written by Marijane Meaker, under the pseudonym Vin Packer (Waters,
2016). Spring Fire was not intended for an LGBTQ market, as, Meaker stated, there was no
knowledge of an LGBTQ market for literature. The text ends with one of the girls in a
homosexual relationship being sent to a mental institution, and with the other denying her
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homosexual tendencies. Historically, negative outcomes such as this were a frequent occurance
for LGBTQ literature, with LGBTQ young adult novels not yet in existence (Waters, 2016).
In 1969, a book was published by John Donovan, called I’ll Get There. It Better Be
Worth the Trip, and this book was considered to be the first queer YA book (Waters, 2016).
Donovan’s book was published in the midst of various LGBTQ riots and protests, such as the
Stonewall Riots, the Dewey’s Sit-In, and the Compton’s Cafeteria Riot (Waters, 2016). At this
time, LGBTQ matters were still virtually non-existent in literature, both adult and YA. Books
focusing on LGBTQ characters frequently ended with negative outcomes for those characters,
such as death of loved ones, hospitalization or conversion therapy, shame, and temporary
homosexuality. One of the first novels to escape these literary tropes was Annie on My Mind,
written by Nancy Garden in 1982. In Garden’s novel, both characters survive their homosexual
experiences, and their relationship continues throughout the novel, which was a revolutionary
change in queer YA literature. Marjorie Meaker also wrote Deliver Us From Evie in 1990, an
LGBTQ young adult novel that to be “groundbreaking for its positive portrayal of a butch
lesbian” (Waters, 2016), as well as for its happy ending. “By 1992, about 60 queer YA novels
had been published” (Waters, 2016), though many of these did not feature queer protagonists.
In recent years, LGBTQ literature for young adults has grown from one queer book per year
being published in the 1970s, to 50 or more queer books being published each year in the 1990s
(Waters, 2016).
Definition of Terms
As the topic of this research is highly sensitive and layered with social and/or political
complications, it is important to first establish a common language for how each topic will be
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addressed. The following list of relevant terms is derived from a range of sources including
seminal research and literature, reference materials, and various agencies or organizations. All
efforts to remain politically unbiased have been made, and all definitions are direct quotes from
the sources indicated. These terms will be used throughout the remainder of this document.
Table 1
Definitions of Relevant Terms
Term

Definition

Source

Culturally and
Linguistically
Diverse (CLD)

Term that was “introduced to replace Non-English
Speaking Background in 1996”

Sawrikar & Katz,
2009, p. 2

Culture

“The ever-changing values, traditions, social and
political relationships, and worldview created,
shared, and transformed by a group of people”

Nieto, 2008, p. 129

Disability

A person who has a physical or mental impairment
that substantially limits one or more major life
activity

Americans with
Disabilities Act,
2009

Diversity

“The sum of the ways that people are both alike
and different… including race, ethnicity, gender,
sexual orientation, language, culture, religion,
mental and physical ability, class, and immigration
status”

National Education
Association, n.d.

Ethnicity

“A social group that shares a common and
distinctive culture, religion, language, or the like”

Dictionary.com;
n.d.

Gender

“The complex relationship between physical traits
and one’s internal sense as male, female, both, or
neither (gender identity), as well as one’s outward
expression and behaviors (gender expression)”

Orr et al., 2015, p.
6

Gender Binary

“A social system that constructs gender according
to two discrete and opposite categories of male or
female”

Orr et al., 2015, p.
6

Gender Expression

“How a person expresses their gender through
outward presentation and behavior” (Orr et al.

Human Rights
Campaign, n.d.b;
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2015, p. 7); “the external appearance of one's
gender identity, usually expressed through
behavior, clothing, haircut or voice, and which
may or may not conform to socially defined
behaviors and characteristics typically associated
with being either masculine or feminine” (Human
Rights Campaign, n.d.b.)

Orr et al., 2015, p.
7

Gender Identity

“A person’s deeply felt sense of being male,
female, both, or neither; one's innermost concept of
self as male, female, a blend of both or neither”
(Orr et al., 2015, p. 7); “how individuals perceive
themselves and what they call themselves. One's
gender identity can be the same or different from
their sex assigned at birth” (Human Rights
Campaign, n.d.b.)

Human Rights
Campaign, n.d.b;
Orr et al., 2015, p.
7

Illness

Experiences or characteristics of a person dealing
with disease, injury, or personal difficulties with
living; Diseases, mental health, physical health,
chronic, etc.

Emson, 1987, p.
812

Language

“The exchange [of] knowledge, beliefs, opinions,
wishes, threats, commands, thanks, promises,
declarations, feelings through the use of written
and spoken word, as well as body language”

Eifring & Theil,
2005, p. 2

LGBTQ

“An acronym for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, and queer”

Human Rights
Campaign, n.d.a

MOGAI

“An acronym that stands for ‘marginalized
orientations, gender alignments, and intersex.’”
Used similarly to LGBTQ

The Regents of the
University of
California, 2018

Othering

A term that not only encompasses the many
expressions of prejudice on the basis of group
identities, but provides a clarifying frame that
reveals a set of common processes and conditions
that propagate group-based inequality and
marginality. “Dimensions of othering include, but
are not limited to, religion, sex, race, ethnicity,
socioeconomic status (class), disability, sexual
orientation, and skin tone.”

Powell &
Menendian, 2016

Race

A person having origins in any of the original
peoples of a certain culture or group; the qualities

U.S. Census
Bureau, 2017;
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or characteristics associated with a group or set of
people with common features

Merriam-Webster,
n.d.b.

Representation

The meaning made from language that gives us a
sense of our own identity; exchanged in every
personal and social interaction, produced in a
variety of media and technologies (including
global media and communication), and the ways
in which we express ourselves and the cultural
“things” we consume or appropriate; the everyday
rituals and practices in daily life that we give value
and significance

Hall, 1997, pp.
1-10

Self-Concept

Term that “refers to the beliefs, attitudes,
knowledge, and ideas people have about
themselves”

Hassell & Cox,
2010, p. 214

Sex

Biological Gender; the physical attributes and
characteristics that are used to assign someone as
“male” or “female” at birth; a label — male or
female — that you’re assigned by a doctor at birth
based on the genitals you’re born with and the
chromosomes you have, with some discrepancies
being present for those persons who are born
intersex, or when someone’s sexual and
reproductive anatomy doesn’t seem to fit the
typical definitions of female or male

Orr et al., 2015, p.
6; Planned
Parenthood, n.d.a

Sexual Identity

“The label that people adopt to signify to others
who they are as a sexual being, particularly
regarding sexual orientation”; the identity of one’s
sex that may or may not match their sexual
orientation

Grollman, 2010

Sexual Orientation

A “term that describes a person’s romantic or
sexual attraction” (Orr et al., 2015, p. 7); “who
you’re attracted to and who you feel drawn to
romantically, emotionally, and sexually. It’s
different than gender identity. Gender identity isn’t
about who you’re attracted to, but about who you
ARE — male, female, genderqueer, etc.” (Planned
Parenthood, n.d.b.)

Orr et al., 2015, p.
7; Planned
Parenthood, n.d.b

Socioeconomic
Status

“The social standing or class of an individual or
group. It is often measured as a combination of

American
Psychological
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education, income and occupation”

Association, n.d.

Queer

“A term people often use to express fluid identities
and orientations. Often used interchangeably with
‘LGBTQ.’"

Human Rights
Campaign, n.d.a.

Young Adult

Adolescent; “any person between the ages of 10
and 19 years old”

Csikszentmihalyi,
2017

Young Adult (YA)
Literature

“Literature—or fiction, narratives, non-fiction,
poetry, novels, pictorial stories, etc.—of interest to
young readers aged approximately 12-18”

Cart, 2008

Research Questions
This study focuses on the following research questions in relation to the representations
of diverse populations, experiences, and topics in popular young adult literature read in the
United States:
Quantitative
1. What is the variability of representation of sexual orientation, race, ethnicity,
gender, disability, language, and socioeconomic status in commonly read young
adult literature novels in the United States?
Qualitative
1. How are theoretical ideologies represented in YA lit?
2. What are the tones of the various representations of culturally and linguistically
diverse characters?
Significance and Implications
The purpose of this study is to observe the variance and frequency of the representations
of culturally and linguistically diverse persons within commonly read young adult literature.
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According to research, the quality and authenticity of the representations of various culturally
and linguistically diverse populations within literature impacts the self images, world views,
and perceptions of readers (Hassell & Cox, 2010; Ladson-Billings, 1994; Ladson-Billings,
1995), and may perpetuate stereotypes and prejudices (Bishop, 1997; Hade, 1997; Marxen,
2002; Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994).
The results of this study should be utilized to critically review and think about the
culturally and linguistically diverse representations within young adult literature, as “literature
can contribute to the development of self-esteem by holding up to its readers images of
themselves” (Bishop, 1997, p. 4), and literature has the power to give readers the belief that
they and their cultures are not respected or appreciated within society (Bishop, 1997; Ramirez
& Ramirez, 1994). These results should also be utilized in order to teach young adults to
critically think about the literature that they are reading, analyzing the validity and authenticity
of the representations they are viewing, and thinking critically when selecting literature to read.
This researcher suspects that culturally and linguistically diverse populations are not
represented enough within commonly read young adult literature, and when these cultures are
represented, they frequently are represented in negative ways.
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Chapter Two: Review of Literature

Theoretical Framework
This study aims to observe the variability of representation of sexual orientation, race,
ethnicity, gender, disability, language, and socioeconomic status in the most popular young
adult literature and amongst authors of young adult literature. In order to ground this research
in theory, this researcher will utilize critical race theory, the transactional theory of reading, and
multicultural education. Critical race theory will be utilized in order to frame the way the
representations create a culture of power within the young adult literature being analyzed, and
the ways in which authors of young adult literature may establish a culture of power. The
transactional theory of reading will be utilized, along with critical race theory, to analyze the
ways readers may interact with a text, along with the perceptions about culturally and
linguistically diverse persons one may extract from reading events, the impacts of those
perceptions, and the ways in which these perceptions may establish a culture of power.
Multicultural pedagogy will be considered in order to frame the ways in which the literature
read by children and young adults will impact their perceptions of self and others. Along with
this, multicultural pedagogy will be considered to reduce and identify prejudices in popular
literature, and identify the social culture and cultural perceptions surrounding culturally and
linguistically diverse populations. The following sections will be included in this theoretical
overview: critical race theory; the transactional theory of reading; and multicultural education,
including Cultural Authenticity vs. Cultural Accuracy and Cultural Consciousness vs. Social
Consciousness.
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Critical Race Theory
Critical Race Theory (CRT) movement was born out of the Civil Rights and Feminist
Movements of the 1970’s, as well as the Black Power and Chicano movements (Delgado &
Stefancic, 2012). Advocates of the CRT movement believe in “studying and transforming the
relationship among race, racism, and power,” including economically, historically, through
group and self interests, and through feelings and the unconscious (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012,
p. 3). This movement was created in the hopes of addressing the more subtler forms of racism
and oppression that became popular after civil rights were granted to African Americans
(Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). CRT has six basic tenets that motivate its followers and their
goals and actions: racism is ordinary; interest convergence; social construction; differential
racialization; intersectionality; and antiessentialism.
CRT’s first assumption is that racism is an ordinary experience for people of color in
the United States (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). This makes addressing the issue of race
difficult, as it seems like a part of normal interaction because it is not acknowledged (Delgado
& Stefancic, 2012). This lack of acknowledgement leads to liberal movements, like color
blindness, that only corrects blatant racism while ignoring micro-aggressions and subtle racism
(Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). CRT proponents also believe that the system of oppression that
places white culture on top serves important purposes that are material and spiritual in favor of
the dominant culture (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). This is called “interest convergence,” or the
belief that racism is only addressed or utilized when it benefits the elites and working-class
citizens in the culture of power (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). The social construction theory is
the third tenet of CRT, which argues that race is not a biological product, but instead a societal
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product that was created in order to be utilized or retired when convenient to the dominant
culture (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). This argument holds that, while people of certain
demographics hold similar biological and physical features, these are only a small part of their
genetic makeup and should not be utilized to categorize them as a whole (Delgado & Stefancic,
2012). CRT proponents also believe in differential racialization, which refers to the ways in
which the dominant culture “racialize different minority groups at different times, in response
to shifting needs,” such as when society had “little use for blacks but much need for Mexican or
Japanese agricultural workers” (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). According to CRT proponents,
the images and perceptions of these CLD populations evolves over time to meet the needs of
the dominant culture (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). The last two tenets of CRT are the concepts
of intersectionality and antiessentialism. According to CRT advocates, intersectionality is the
understanding that no person is composed of a single, simplistic identity (Delgado & Stefancic,
2012). Along with this, antiessentialism refers to all of the factors that make contributions to
one’s composition, such as race, class, and gender, and how these help to create a more
different individual (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). Delgado and Stefancic (2012) state that
“everyone has potentially conflicting, overlapping identities, loyalties, and allegiances” and
that membership in CLD populations “brings with it a presumed competence to speak about
race and racism” (p. 10). This movement works to negate the system of oppression, as “by
every social indicator, racism continues to blight the lives of people of color” (Delgado &
Stefancic, 2012, p. 11).
CRT is not only applicable to matters of racial prejudice and can be applied to other
areas of study, such as prejudice varying areas of discrimination. For the purposes of this
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study, the tenets of CRT will be applied in order to view the matters of prejudice placed against
varying CLD demographics, specifically the members of the following groups: sexual
orientation, race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, gender orientation, disability and illness, and
language. Specifically, this study aims to observe the notion of discrimination being
normalized throughout the quality of the CLD characters and their representations. Along with
this, this study will aim to observe interest convergence, intersectionality, and anti-essentialism.
In doing so, this study will analyze the quality of representations of CLD diverse populations in
an attempt to determine the culture of power, as well the impact of those representations on
CLD populations and the culture of power.
The Transactional Theory of Reading
The transactional theory of reading was built upon Vygotsky’s Schema Theory, which
stated that a person utilized their prior experiences and knowledge in order to comprehend new
knowledge and experiences (Tracey & Morrow, 2017). Building off of Vygotsky’s theory, the
transactional theory of reading argues that “all readers have individualized reading experiences
because each reader has unique background schemata” (Tracey & Morrow, 2017, p. 63).
Rosenblatt’s (2004) theory is composed of the following components that influence the
transaction the reader has with the text: the environment; the linguistic-experiential reservoir;
the efferent-aesthetic continuum; the reader’s transaction with the text, and their response; the
author’s transaction with their writing; the communication between the author and reader; and
the total context.
According to Rosenblatt (2004), literacy is not confined to those experiences where a
person is holding a book in hand and is reading the contents of said text, but instead is
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composed of literary and non-literary texts, including conversation, written text, images, body
language, and various other situations where a person transacts with a “text.” Rosenblatt
(1982; 2004) argues that, foundationally, a person’s environment influences the text, and their
prior knowledge and experiences influence what meaning they extract from the literacy event.
The environment can consist of the past and present physical and social impacts on the
individual, and this environment is unique to each individual, and allows each reader to bring
context to the literacy event that is exclusive to them. The linguistic-experiential reservoir
draws on the individual’s environment, as the natural and social contexts, or the “inner capital”
of an individual’s past are utilized to interact and comprehend within the literacy event
(Rosenblatt, 2004, p. 1367).
Within Rosenblatt’s (2004) theory, readers take a stance in response to a literacy event
in one of two ways: efferent responses and aesthetic responses. The stance that the reader takes
determines the way in which the reader views the content of the literacy event and what type of
information or transaction they hope to take with them after the event (1982; 2004). Efferent
responses are fact-based responses (Tracey & Morrow, 2017), where the reader attempts to
build meaning, ideas, and purely construct the knowledge that will be taken away from and
retained at the end of the literacy event (Rosenblatt, 1982; Rosenblatt, 2004). This means the
reader partakes in the reading event aiming to obtain the bare minimum information from the
text without a personal connection. Aesthetic responses are emotionally and personally based
responses (Tracey & Morrow, 2017), where the reader embraces personal and emotional
feelings and attitudes based on the context of the literacy event (Rosenblatt, 1982). With the
aesthetic stance, the reader focuses on “what is being lived through during the reading event,”
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through the use of senses, feelings, and intuitions (Rosenblatt, 2004, p. 1373), with the reader
focusing on the enjoyment and beauty of the text. This does not mean that the literacy events
with efferent stances are only done within the genre of nonfiction literature. According to
Rosenblatt (1982), the text does not determine the stance of the reader, because “any text can
be read either way,” with the reader approaching novels in efferent manners or approaching
expository texts in aesthetic ways (p. 269).
After the reader’s stance is determined, the transaction can begin. Rosenblatt’s
understanding of the literacy event and the transactions that occur within it is both non-linear
and cyclical. The first component of the reading event is the reader. As stated previously, the
reader brings in their own linguistic-experiential reservoir to the reading experience, composed
of past experiences and the reader’s present and past environments, in order to draw their own
meaning from the event, transacting with the text in a way that is unique to them (Rosenblatt,
1982; Rosenblatt, 2004). The reader begins by determining their stance in the reading event.
Then, the reader receives the information provided by the text, followed by interpreting the
information provided by tapping into the linguistic-experiential reservoir to determine the
meaning of the information. The reader then responds to the information either verbally

Figure 1. The Transactional Process of Reading
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or nonverbally. Once a response has been made, both parties tap into their linguisticexperiential reservoirs to interpret the new information, and follow up by confirming, revising,
or expanding on the meanings each party extracted from the event. At this time, the reader may
revisit their stance or begin the process of inputting and interpreting information from the text.
During any part of this process, shown in Figure 1, the reader may stop and revisit a prior step,
or may skip a step, and this is a very personal and unique experience, with “no two readings,
even by the same person, [being] identical” (Rosenblatt, 2004, p. 1375). This process works as
it does because “a personally grounded purpose develops and impels movement forward”
(Rosenblatt, 2004, 1380).
Through this process, the transaction is influenced by the reader’s stance, the author’s
intention, and what the reader pulls from the text. According to Rosenblatt, “the reader’s own
purpose… may dictate a different stance from the one the writer intended” (2004, p. 1376),
causing the reader to extract different content from the text than the reader intended to be
extracted. From the information the reader pulls from the author’s input of information, the
reader will use that information to evoke their meaning of the text, and as the reader develops
this evocation and responds to it, the reader’s decisions are constantly being altered and
changed in relation to the text. It is at this time that the reader may decide to abandon the
reading event or revisit any of the prior or future steps of the process, changing the potential
reactions the reader extracts from the transaction. When the author is writing the text, they take
a personal stance and interact with their thoughts and words in a way that attempts to evoke a
certain transaction and response. This stance that the author takes may differ from the reader,
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and regardless of this difference, the authorial stance impacts the meaning, responses, and
transaction the reader takes with them from the reading event. This creates a type of
“dialogue” between the reader and the author, where the reader can sense unspoken authorial
personality within the text and the reading event, which builds a relationship between the
reader and author of the literary event. This “contract” brings the linguistic-experiential
reservoirs of the reader and the author closer, and “the closer their linguistic-experiential
equipment, the more likely the reader’s interpretation will fulfill the writer’s intention”
(Rosenblatt, 2004, p. 1383).
Rosenblatt’s idea of the total concept holistically embodies the theory, with the
understanding that readers are continually involved in reading events with a “reciprocal
relationship with an environment, a context, [and] a total situation” (Rosenblatt, 2004, p. 1388).
This continual transaction is constantly shaping the reader’s understanding of the world,
influencing the reader’s behavior, and impacting the reader’s sense and attitude of self
(Rosenblatt, 2004).
Rosenblatt’s theory of the transaction of reading will be applied to the present study by
being intertwined with the tenets of CRT. In doing so, this study will aim to observe the
potential notions of CLD populations one could extract from a literacy event in relation to their
prior cultural knowledge in their linguistic-experiential reservoirs, and how those reservoirs
may impact the perceptions of the CLD populations and the culture of power. Along with this,
this study will aim to observe the potential impacts of the portrayals of CLD populations in
young adult literature on the perceptions of CLD populations in both CLD persons and
non-CLD persons. This theory, hand-in-hand with CRT, will frame the discussion about the
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ways in which students will interact with a text to develop a sense of self and perceptions of
others within their communities.
Multicultural Education/Pedagogy
Multicultural education is an educational reformation that aims to “to change the
structure of educational institutions so that… diverse racial, [gender], ethnic, language, and
cultural groups will have an equal chance to achieve academically in school” (Banks & McGee
Banks, 2010, p. 1). The multicultural education movement developed as a result of the Civil
Rights movement of the 1960’s, when African Americans in the United States fervently fought
for equity and equality within education settings (Banks, 2010). The exclusion of African
American perspectives and experiences in the American education system “define[d] some
groups’ knowledge as the most legitimate, as official knowledge” (Apple, 1993, p. 222),
making a statement about who had power in society during that time. With this outpour of
voices fighting for equality and equity in education, the movement began to ask for more than
just equitable conditions, but also curricula that reflected the experiences, cultures, histories,
and perspectives of African Americans, as well as educators, textbooks, and community
advocates that reflected those perspectives, cultures, and experiences within schools (Banks,
2010). From these demands, ethnic studies programs and the inclusion of ethnic celebrations
about African Americans were developed within schools that were not always “educationally
sound” (Banks, 2010, p. 6). Though these developments were appreciated, they were not
viewed as enough by proponents of the movement who believed that “multicultural education
is not a separate, isolated, once-a-year activity. Instead, the regular curriculum [must include] a
range of cultural perspectives” (Ladson-Billings, 1994), leading to demands for better curricula
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and materials. The installation of these programs about African American culture also drove
other CLD populations to advocate for reformation and inclusion of their groups within
educational settings, and the improvement of present programs and curricula, including women,
persons with disabilities, LGBTQ persons, senior citizens, and people of color (Banks, 2010).
“From the diverse courses, programs, and practices that educational institutions devised to
respond to the demands, needs, and aspirations of the various groups” (Banks, 2010, p. 7), the
Multicultural Education Movement was born. Consensus on which CLD populations should be
the focus of multicultural education has not been achieved, as proponents of the movement
pose these questions: “should the focus remain on race, gender, and class? Is a more expansive
conception required that includes disability, linguistic variation, sexual orientation, religion,
and other categories of difference?” (Harris, 2003, p. 119).
The multicultural education movement consists of five dimensions: content integration;
the knowledge construction process; prejudice reduction; equity pedagogy; and empowering of
the school culture and social structure (Banks, 2010, p. 20). These five dimensions bring
multicultural education beyond just including content that is about different CLD populations,
and allows for school and curricular reform (Banks, 2010). Content integration deals with the
use of content about, by, and for a variety of CLD populations within the school and classroom
settings, in a variety of subjects and content areas. This dimension is the one that most
educators focus on, and this dimension, while important, should not be used in the school and
classroom settings in isolation (Banks, 2010). The knowledge construction process “relates to
the extent to which teachers help students to understand, investigate, and determine how the
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implicit cultural assumptions, frames of reference, perspectives, and biases within a discipline
influence the ways in which knowledge is constructed within it” (Banks, 2010, p. 20). This can

Figure 2. The Dimensions of Multicultural Education (Banks & McGee Banks, 2010, p. 23)

be done in various ways and in various content areas to integrate the cultural understandings
of varying CLD populations and their impact on various areas of study. Prejudice reduction is
the curricula that teachers utilize to increase the positive attitudes and perceptions students hold
about varying CLD populations, reducing those negative perceptions and prejudices that
students hold (Banks, 2010). Empowering the school culture entails the examination of the
school environment by staff and educators to ensure that it “promote[s] gender, racial, and
social-class equity” (Banks, 2010, p. 22). Finally, equity pedagogy is the conscious effort of
educators to ensure that their teaching allows for the success of all CLD populations, including
varying teaching styles, approaches, and teaching and learning strategies (Banks, 2010).
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According to proponents of the multicultural education movement, individuals are
intersectional, where each individual retains membership in varying cultures and groups, and
that these groups impact the individual’s views and behaviors within society (Banks, 2010;
Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). Proponents of multicultural education also view schools as social
settings, and believe that education, especially literacy education, should occur through the lens
of the culture, wherein we interject the education within the culture rather than forcing the
culture into education. Through viewing students’ cultural needs and strengths as anto our
advantage in their learning, academic achievement for students will improve (Gay, 2002;
Ladson-Billings, 1995; Sleeter, 2012).
Multicultural Literature. Multicultural literature, sometimes called multiethnic
literature, is “children’s literature for and about America’s” CLD populations (Ramirez &
Ramirez, 1994, p. 1). Multicultural literature has also been defined as the literature that
highlights the various cultures that have contributed to our collective knowledge of the world
and the people within it, including the reality, structure, and struggle of power, giving voice to
the marginalized voices in society (Baer & Glasgow, 2010; Bista, 2012). Advocates of
multicultural literature also believe that educators, authors, and illustrators must be reflective of
the representations, biases, and cultural perspectives of those cultures within the literature and
those who create it (Bista, 2012; Botelho, Young & Nappi, 2014).
Books that present accurate and authentic depictions of children’s cultural backgrounds
validate those cultures and communicate to all children a strong, positive message about
our diverse society. When literature excludes certain cultures or contains
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misinformation and warped images, however, children’s identities, attitudes, and
understandings are negatively influences (Noll, 2003, p. 182).
A child’s sense of self is a societal message that is, in part, implicitly extracted from the
literature they are exposed to and presented with in the home and school settings (Hassell &
Cox, 2010, p. 214). When the literature children are exposed to has misinformation and
warped images, it becomes difficult for children to develop positive feelings of self and their
cultural identity (Hassell & Cox, 2010, p. 214). Along with this, positive representations of
CLD populations in literature “offer a more universal message that white children are able to
relate to” (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994). Some that support multicultural literature have argued
that children and young adult literature is not providing enough positive and authentic images
(Crisp, 2013; Koss & Teale, 2009; Noll, 2003). Even so, “the last [thirty-two] years have been
a period of more consistent, if not increasing, publishing of materials… related to multicultural
and ethnic children’s literature” (Gilton, 2007, p. 61). With all the excellent progress made in
multicultural literature publications, research into how this type of reading material is offered to
young adults can help illuminate whether or not these materials are making it into the hands of
their target audience, young adults of color.
Cultural Authenticity vs Cultural Accuracy.
Cultural authenticity and cultural accuracy have been topics of discussion amongst
advocates of multicultural education. Cultural accuracy, as defined by Yokota (1993), consists
of rich cultural details, authentic dialogue and relationships, inclusion of members of CLD
groups for a purpose, and in-depth treatment of cultural issues. Yokota (1993) believed that
inclusion of these features in a text would allow for “insight into the nuances of daily life” of
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CLD populations, prevent characters from being depicted as “non-Caucasians,” and would
allow for characters to be “regarded as distinct individuals whose lives are rooted in their
culture,” regardless of how vital those characters are to the story (p. 160). Some argue that
Yokota’s definition is limited, as it does not acknowledge the need for authenticity, as the
attention to cultural values was limiting (Mo & Shen, 1997; Mo & Shen, 2003). Mo and Shen
(2003) argue the difference between cultural accuracy and cultural authenticity as follows:
“while cultural accuracy relies on a culture’s social practices, cultural authenticity is based on
whether or not the cultural practice represents its central code” (p. 202).
According to proponents of multicultural education, the foundational definition of
cultural authenticity in literature is “the reader’s sense of truth in how a specific cultural
experience has been represented within a book” (Short & Fox, 2003, p. 5). Cultural
authenticity is viewed as an important aspect to multicultural children’s and young adult
literature, but the views on what constitutes culturally authentic literature are divided, and
definitions vary based on the researcher. For example, Howard (1991) believes that cultural
authenticity is any literature which provides a universal experience for the reader, where
readers from that culture can identify and validate the experience being written about, and
readers from outside of that culture can have a sense of truth from the reading, and will learn
about and identify with some aspect of value about the culture in the text. This explanation of
cultural authenticity is supported by Yokota (1993), who states that it is important to give
realistic portrayals of the issues of a culture and to explore them deeply enough to allow readers
to gain valuable information from them. In opposition, some argue that cultural authenticity is
composed of the attitudes, beliefs, experiences, and world views of people within a specific
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culture, and that cultural authenticity for that group can be determined by the themes, values,
and ideologies for that cultural group (Bishop, 1997; Mo & Shen, 2003). According to Mo and
Shen, “when your version of [a] culture can be accommodated inside the range of values
acceptable within that social group,” cultural authenticity has been achieved (1997, p. 87).
The literature on cultural authenticity divides it into two major categories: the insider’s
stance and the outsider’s stance. These categories are the foundation of debate over cultural
authenticity. Authors and researchers differ on their opinion of whether authors can or cannot
write authentically about cultures of which they are not a member. Researchers who support
the insider’s stance believe that only those who are within and are directly a part of a culture
can write authentic stories and perspectives about that culture (Woodson, 2003). Researchers
who fall under the insider’s stance believe that, while one can research and immerse themselves
in the culture they wish to write about, this is not enough to produce a culturally authentic text
(Lisa, 2003). Noll (2003) states that “these outsiders often have limited knowledge of or
personal experience with the culture they have chosen to depict,” which results in
misinformation and perpetuation of stereotypes (pp. 183-183). Woodson (2003) states “there
were many who believed that while the movement to get a diversity of stories into classrooms
and libraries was important, one didn’t need to be a person of color to tell these stories,” and
she believes the real downfall of this is “the ‘art’ of other people ‘telling our story’ isn’t new”
and people have always attempted to tell the stories of people of color (p. 43). The notion that
an author would want to tell the story of a person outside of their culture is puzzling to those
within the insider’s stance, as they believe no outside person can tell their story (Woodson,
2003, p. 43). When one attempts to write outside of their culture, they “ignore the historical
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context of racist stereotypes and misrepresentations of people of color in children’s books by
white authors, as well as the desire of people of color for their children to see themselves more
positively portrayed within literature” (Short & Fox, 2003, p. 11).
Researchers who support the outsider’s stance believe that anyone can write about a
culture, whether they are insiders or outsiders to that culture, as long as they work hard to be
authentic and accurate in their portrayals, and with the understanding that their work will be
viewed critically by those persons within that culture (Cai, 2003; Harris, 2003). Mo and Shen
(1997) argue that it is possible for authors and illustrators to produce authentic, truthful
representations of cultures that they are not directly a part of (p. 92), given that the authors and
illustrators research and immerse themselves in the culture within which they are attempting to
write, and are willing to face the “critical scrutiny” of members within that culture (Gates,
2012; Harris, 2003). Those who support the outsider’s stance may argue that limiting an author
to only writing within their culture is a form of censorship, and restricts an author’s freedom to
write where their imagination takes them (Lasky, 2003), as “no human culture is inaccessible to
someone who makes the effort to understand, to learn, to inhabit another world” (Gates, 2012,
p. 522). This is supported by others, such as Dresang, who states “one way for a non-Native to
gain [our] knowledge is by listening with care and respect to those who are within [the culture
rather than those who view it from the outside” (1999, https://ccbc.education.wisc.edu/authors/
bruchac.asp). In order to effectively write outside of one’s own culture, Moreillon (2003)
provides a list of strategies, including: consulting a range of sources; asking for insiders to read
and respond to the text; hiring insiders as illustrators for the text; consulting experts in that
culture. Moreillon (2003) also notes the importance of the reader’s reaction to the text when
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determining authenticity, as each reader transacts with a text uniquely, having an experience
and exchange with the text that is unique to them because of their culture and prior knowledge
(Rosenblatt, 2004).
Multicultural education advocates have noted gaps in the authenticity of literature on
CLD populations, stating “very few individuals argue for their right to depict people with
disabilities, those with bilingual proficiencies, the elderly, or religious minorities, because it is
taken for granted that any author can write about these cultural groups, with or without having
these experiences in their own lives” (Harris, 2003, p. 124). Proponents of this body of
literature argue that in order to write authentically, authors must be prepared to “live” within
the culture they are wanting to write about, immersing themselves in the culture and gaining as
much insight and understanding into the group, with the hopes that the author will be able to
portray the culture in authentic and accurate ways (Noll, 2003).
Cultural Consciousness vs. Social Consciousness in Literature.
Socially conscious literature was produced as a response to the Civil Rights Movement
of the 1960’s. Sims (1983) originally defined socially conscious literature as those books that
involve socially charged topics from the Civil Rights movement, such as African Americans
attending white schools, African Americans moving into white neighborhoods, African
Americans utilizing petitions and protests to fight discrimination, and African Americans
learning to coexist and “get along” with whites. Since the Civil Rights Movement, Sims’s
definition has expanded to include other CLD populations and the way they interact with white
society (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994).
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Culturally conscious literature stemmed from children’s literature of the 1970’s that had
“themes that [were] common to all realistic fiction” (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994, p. 7).
Culturally conscious literature includes those books that involve cultural principles of varying
CLD populations, such as heritage, everyday experiences, urban living, the battle against
racism, realistic friendship and relationships, family ties and traditions, and growing up (Sims,
1983). Culturally conscious books are written in a way that allows them to provide cultural
context for the actions and events within a text, either written by an insider or by an outsider
who was immersed in the culture (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994). Culturally conscious books
provide culturally correct elements, within the text as well as the illustrations, to portray an
accurate cultural experience (Sims, 1982). In order for a text to be culturally conscious, it must
include characters that are in the CLD population being portrayed, stories being told from the
perspective of CLD populations, settings relevant to the CLD population, and the means for the
characters to be identified within a CLD population (Sims, 1982).
Multiculturalism and the tenets of Multicultural Education will be utilized throughout
the course of this thesis in order to determine the quality of the young adult literature observed
and recommended. The literature analyzed and recommended will be evaluated on the quality
of the representations of CLD populations within, and the tenets and foundational beliefs of
multicultural education advocates will be utilized in measuring the quality of the
representations, specifically through the lens of cultural authenticity, cultural accuracy, and
culturally conscious books.
Literature Review
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This study aims to examine the variability of representation of sexual orientation, race,
ethnicity, gender, disability, language, and socioeconomic status in the most popular young
adult literature and amongst authors of young adult literature through the lenses of critical race
theory, the transactional theory of reading, and multicultural education. The following segment
attempts to situate the current study within the existing body of literature. The literature
reviewed in this section focuses on the genre of young adult literature through varying lenses,
such as multicultural young adult literature, as well as genres of literature about the identified
culturally and linguistically diverse populations identified and key for this study. When
reviewing the literature on the young adult literature genre, this specialist refined the body of
literature to only view literature on young adult literature discussing one of the identified
culturally and linguistically diverse populations. This narrowed the body of literature to
multiculturalism in young adult literature and diversity in young adult literature, including the
following types of diversity: LBGTQ, gender, and sexual orientation; disability and illness;
ethnicity; race; language; and socioeconomic status. Research in each will be described in the
following sections.
A Need for Young Adult Literature
The American Library Association reported:
Between 1990 and 2000 the number of persons between [ages] 12 and 19 soared to 32
million, a growth rate of seventeen percent that significantly outpaced the growth of the
rest of the population. The size of this population segment has also increased as the
conventional definition of ‘young adult’ has expanded to include those as young as ten
and, since the late 1990s, as old as twenty-five (Cart, 2008).
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Following this population growth, the number of young adult texts being published increased as
much as 25% and the number of young adult texts being purchased increased approximately
23% (Cart, 2008). This genre has also grown and developed in content matter. While,
typically YA literature originally only featured problems of conflict and romance for
characters, now many texts feature more “artistic innovation, experimentation, and risk-taking”
(Cart, 2008).
Young adult literature is viewed as “texts that help adolescent students in their search
for identity, their place in the (adult) world, and for direction in navigating the natural turmoil
of adolescence”; texts which allow students access to more complex, challenging literature
(Petrone, Sarigianides, & Lewis, 2015, p. 507). Researchers in the field of young adult
literature realize that, socially, adolescence is not a universal experience, and sometimes adults
have a tendency to embrace a “one-size-fits-all” mentality which limits individuals, their
potential, and their experiences (Petrone, Sarigianides, & Lewis, 2015, pp. 508-509). “Ideas of
adolescence inform how young people are worried over, administered, talked about, advocated
for, and arranged in settings, including in public schools and in relation to texts intended for
their consumption,” giving this genre of literature the ability to greatly impact students in their
development of sense of self (Petrone, Sarigianides, & Lewis, 2015, p. 510). When students
face a lack of access to texts in which they can see themselves, students may begin to question
their self image and cultural identity (Hassell & Cox, 2010, pp. 211-212). The increase in the
adolescent population and the potential for literature to help adolescents navigate the world
around them establishes a strong need for high quality young adult literature.
Young Adult Literature Defined
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Young adult (YA) literature is the “literature—or fiction, narratives, non-fiction, poetry,
novels, pictorial stories, etc.—of interest to young readers aged approximately 12-18” (Cart,
2008). The first time this term was utilized was in the late 1960’s, and it “referred to realistic
fiction that was set in the real (as opposed to imagined), contemporary world and addressed
problems, issues, and life circumstances” (Cart, 2008). Young adult literature has also been
defined as literature that has either a teenage protagonist or views problems from a teenage
perspective, while attempting to maneuver through and problem solve within the adult world
(Carlsen, 1980). American publishers began marketing these books to libraries and schools
with the purpose of serving young adults approximately between the ages of 12 and 18, which
is where young adult literature began as a genre (Cart, 2008; CSULB, 2018).
Though the genres of YA literature and adult literature are similar, “in YA, characters
are discovering and pushing boundaries to discover themselves, [and] in adult lit, characters
tend to be constrained by those limits and are living within them” (CSULB, 2018), making the
traditional coming-of-age story or self-discovery narratives common components of the genre.
The genre of YA literature, according to Stephens (2007), fails to distinguish itself from
children’s literature or adult literature, sometimes harboring negative assumptions about what
YA literature is or should be (p. 34). Critics of YA literature state that the genre is: exclusive
to children; simplistic; “chick lit for teens;” “less than literary;” lacking sincerity; a marketing
scheme; written by “amateur writers;” experimental; and non-canon (Stephens, 2007, p. 34).
Madeleine L’Engle (1980) stated that a children’s book must be “a good book, a book with a
young protagonist with whom the reader can identify” (p. 121), and this identification can be
applied to YA literature, to determine that YA literature is a good book within which the reader
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can see him- or herself. Stephens (2007) states that if a book is written about young adults and
for young adults, then it is considered YA literature, and YA literature is “told through a
distinctly teen voice that holds the same potential for literary value as its ‘Grownup’ peers (pp.
40-41).
For the purpose of this study, YA literature will be identified as literature written for
adolescents, or persons approximately between ages 12-18, containing adolescent voices,
perspectives, or stories.
YA Literature as a Genre
The genre of young adult literature has expanded with the expectation that “[young
adults] deserve to have access to quality young adult titles, for both their individualized reading
and for classroom study” (Stover, 1997, p. 55). Stover (1997) noted trends in the publishing of
young adult literature, and, among them, in 1997, American publishers were publishing titles
that dealt with the following topics: AIDS/sexual diversity; abuse; technology and the
environment; death; choices and transitions; poetry and short story anthologies; series;
nonfiction titles; historical fiction; issues of diversity; and careers, strong female characters,
and plays. These findings were supported in a 1995 study that found, through the analysis of
research on young adult literature, that the young adult literature genre has focused on topics
such as death, identity, religion, foster homes, alienation, family, ethnicity, athletics, and
divorce or family separation (Poe, Samuels, & Carter). While these results are over twenty
years old, researchers have since found similar results to the findings of the previous studies. A
study in 2009 found that 85% of all young adult books were fiction, with 15% being nonfiction
(Koss & Teale, 2009, pp. 565-566). Along with this, they observed the inclusion of culture,
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ethnicity, race, religion, LGBTQ, and disabilities in the characters studied. The texts observed
also contained the following topics: bullying; finding self; searching for answers; identity; loss;
friendship; family; coming of age; moving; relationships; abuse; illness; and mental illness
(Koss & Teale, 2009, p. 567). From their analysis of young adult literature, the researchers
found the genre lacked cultural diversity, diverse characters, and a lack of multiple perspectives
and viewpoints (Koss & Teale, 2009, p. 570).
Multiculturalism in YA Literature
A large portion of the research on young adult literature discusses multicultural
literature. According to research, multicultural literature:
is often labeled as literature of minority cultures that ‘emphasizes respect for the
different historical perspectives and cultures in human society...’ involves
diversity and inclusion… [and] involves power structure and struggle. Its goal is not
just to understand, accept, and appreciate cultural differences, but also to ultimately
transform the existing social order in order to ensure greater voice and authority to the
marginalized cultures and to achieve social equality and justice among all… In its most
authentic form, it is an area of literature that focuses on the realities of various cultures.
(Bista, 2012, pp. 317-318)
Researchers have found a lack of representation of CLD populations (Koss & Teale, 2009, p.
570), with CLD populations frequently being portrayed as inferior or passive (Botelho, Young
& Nappi, 2014) , and this lack of representation fosters biases towards the dominant group or
culture and non-holistic views of underrepresented populations (Baer & Glasgow, 2010, p. 31).
The foundational beliefs of multicultural theory dictate that educators must be diligent in
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providing students with texts that are authentic, reflective of oneself, and inclusive, being
attentive of what populations are being represented, marginalized, or made to be invisible
(Botelho, Young & Nappi, 2014, p. 42). Along with this, some argue that authors must write
authentic literature, reflecting on the culture and perspectives of the culture they are writing
about, ensuring they have written from an insider perspective as an outsider of that culture
(Bista, 2012; Cai, 2003). This diligence towards creating authentic narratives ensures that
authors do not perpetuate biases or misinterpret or misrepresent cultural practices, methods of
communicating, or traditions (Bista, 2012, pp. 318-320). “Stories told from an ‘insider’s
perspectives’ accurately reflect the lives of fictional characters in the given social group...” and
allow the author to be culturally sensitive, by telling the stories through the eyes of a member
of the culture (Bista, 2012, pp. 320-322). Providing students with these positive, accurate
portrayals of culture is ideal because “when students read culturally relevant literature in which
they see themselves, they are more engaged and find themselves wanting to know more” (Baer
& Glasgow, 2010, p. 25). Culturally relevant texts also encourage students to think beyond
their culture, challenging them to critically think about the portrayals of others’ cultures and the
ways in which society views and treats CLD populations (Baer & Glasgow, 2010, pp. 24-25).
The lack of culturally diverse literature observed by researchers also means that “educators will
need to make special efforts to seek out and use quality books that include diverse characters”
(Koss & Teale, 2009, p. 570), which will allow society to “look at [the] explicit and implicit
assumptions about race, class, and gender power relations” found in young adult literature
(Botelho, Young, & Nappi, 2014, p. 49).
Diversity in YA Literature
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Various studies have been conducted on the inclusions of diversity in young adult
literature, with a range of focuses on various branches of diversity found in modern society.
Historically, ethnic literature was meant to “[provide] the intellectual basis for social sensitivity
and self awareness” (Freundlich, 1980-1, p. 69). Some researchers have studied the prevalence
of representations of CLD populations in children’s and young adult literature. In 1965,
Larrick found that only 6.7 percent of books published in America contained one or more
African American character (p. 64). Five decades later, Koss and Teale (2009) found similar
results, discovering that out of a study sample of 59 books, 32 percent of the books studies
depicted white culture and characters. Of the other 68 percent of the sample, only five percent
contained African American characters, 30 percent contained international characters, 20
percent contained multicultural characters, and 12 percent contained characters that had
unidentified races/ethnicities, or were labelled as “other” (Koss & Teale, 2009, p. 566). Studies
on diversity in young adult and children’s literature, such as those by Larrick and Koss and
Teale, show the reality of “what is and what is not being represented in the literature” (Koss &
Teale, 2009, p. 570). The following depicts Koss and Teale’s 2009 findings on representations
of CDL populations in 59 pieces of young adult literature.
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Figure 3. Analysis of Representations of Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Characters in
YA Literature (Koss & Teale, 2009)
From the literature, diversity in young adult literature has been sorted into these
categories: LGBTQ/gender/sexuality; disability and illness; ethnicity; race; language; and
socioeconomic status. Research from each of these categories of young adult literature will be
described in the following sections.
LGBTQ, gender, and sexual orientation in YA literature. To begin, it is important to
return once more to the terminology related to this category of young adult literature, which
will be explained here through the existing literature. Sexual orientation and gender encompass
various subgroups, such as LGBTQ, gender identity, gender expression, sex (or biological
gender), and sexual orientation. Gender identity is one's innermost concept of self as “male,
female, both or neither,” or how individuals perceive themselves and what they call themselves
(Orr et al., 2015, p. 7). This identity may or may not be the same as the gender assigned to
them at birth. Gender expression is “how a person expressed their gender through outward
presentation and behavior” which may include their name, clothing, hairstyles, or body
language (Orr et al., 2015, p. 7). Sex is comprised of the physical attributes and characteristics
that are used to assign someone as male or female at birth (Orr et al., 2015, p. 6). This also
includes those persons who are intersex, or who’s “sexual and reproductive anatomy doesn’t
seem to fit the typical definitions of female or male” (Planned Parenthood, n.d.a.). Sexual
orientation is the “term that describes a person’s romantic or sexual attraction to people of a
specific gender or genders” (Orr et al., 2015, p. 7), which includes those persons who are gay,
lesbian, bisexual, etc. LGBTQ is the acronym that stands for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
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transgender, and queer (Human Rights Campaign, n.d.a). This acronym is an umbrella term
that is utilized hand-in-hand with and encompasses all of the other terminology listed
previously. “Queer theorists recognize sexual and gender identities as social, multiple,
variable, shifting, and fluid; and while they allow for movement among such identity
categories, they advocate for movement outside of these categories as well” (Blackburn, Clark,
& Nemeth, 2015, p. 14).
Research on LGBTQ representations in young adult literature is varied and extensive.
In one seminal study into LGBTQ representations in YA lit, Jimenez (2015) found that the
majority of high-quality LGBTQ literature written for young adults contains gay, white, male
protagonists, with few positive outcomes for lesbian characters (Jiménez, 2015). Along with
this, the racial and ethnic representations of the LGBTQ culture were disproportionate among
high-quality LGBTQ young adult literature, with fifteen out of the twenty-one protagonists
studied being white, five being Latino or Latina and one being Southeast Asian. None of the
characters analyzed were African American (Jiménez, 2015). Likewise, thirteen of the
protagonists were gay, five were lesbians, and one was male-to-female transgendered, with
none of the protagonists identifying as bisexual (Jiménez, 2015). Of all of the data collected,
Jiménez found that the representations were skewed towards white, male, gay representations
of the high-quality young adult LGBTQ literature (Jiménez, 2015), and this study found that
“the gay male identity has become the norm, excluding lesbian, bisexual, transgendered, and
queer identities” (Jiménez, 2015, p. 409). Jiménez’s findings were supported by the findings of
Blackburn, Clark, and Nemeth, who found that the majority of LGBTQ characters in the novels
reviewed had negative outcomes for those characters (Blackburn, Clark, & Nemeth, 2015),
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with many characters disrupting norms of sexuality and the gender binary, which is defined as
the social system that classifies gender into either male or female (Orr et al., 2015, p. 6). Both
studies found that the depictions of race and ethnicity in LGBTQ literature is similar to that of
young adult literature in general (Jiménez, 2015, p. 419). Moje and MuQaribu state that
omission of youth identities in young adult literature, where “differences are present, but
unexamined and unarticulated,” leave youth feeling as though they are invisible in society
(Moje & MuQaribu, 2003, p. 206), stressing the importance of LGBTQ representations in
young adult literature.
Disability and illness in YA literature. As previously defined, disability is a “physical
or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activity,” according to the
Americans with Disabilities Act (2009). Along with this, illness is defined as the experiences
or characteristics of a person dealing with disease, injury, or personal difficulties with living,
including diseases, mental health, physical health, chronic illness, and various other conditions
(Emson, 1987, p. 812). Some in the areas of disability and illness believe young adult literature
should offer portrayals and themes that are not “didactic, condescending, or pedantic” (Carroll
& Rosenblum, 2000, p. 623), where students are able to see themselves through relatable
narratives (Curwood, 2013, p. 18). In reading and analyzing young adult literature that included
disabilities, Curwood (2013) found that most representations of disability within classic
literature are typically there to gain the sentimentality or pity of the reader, with disability being
viewed as a negative or restrictive status (2013, p. 17). She also found that these characters are
utilized to develop the morals of the other characters in the story or are utilized as literary
symbols (2013, p. 17). Research on illnesses in young adult literature found similar results.
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Gross, Goldsmith, and Carruth’s (2010) research on HIV/Aids in young adult literature found
that young adults “lack the information they need to keep themselves safe as well as to respond
empathetically to those with the virus” (p. vii). It was found that “the majority of HIV/AIDS
transmissions in [the texts] result from heterosexual sex… with males outnumbering females in
[this] and every other category” (Crisp, 2013, p. 258). Furthermore, the study found that there
were no HIV-positive protagonists that identified as LGBTQ, making the LGBTQ
representation of the disease invisible (Crisp, 2013, pp. 258-259). It is believed this is because
authors are attempting to detach the stigma surrounding HIV/AIDS, with authors assuming the
condition was contracted “ because of homosexual sex” (Crisp, 2013, p. 258). Along with this,
fear in the HIV/AIDS novels studied was found to be unreasonable and significantly
overrepresented (Crisp, 2013, p. 259). The study also found that the characters that identified
as HIV/AIDS-positive tended to have little or no relationship with the protagonists of the texts
observed (Crisp, 2013, pp. 258-259). Ward (2002) stressed the importance of positive
portrayals of students with disabilities and illnesses in literature, as “literature about disabilities
and difference can be powerful tool to heighten the achievement of all students by broadening
attitudes and perceptions of self and others” (p. x). Crisp agrees, stating that by not electing to
include narratives of characters with HIV/AIDS, authors “seem to campaign for didactic if not
cautionary tales intended to scare young adult readers into ‘appropriate’ behavior” (Crisp,
2013, p. 259). The inclusion of diverse characters in young adult literature encourages the
questioning of binary paradigms in society, promoting “social justice in a powerful way”
(Curwood, 2013, pp. 25-26).
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Ethnicity in YA literature. Ethnicity is defined as “a social group that shares a
common and distinctive culture, religion, language, or the like” (Dictionary.com, n.d.).
Researchers observing ethnicity in young adult literature found that power over a person was a
common theme, with dominant cultures frequently oppressing CLD populations (Baer &
Glasgow, 2010; Clifford & Kalyanpur, 2011; Hsieh, 2012). The body of literature surrounding
ethnicity in young adult literature includes stories about those people who are immigrants,
Chinese, Hispanic, Puerto Rican, Latino/a, or Jewish in nationality.
The young adult literature about immigrants analyzed were found to have power
dynamics in the form of economic and social aspects, language, acts of discrimination, CLD
population, and gender. Clifford and Kalyanpur found that immigrant stories in YA literature
had power struggles in the forms of the clothing as a status symbol and through food choices
(2011, pp. 11-12). Both of these issues made integration into the dominant culture more
difficult but, furthermore, provided the persons native to the dominant culture a very open and
accessible reason to other the immigrants, with immigrants questioning whether or not to
maintain their culture through their food choices, questioning their status in relation to their
clothing choices (Clifford & Kalyanpur, 2011, p. 12). Clifford and Kalyanpur (2011) argued
that, “the idea of who we are is integrally linked to the food we eat and the clothes we wear” (p.
11), and, in the texts they analyzed, the food being eaten and the clothing being worn was
utilized as a social status marker, making it easier for the dominant culture to other CLD
cultures. Economic and social issues were also found in the immigrant stories, with
communication being difficult for immigrants in their new land and with native speakers in the
new lands perceiving immigrants as less intelligent because of their difficulty commanding the
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English language (Clifford & Kalyanpur, 2011, p. 12). In the majority of books analyzed, the
immigrants were required to speak English in their new territories. Acts of discrimination,
CLD populations, and gender were also issues identified in the immigrant stories.
Discrimination was both systemic and individual, with society working for “borders” to be
maintained between racial and ethnic groups, as well as disrespect and ignorance from natives
discriminating against the immigrants on an individual level (Clifford & Kalyanpur, 2011, p.
13). The immigrant stories also portrayed power struggles with other CLD populations, where
race and ethnicity between the immigrants and other minority populations created disdain
between the two groups (Clifford & Kalyanpur, 2011, p. 13). Gender was also a struggle for
the immigrants in these stories, as the differences in gender amongst the blended cultures
created tension among the immigrant families (Clifford & Kalyanpur, 2011, p. 13). Along with
this, there was a common theme among the novels analyzed of difference being reason for
dislike, power struggles, and discrimination (Baer & Glasgow, 2010; Clifford & Kalyanpur,
2011; Hsieh, 2012). Researchers found that in the texts analyzed, difference was the main
reason for discrimination, with many people having negative views of these CLD groups (Baer
& Glasgow, 2010, p. 23). Each of these studies emphasized the need for texts that “[challenge]
racism and other biases” (Nieto as cited in Baer & Glasgow, 2010, p. 24) and allow students to
learn about their cultures, communities, and the world, through texts that “portray other
cultures in a way that challenges ‘the status quo and the basis of power’” (Baer & Glasgow,
2010, p. 24). Baer & Glasgow state that we must “move beyond viewing cultural diversity as
problems to be overcome toward seeing them as resources” (2010, p. 25).
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Young adult literature written about the Chinese experience is found less frequently
than other CLD populations (The Council for Interracial Books for Children, 1976; Koss &
Teale, 2009; Mo & Shen, 2003). A typical portrayal of Chinese people in children’s and young
adult literature is to show them all as being similar or the same (Chen, 2009; Ramirez &
Ramirez, 1994). This can be done through illustrations or word, but in either scenario, Chinese
people are described as looking alike, like in the story The Five Chinese Brothers (Bishop,
1938), where all five brothers look identical and the illustrations lack accurate cultural
depictions and the uniqueness of the Chinese experience (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994). This
reduces a child’s ability to build “awareness of the similarities and differences among various
Asian populations residing in the United States” (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994). Some illustrators
have also provided harmful images of the Chinese experience, depicting improper use of
culturally relevant tokens, such as fans and stone dragons, as well as cultural practices such as
foot binding, which, for most of the time it was instated as practice, was “viewed as a sexual
fetish that had lost appeal long before being officially banned” as well as being viewed as “a
symbol of seclusion and suppression of women” (Mo & Shen, 2003, p. 202). The practice of
binding a woman’s feet is viewed as an embarrassing historical “scar,” and providing youth
with depictions of this is viewed as harmful and an “exotic flavor” of the Chinese experience
(Mo & Shen, 2003, pp. 202-203). Ramirez and Ramirez (1994) also note that the frequent use
of Chinese folktales in literature can be troubling when children are not taught that the
lifestyles depicted in folktales are antiquated, and that modern Chinese society is not
comparable to that within folktales.
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Some literature portrays positive images of Chinese culture, showing characters
standing up against oppressive religions, accurate representations of historical information and
figures, and accurate cultural values (Mo & Shen, 2003). In comparison to The Five Chinese
Brothers (Bishop, 1938), Mahy (1990) tells the tale of The Seven Chinese Brothers, but in this
tale, Mahy, Tseng, and Tseng draw on “careful research” to provide an authentic folk tale while
also creating accurate and unique watercolor illustrations (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994),
providing positive portrayals of the Chinese experience. Other authors have provided youth
with accurate portrayals of the Chinese experience by including characters that have strong
family ties, relevant immigration stories, accurate depictions of Chinese celebrations,
characters overcoming adversity, and tasteful and historically accurate retelling of Chinese
folktales (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994).
Those who are Jewish in Nationality are frequently depicted through the lens of the
transgressions made against them (Bushman & Bushman, 1993; Hsieh, 2012). Many of the
texts that include Jewish characters depicts the religious persecution against them, or the
attempts of other to get Jews to convert to christianity. While young adult literature like The
Diary of Anne Frank and The Book Thief depict the Jewish experience of the Holocaust, Jewish
people have also been depicted as forced recruits for the Russian army, with the hopes that they
will convert to Christianity (Bushman & Bushman, 1993), or in hiding or on the run from
persecution in Russia (Hesse, 1992). Many of the young adult texts with Jewish characters
reflect “prevalent prejudices” (Cai, 2002, p. 57).
The National Jewish Book Award is awarded to authors who write authentic books of
Jewish content (Jewish Book Council, https://www.jewishbookcouncil.org/awards/national-
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jewish-book-award.html). Books that win the National Jewish Book Award meet the goals of
the Jewish Book Council (2017) to “distribution of quality books of Jewish content,” provide
“information about the American Jewish” community, and to serve as a “representative of
Jewish literature on the international scene” (p. 2). The Jewish Book Council (2017) also aims
“to encourage the reading of meritorious books, to recognize authors of outstanding Jewish
literature, to stimulate others to further literary creativity, [and] to acknowledge original
contributions to scholarship” through the use of culturally authentic Jewish texts (p. 2). Books
such as Letters from Rifka (Hesse, 1992), On Blackberry Hill (Mann, 2016), and Real Time
(Kass, 2004) provide authentic and positive examples of the Jewish experience, allowing for
stories of persecution, but also providing relatable narratives of young adult experiences, like
summer camp (Mann, 2016).
Depictions of Puerto Rican, Hispanic, and Latino cultures in children’s and young adult
literature have been studied as well. According to Barry (1998), the term “Hispanic” can be
defined as those persons of Puerto Rican, Mexican, Central and South American, and Cuban
descent, along with other Spanish cultures, regardless of race (p. 631), and this definition will
also be used throughout this thesis. This section will refer to all of these groups as “Hispanic.”
When researching Hispanic cultures in young adult literature, Hecker and Jerrolds (1995) found
that, “of approximately 5,000 children's books published each year in the United States, only
2% represent the Hispanic culture” (p. 118), when the number of hispanic children and students
in the United States is growing substantially (Pew Research Center, 2017). Between 1950 and
1970, of 33 books that included Puerto Rican characters, the majority of characters had not
finished high school (66%), many had absent family members (69%) or family members
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lacking occupational skills (71%), and 100 percent of the Puerto Rican characters were living
below the poverty level (Freundlich, 1980-1, p. 70). This is in contrast to the actual prevalence
of Puerto Rican demographics during that time, where approximately 10.3 percent of Puerto
Ricans received a college education, more than 25 percent of Puerto Ricans were skilled
laborers, and 49 percent were living above the poverty level (Freundlich, 1980-1, pp. 70-71).
This trend of having literature that provides images of Hispanic cultures that do not align with
societal realities has been observed and noted by other researchers as well (Barry, 1998; Hecker
& Jerrolds, 1995). According to Freundlich (1980-1), books that provide inaccurate images
“present an inappropriate perspective of Puerto Ricans for young adult readers because they
compare their growth to the total population rather than examining the growth of Puerto Ricans
as an individual group” (p. 71), and these ideals can be applied to all young adult literature that
inaccurately depicts Hispanic culture. Along with this, Hispanic characters in young adult
novels have been depicted without a strong presence of family and familial traditions, which
are “ crucial to an understanding of the [Hispanic] experience” (Hecker & Jerrolds, 1995, pp.
11-118). Freundlich states that when young adult literature about Hispanics is inaccurate, it
“provide[s] an inappropriate perspective,” “misrepresent[s] reality,” “omit[s] significant
causes” of disadvantage, and provides children with “rigid characters” as role models (p. 70).
The use of the Spanish language within children’s and young adult literature is another cultural
tie that can be utilized by authors (Barrera & Quiroa, 2003; Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994). This
can sometimes be done ingenuine and in unnatural ways, which leads to inaccurate depictions
of Hispanic culture and experiences (Barrera & Quiroa, 2003, p. 248), much like in Dora the
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Explorer board books, which skew the Hispanic experience, making the Hispanic experience
seem singular and lacking individual identity (Hassell & Cox, 2010).
Researchers found that when books were written by those within the Hispanic
community being written about, the texts conveyed authentic representations of the Hispanic
experience and promoted understanding of the Hispanic culture and heritage, which increases
“acceptance of Hispanic literature as a body of work” (Hecker & Jerrolds, 1995, p. 118). For a
work to represent the Hispanic experience authentically, it must include:
(a) strong family, community, and ethnic ties, meaning that the needs of the individual
are secondary to those of family and ethnic group; (b) warm and open interpersonal
relationships, resulting in cooperation rather than competition; (c) respect shown to
older people with parents and other adults serving as children's models; and (d)
emphasis on family ties which are reinforced through religious commitment, respect for
adults, and social conventions (Ramirez and Castañeda, as cited in Hecker & Jerrolds,
1995, p. 119).
Along with these criteria, utilizing Spanish within the literature in genuine, accurate, and
natural ways also makes the texts authentic (Barrera & Quiroa, 2003). The Américas & Pura
Belpré Awards are two book awards that honor authors and illustrators of high-quality Hispanic
literature. The Américas Award awards books that “authentically and engagingly portray Latin
America, the Caribbean, or Latinos in the United States” through high quality literature,
cultural contextualization, and exceptional illustrations and text integration (Consortium of
Latin American Studies Programs, http://claspprograms.org/pages/detail/65/
About-the-Award). Books such as Esperanza Rising (Ryan, 2000), Parrots Over Puerto Rico
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(Roth & Trumbore, 2013), and Ada’s Violin: The Story of the Recycled Orchestra of Paraguay
(Hood, 2016) provide accurate and authentic depictions of the Hispanic experience. The Pura
Belpré Award also awards books that portray the Hispanic culture and experience, specifically
awarding “a Latino/Latina writer and illustrator whose work best portrays, affirms, and
celebrates the Latino cultural experience in an outstanding work of literature for children and
youth” (American Library Association, http://www.ala.org/alsc/awardsgrants/bookmedia/
belpremedal). Winners of the Pura Belpré Award, such as Juana & Lucas (Medina, 2016) and
An Island Like You: Stories of the Barrio (Cofer, 1996) also provide accurate and authentic
depictions of the Hispanic experience. All of these award winning stories portray Hispanic
cultures through food, language, historical experiences, music, and family, making them
culturally authentic (Ramirez & Castañeda, 1974).
Race in YA literature. The race of a person has been defined as their origins in relation
to the original peoples of a certain culture or group, or the qualities or set of common features
associated with a group (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017; Merriam-Webster, n.d.b.). The literature
on race in young adult literature is heavily focused on African American, Native American,
Asian American, and Latin American populations. According to Banks (2009), young adult
literature that displays inaccurate representations of people of color reinforces stereotypes,
confuses children in their cultural identity, and is a catalyst for harmful misconceptions about
people of color for children of color and white children. Some argue that schools subtly reward
the knowledge, cultural trends, and abilities of middle class students while “devaluing those of
lower-class students and students of color” (Parsons & Castleman, 2011, p. 7).
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African American Cultures in YA Literature. Some studies have found that youth form
their self image within community and social settings, and “what is all too often reflected to
black youth are negative images, the rhetoric of failure, and the discourse of racism and
inferiority (Collins, 1994, p. 5). The persons that CLD youth “are or will be continue to be
created and recreated in the eyes of a disapproving larger society” (Collins, 1994, p. 5). Within
the texts they analyzed, Parsons and Castleman found that most African American characters in
stories “did not dream of being perceived as equal but of being perceived as having unique,
individual qualities others did not recognize” (2011, p. 13). Hassell and Cox (2010) call for the
use of culturally conscious books, or books that are “written for African American youth
[which] reflect the uniqueness as well as the universality of the African American experience”
(p. 223). Utilizing books that are culturally conscious creates images of people of color that are
attractive, realistic, and are recognizable as a colored experience from people within that group
(Bishop, 1997). Authors can write culturally conscious books by celebrating the African
American identity, having characters with positive familial relations, and providing illustrations
that depict a wide range of skin colors, hairstyles, and body types (Hassell & Cox, 2010, p.
223). Proponents of multicultural literature also state various factors or “ingredients” necessary
to write an “afrocentric” book, including: positive, long-lasting images; accurate and enjoyable
information; cultural authenticity; meaningful stories that “reflect a range of African American
values and lifestyles;” clear and positive perspective of people of color; relevant and up to date
nonfiction texts; self-affirming materials; strong and complex characters; attractive graphics;
durability; affordability; and “a vehicle that opens the windows of knowledge, information, and
self-discovery” (Hudson, 1997, pp. 223-224).
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Some have found that African American children’s literature depicts universal
experiences and an in-depth view of traditions, values, and beliefs “that many children,
regardless of race or ethnicity, can identify with” (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994, p. 49). Book
awards, such as the Coretta Scott King award find texts that provide these universal
experiences and award the authors. The Coretta Scott King (CSK) Award is given to African
American authors and illustrators who “demonstrate an appreciation of African American
culture and universal human values,” and who “"promote understanding and appreciation of the
culture of all peoples and their contribution to the realization of the American dream of a
pluralistic society" (American Library Association,
http://www.ala.org/rt/emiert/cskbookawards/slction). Parsons and Castleman (2011) analyzed
previous winners of the CSK Award, analyzing the themes found in the dreams of the
characters. In their study, Parsons and Castleman (2011) found that the dreams of the
characters could be categorized into the following categories: dream of mobility; dream of
achievement; dream of selfhood; dream of family; dream of remaining a child; and dream of
promoting social justice (p. 9). The dreams of the characters “reflected recurring themes in
African American children's literature: the impact of slavery, struggles for justice and equality,
battling racism and discrimination, the importance of education, the importance of family, and
the value of service to others” (Parsons & Castleman, 2011, pp. 15-16). The narratives in the
literature analyzed by Parsons and Castleman (2011) “give a sense that [the reader] too can
help others overcome their disadvantages” (p. 15), overall finding that the winners of the CSK
Award provided positive representations of the African American experience, but they also
depicted characters in potentially damaging ways. For example, characters in the sample were
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fighting teenage pregnancy, prison sentences and murder charges (Parsons & Castleman, 2011).
In opposition, many of the stories provided positive representations of the African American
experience, with characters aiming and working to better their lives through family, education,
obtaining freedom, self expression, and attempting to find social justice (Parsons & Castleman,
2011).
Asian-American Cultures in YA Literature. A
 ccording to Ramirez and Ramirez
(1994), Asian-Americans are people who are from the original peoples from China, the
Philippines, Japan, India, Korea, Vietnam, and various other Asian countries (p. 71).
Historically, Asian-American characters have been frequently underrepresented in the genre
young adult literature (Council on Interracial Books for Children, 1976; Koss & Teale, 2009;
Mo & Shen, 2003). According to Chen (2009), “a central concern among researchers of youth
literature about Chinese as well as Chinese Americans has been a non-stereotypical portrayal of
characters and an accurate and authentic reflection of Chinese culture” (p. 2). Some cultures,
such as Asian American cultures, were found to be “model minorities,” where Asian
Americans are depicted in the literature as “whiz kids” who experience limited problems
acclimating to the dominant society (Endo, 2009, p. 237). According to Endo (2009),
“outsiders have long relied on incomplete interpretations of achievement data and media
stereotypes to narrowly define and speak for Asian American students” (p. 237), where authors
believe that Asian Americans benefit from positive racial stereotypes like that of Asian
American Whiz Kids. Endo (2009) states that the “model minority” stereotype is “imposed on
[Asian Americans] by their White American peers and teachers” (p. 239). Some authors, such
as Linda Yee, challenge this “model minority” stereotype by creating complex narratives and
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characters, where intelligence is present but is also utilized and contextualized within the
confines of social situations (Endo, 2009, pp. 237-238). Along with this, Yee writes narratives
that directly oppose this “model minority” paradigm by creating characters who challenge the
idea that intelligence is the only positive attribute of Asian America persons, attempting to
maneuver through passions, talents, and community and family expectations (Endo, 2009, pp.
238-239). In narratives such as this, parents and guardians of characters also push back on
these oppositions to the “model minority” by utilizing the protagonist’s passions and talents to
their advantage to attempt to make the protagonist conform to the “model minority” stereotype
(Endo, 2009, p. 238). Ogbu (1992) calls this oppositional culture, or the theory that youth of
color challenge school norms because they do not view academic success as the means to gain
“upward mobility.” Overall, the “model minority” stereotype is viewed as a “liability” by
Asian Americans, with high expectations of Asian American students and characters leading to
those “who actually meet the academic expectations of the model minority [to] experience
alienation, exclusion, and identity conflict” (Endo, 2009, p. 239).
Young adult literature depicting Asian Americans has been found to have inauthentic
representations of their culture, including confusing Asian cultures, simplistic stories and
narratives, and having stories limited to antiquated and historical settings (Chen, 2009, pp. 2-4).
Asian Americans have been subjected to authors confusing individual Asian cultures with those
of other Asian cultures, particularly confusing Chinese and Japanese cultures, which is thought
to be caused by close geographic proximity (Chen, 2009, p. 2; Mo & Shen, 1997, p. 91). These
confusions have been presented in text and in illustrations, which displays “a lack of real
concern about the distinctions between Japanese and Chinese cultures” (Chen, 2009, p. 3).
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These illustrations display a lack of understanding of Japanese and Chinese “historical
legacies,” where many stories are set in historical settings in ancient China (Chen, 2009, p. 3).
Most of the historical YA texts analyzed by Chen (2009) were folktales, which were frequently
depicted in simplistic ways, “[addressing] topics concerning cultural traditions and [presenting]
a tourists’ view of Chinese everyday life” (Chen, 2009, pp. 3-4). Chen states that inauthentic
representations of Asian Americans produce a “troubled sense of identity among a young
generation of Chinese Americans,” which is an area of need in multicultural YA literature
(Chen, 2009, p. 8).
There has been improvement in the representations of Asian-Americans in literature
over time. Harada (1995) found that the authenticity of Asian-American depictions in picture
books has improved over time. Harada’s (1995) findings indicated that, within the texts
studies, 90 percent of the characters were portrayed in positive ways and were
non-stereotypical and 80 percent of the characters independently solved their own problems.
Harada (1995) also found that derogatory and harmful language were absent, historical
information was accurate, and cultural details were authentically described in the majority of
the texts analyzed, with realistic depictions of Asian-Americans, in narrative and illustrations,
being present in 80 percent of the texts analyzed. Along with this, the Asian American Writers’
Workshop found positive representations of Asian-Americans in young adult and adult
literature. The Asian American Writers’ Workshop awards Asian-American authors the “Asian
American Literary Awards” annually (http://aaww.org/aala/), which are awarded to authors
who are of Asian descent, having written excellent Asian-American literature. Winners of this
award, such as Susan Choi (2003), Karen Tei Yamashita (2010), and Thaddeus Rutkowski
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(2010) have written pieces featuring strong characters, who are immersed in realistic
experiences, such as protesting war, living between two cultures, and observing the struggle of
refugees in America. These authors provide accurate and realistic portrayals of the
Asian-American experience, negating a “tourist’s view” of Asian-American cultures (Chen,
2009, pp. 3-4). Similarly, Ramirez and Ramirez (1994) found that quality Asian-American
children’s literature included narratives that depicted accurate celebrations, characters who had
varying socioeconomic status, strong and independent characters, accurate depictions of
cultural values, and a clear knowledge-base and distinguishing of each Asian-American culture.
Native American Cultures in YA Literature. According to those within the Native
American community, stories about Native American people must provide the reader with
information about the historical period, tribal group, and location of the culture within the text
to be considered accurate (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994). Unfortunately, Native Americans are
frequently depicted in stereotypical ways, with authors and illustrators confusing the cultures of
various tribes into one native narrative. Some texts depicting other cultures, such as that of an
Afro-Caribbean character, depict characters “wearing a full headdress, with long braids and a
painted face, [their] arms folded across a bare chest, and sitting ‘Indian style’” (Noll, 2003, pp.
185-186). Along with this, Native American characters are depicted as animals in a way to tie
the Native American characters to traditional experiences and to cultural traditions (Noll,
2003). Frequently, Native American characters and cultures are depicted in vague ways or in a
way that perpetuates the idea that all Native Americans are the same (Noll, 2003). Some
Native American authors note that the majority of Native American children’s literature is
being written by persons who are not Indian, and who may have never met and Indian, learning
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about the Native American experience from historical writings, which convey damaging
images of Native American cultures (Noll, 2003). These damaging images include
misinformation on Native American hairstyles, traditional dress, physical locations (i.e.
illustrations of reservations), customs, and language, with authors and illustrators imagining
entire aspects of a culture that have never been present (Noll, 2003). While this is true, authors
and illustrators that have taken the time to immerse themselves in Native American cultures, or
who are directly involved in those cultures, provide accurate depictions of customs, Native
American intersectional experiences with the dominant culture, culturally specific humor, and
Native American artistic styles (Noll, 2003). Authors and illustrators who are able to write
literature with accurate and authentic portrayals of the Native American experience do so by
relying on the Native American stories told to them by Native Americans, working and living
directly with Native Americans, consulting Native Americans during the writing and
illustrating processes to determine accuracy and authenticity (Noll, 2003).
Language in YA Literature. Diversity in languages is an area of need in the current
body of research on young adult literature. Barrera and Quiroa (2003) observed the use of
Spanish in Latino children’s literature written in English. In doing so, they found that when the
Spanish language was utilized in children’s picture books, it varied in its use, sometimes being
contextualized, defined literally, nonliterally, or sometimes not being defined at all (Barrera &
Quiroa, 2003). Along with this, the use of Spanish in these texts is considered “literary
bilingualism,” with the author attempting to “suggest societal reality” that may not culturally
match that of the CLD population being portrayed (Barrera & Quiroa, 2003). This occurs in
books such as Dora the Explorer, where Dora is depicted as Hispanic, but they use Spanish
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intermittently, attempting to sprinkle in highlights of Hispanic culture and the Spanish language
(Hassel & Cox, 2010). Nilsson (2005) found that, through 21 previous studies, researchers
noted that Hispanic children’s literature features prose that is bilingual, interlingual, or entirely
in Spanish. Similarly, in Crisp et al.’s (2016) study, of 1,065 books analyzed, 91.1 percent of
the books were written in English, 1.9 percent were completely written in a language other than
English, and 7.1 percent contained multiple languages with some of the books being written in
“English alongside a mixture of sign language, Japanese, Chinese, Hebrew, French,
Portuguese, Latin, Russian, Vietnamese, Swahili, Igbo, Chamorro, Aramaic, and/or Arabic”
(pp. 36-37). The body of research reviewed did not provide information on the depictions of
bilingual, second language learner, or foreign language speakers, and this is an area of need in
the research.
Socioeconomic Status in YA Literature. One study observed the disparity between
social classes in the Gossip Girls ( Von Ziegesar, 2002), The Insiders (Hickman, 2012), and The
A-List series (Dean, 2003). In Glenn’s (2008) study, where the books contained a majority of
characters that were of an upper class socioeconomic status, she found that lower social classes
are frequently depicted in negative ways in the three series, with servants being portrayed at
“clumsy and slow” (p. 37). They are also depicted as tacky, unstylish, or as having the pity of
those of a higher social class (Glenn, 2008, p. 37). In stories where CLD populations were part
of the upper class in their society, they were still portrayed with negative racial and ethnic
stereotypes, such as Mickey and Ricardo Pardo in The Insiders, where Ricardo is a wealthy,
Latino man who has gained status because of his car-part sculptures. In The Insiders, the
dominant, wealthy population, mainly comprised of white males, “possess the upper hand” in
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that they utilize Ricardo’s race and ethnicity as a means to other him, viewing him as not
worthy of getting money for his sculptures, but instead offering unwanted assistance to Ricardo
in exchange for a sculpture, free of charge (Glenn, 2008, p. 38). In opposition, one study
determined that, out of 32 books analyzed, 87.5 percent of those book depicted characters in
low socioeconomic statuses, 9.4 percent depicted characters in middle class socioeconomic
statuses, and 3.1 percent depicted characters in upper class socioeconomic statuses (Crisp et al.,
2016). There is a need for more research in young adult literature depicting socioeconomic
status.
Gap in the Research
This study is attempting to bridge gaps in the current body of research. This researcher
found studies on individual cultures represented through various types of literature, such as
portrayals of African Americans in Coretta Scott King Award books, different themes within
LGBTQ representations in young adult literature, reviews of HIV/AIDS inclusive novels, and
popular themes in young adult and multicultural literature. Within all of these studies, the
researchers picked their diverse subgroup, and from there found literature including those
subgroups. This researcher did not find, however, any studies that determined the text sample
and then provided comprehensive views of all of the culturally and linguistically diverse
populations within those titles. This study fills the need for comprehensive studies on
culturally and linguistically diverse representations within commonly read young adult
literature, and more specifically, literature that is not directly focused on one diverse subgroup,
and are instead focused on many.
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This researcher is attempting to view the quality and variance of representations of
linguistically and socioeconomically diverse characters in young adult literature. When
scouring the body of research, this researcher noted a gap in the research on representations of
linguistically and socioeconomically diverse persons in young adult literature. This researcher
struggled to find more than three studies focused on those two diverse subgroups, making this
an area of need. Along with this, this researcher attempted to observe the positive and negative
representations of race, as well as various other culturally and linguistically diverse
populations. This researcher also struggled to find a multitude of studies that focuses on the
the positive portrayals of culturally and linguistically diverse groups within literature, and more
specifically, positive racial representations in young adult literature. This study attempted to
observe both positive and negative racial and CLD portrayals, allowing this study to fill
necessary gaps.
Research Questions
This study focuses on the following research questions in relation to the representations
of diverse populations, experiences, and topics in popular young adult literature read in the
United States:
Quantitative
1. What is the variability of representation of sexual orientation, race, ethnicity,
gender, disability, language, and socioeconomic status in commonly read young
adult literature novels in the United States?
Qualitative
1. How are theoretical ideologies represented in YA lit?
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2. What cultural representations are present? What are the tones of those
representations?
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Chapter Three: Methodology

Contextual analysis is a research methodology that requires researchers to “[examine]
the contents of one or more documents… [to] determine the occurrence of various words,
statements, concepts, pictures, images, and ideas” (Wallen & Fraenkel, 2001, p. 408). More
importantly, contextual analyses attempt to look at these occurrences through the lens of the
meaning others attribute to those occurrences, like a group or culture (Krippendorff, 1989, p.
403). Contextual analyses originated from work in the field of science by researchers Bernard
Berelson and Harold D. Lasswell in the early 1950’s, in which both researchers aimed to
quantify the content that messages and communication convey (Krippendorff, 1989, p. 403).
Ole R. Holsti also elaborated on their research, stating that content analysis is composed of the
antecedents and the consequences of communication, or the “who,” “why,” and “how,” and the
“‘effects’ they have ‘on whom’” (Krippendorff, 1989, p. 403). Krippendorff then provided a
concrete protocol with which researchers could complete contextual analyses (1989; 2013), and
this methodology has branched out from quantitative measures and has developed into the
realm of qualitative and mixed methods measures.
According to Wallen and Fraenkel, contextual analyses include eight procedural steps:
decide on a specific objective; define terms; specify the unit of analysis; locate relevant data;
develop a rationale; develop a sampling plan; formulate coding categories; and perform data
analysis (2001). This is similar to the procedural steps that Krippendorff dictates are necessary
for a contextual analysis, which include design, unitizing, sampling, coding, and drawing
inferences
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Figure 4. The Process and Components of a Content Analysis (Krippendorff, 2013, p. 86)

(1989; 2013). Figure three is a flowchart depicting the procedures of a contextual analysis,
beginning with the designing of the contextual analysis and input of information and ending
with answers to the research question. While there are fewer steps to Krippendorff’s model and
the names of the steps are different, the process is consistent with what Wallen and Fraenkel
proposed. After determining that the research methodology will be a contextual analysis, the
researcher must determine the lens through which they will view the medium being analyzed,
and this lens, the objective of the study, is usually tied to theory. This also requires the
researcher to determine the terminology or relevant terms to the study, as these terms may not
be known or understood by all who attempt to read the study. After this, the researcher must
determine the area of communication to be researched or the unit of analysis, which can include
texts, media (television, newspapers, etc.), radio broadcasts, children’s talk, letters, and various
other forms of communication being written, visual, or verbal (Krippendorff, 1989, p. 404).
The unit of analysis also includes the purpose for which one is analyzing the samples. Then,
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the researcher will determine the data to be analyzed throughout the contextual analysis,
meaning the content that the researcher is aiming to observe. The researcher must also develop
a sampling plan, or the means through which they will determine the study’s sample. This can
be done in a variety of ways, and the means through which the sample is selected depends on
the medium being analyzed, the researcher’s preferences, and the scope or size of the study.
The researcher should aim to have a sample large enough to validate results, as well as a
sample small enough that data isn’t misinterpreted. Once all of these steps have been taken to
design, unitize, and provide samples for the study, the researcher can then begin the coding
process. This process begins by the researcher observing the samples, either reading the texts,
listening to the communication, or whatever is necessary based on the medium. The researcher
will then determine themes and categories that arise from the samples and collect data, from
which meaning will be drawn in the end. Again, there are various ways to complete this step,
and the method that researchers choose will depend on their study and the needs associated
with it. After the samples have been coded, the researcher will complete the final step of
drawing inferences from the codes or, in other words, analyze the data they have collected
(Krippendorff, 1989; Krippendorff, 2013; Wallen & Fraenkel, 2001).
According to Krippendorff, texts are the “most obvious sources of data appropriate for
content analysis” as texts are the place in which “meanings are conventionally attributed”
(1989, p. 404), and Wallen and Fraenkel support this, listing only written forms of
communication as examples of samples (2001, p. 412). Along with this, texts inherently have
six features that hold true, making them ideal for contextual analyses: texts have no objective;
texts do not have one single meaning; the meaning invoked by texts does not need to be shared;
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meanings and contexts speak to something other than the given text; texts have meanings
relative to particular contexts; and the nature of text demands that content analysts draw
specific inferences from a body of texts to their chosen context (Krippendorff, 2013, pp.
22-24).
Contextual analysis methodology also provides context for validity, reliability, and
limitations. According to Krippendorff, contextual analyses may have issues of validity as
human coders are generally less reliable (1989). When computer technology is utilized, this
issue of validity is improved. In terms of reliability, “content analysis assures not only that all
units of analysis receive equal treatment… but also that the process is objective in that it does
not matter who performs the analysis or where and when” (Krippendorff, 1989, p. 404), making
this a reliable means of research. At the time that Krippendorff wrote his article for
International Encyclopedia of Communication, qualitative measures in research were still
viewed as a lesser means of research, as research required “statistically significant findings…
[amounting] to a commitment to be quantitative” (p. 407). This is no longer the case and
qualitative research is considered rigorous and reliable in its own right. One concern with this
and any qualitative research is that some researchers may code the information in the samples
differently, presenting a possible reliability issue (Krippendorff, 1989, p. 407). Establishing
validity is the greatest limitation that contextual analyses face. With a contextual analysis, the
disparity between category agreement between researchers, the potential for researchers to
indicate causes of phenomenon as opposed to reflecting on phenomenon, and the need for
content validity to rest on the persuasiveness of the logic connecting each category to its
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intended meaning all make validity a challenge to maintain throughout the study (Wallen &
Fraenkel, 2001, pp. 419-420).
Krippendorff developed a framework for content analysis methods in the hopes that it
framework would “lead to long-term systematic improvements of the method” (Krippendorff,
2013, p. 29). Krippendorff’s framework for the content analysis methodology serves the
following purposes:
● to guide conceptualization and design of practical research with content
analysis;
● to facilitate the critical review and comparison of previously published content
analyses;
● and to create ethical practice standards that researchers can apply in evaluating
ongoing contextual analyses (Krippendorff, 2013, p. 29).

Figure 5. The Content Analysis Framework (Krippendorff, 2013, p. 30)
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Krippendorff provides conceptual components in which the framework is set.
Krippendorff’s conceptual components are centered around the components of the
methodology that make content analyses possible: the “body of text,” or sample from which
data will be collected; the research question; the lens through which the researcher observes the
data; the analytical construct; the inferences or meaning made from the data; and the validating
evidence which justifies the content analysis (Krippendorff, 2013, pp. 29-30). In this
framework, texts are the data from which content analyses find meaning. Krippendorff states
that “most context analyses start with data that are not intended to be analyzed to answer
specific research questions” and that texts are any data analyzed by the content analysis that are
“meant to be read, interpreted, and understood by people other than the [researchers]” (2013,
p. 30). The texts utilized are decomposed into “meaningful units” where meaning is made and
structures and components of the data are analyzed. The research questions are the “targets of
the analyst’s inferences” (Krippendorff, 2013, p. 31). Krippendorff states that “the research
questions of content analysis must be answered through inferences drawn from [the] texts,” and
are the modes through which the researchers explores the meanings drawn from the data (2013,
p. 32). Krippendorff also provides criterion for contextual analysis research questions:
questions that are answerable by examinations of a body of texts; questions that define a set of
possible answers; questions that concern events that are currently unable to be reached; and
questions that allow for validation or invalidation through other methods of observation (2013,
pp. 32-33). The lens or context through which the data are analyzed is separated into two
categories: stable correlations and their contributing factors. It is the job of researchers to make
the context of the research explicit to the reader, “so that the results of their [research] will be
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clear” to readers (Krippendorff, 2013, p. 34). Furthermore, without explaining the context of
the study, “the steps that a content analysis takes may not be comprehensible to careful readers,
and the results to which they lead may not be validatable by other means” (Krippendorff, 2013,
p. 34). Krippendorff defines the analytical construct of the content analysis as the theory
utilized to view the data, that ensures that the researchers does not violate what is known about
the theory surrounding the data being observed (2013, p. 35). Again, the inferences are the
meaning made by the researcher throughout the course of the content analysis, and the
inferences are influenced by the analytical construct of the study (Krippendorff, 2013, p. 36).
The final component of Krippendorff’s framework is the validation of evidence. This requires
that the content analysis be validated only in principle, meaning that with the lack of physical
evidence, a principle validation of the study’s findings are acceptable (Krippendorff, 2013, p.
39). This framework allows for the methodology to grow and adapt as necessary, making it
valuable to those seeking to use this methodology.
This study will aim to answer both quantitative and qualitative research questions that
observe the variability of the representations of sexual orientation, gender, race, ethnicity,
language, and socioeconomic status in the most popular young adult literature and secondary
school book displays and advertisements found in U.S. schools.
Research Design and Rationale
This study was conducted with the following sample: commonly read young adult
novels. The methodology utilized was a contextual analysis methodology, with both qualitative
and quantitative data collection. For the literary artifacts, this researcher read each book three
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times, reading first for familiarity, a second time for quantitative coding and data collection,
and a third time for qualitative theme analysis and data collection.
This study was modelled from the work of Krippendorff (1989; 2013), Wallen and
Fraenkel (2001), Blackburn, Clark, and Nemeth (2015), and Koss and Teale (2009).
Krippendorff’s (1989) theories on contextual analyses were the foundational theories utilized to
structure the methodology, as Krippendorff found that one could qualitatively and
quantitatively analyze written word, audio files, and video files through the use of his
methodology structures, consisting of the six steps previously discussed. Wallen and Fraenkel
(2001) adapted Krippendorff’s original methodology, adding more steps, making the
methodology procedures more accessible by inexperienced researchers. For this reason, this
researcher chose to utilize the eight steps of a contextual analysis classified by Wallen and
Fraenkel (2001).
Blackburn, Clark, and Nemeth, and Koss and Teale’s studies were utilized as models
for the analysis structure and analysis and data tools. Koss and Teale (2009) utilized both
quantitative and qualitative measures when completing their analysis of young adult literature.
In their study, they observed the various genres of young adult literature present, both in
variance and in quality, creating a data set that was both quantitative and qualitative. Based on
the similar type of data that this researcher was collecting, Koss and Teale’s (2009) study was
used as a data collection and analysis model. Blackburn, Clark, and Nemeth’s (2015) study
was utilized as a model for quantitative analysis and data collection tools. This researcher
struggled to find tools in which she could collect and analyse the qualitative data collected from
the literary artifacts. This researcher read Blackburn, Clark, and Nemeth’s study and found the
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analysis and data collection tools they utilized accessible and reader/researcher friendly,
making them a prime choice as a data collection and analysis tool. This researcher then
contacted Blackburn, Clark, and Nemeth, and received their consent to adapt and utilize their
data collection and analysis tools.
Samples
Literary Artifacts. The literary artifacts utilized in this study consisted of nine young
adult novels. The books were chosen based on a comprehensive cross-comparison of five
different books lists incorporating professional literacy organization choice, student/viewer
choice, and books of merit, or books that have won awards. The lists cross-referenced were
NPR’s 100 Best-Ever Teen Novels (Russell, 2012), TIME’s 100 Best Young Adult Books of all
Time, Michael L. Printz Award Winners (YALSA), the Children’s Book Council’s lists of
Teen’s Choice Book Awards from 2008-2017, and the Young Adult Library Services
Association’s Top Ten Fiction Books for Young Adults Lists from 2011-2017 (YALSA).
Table 2
Sampling Cross-Analysis Sources
Source Type
Books of Merit

Source Name
Michael L. Printz Award

http://www.ala.org/yalsa/printz-award#
previous

Time Magazine’s 100 Best
Young Adult Books of all
Time

http://time.com/100-bestyoung-adult-books/

Reader’s Choice
NPR’s 100 Best-Ever Teen
Novels

Professional’s

Website

YALSA Top Ten Fiction
Books for Young Adults
Lists from 2011-2017

http://www.npr.org/2012/08/07/157795
366/your-favorites-100-best-ever-teen-n
ovels
http://www.ala.org/yalsa/best-fiction-yo
ung-adults
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Choice
Children’s Book Council’s http://www.cbcbooks.org/ccba/
lists of Teen’s Choice Book
Awards from 2008-2017

From this cross analysis of the five book lists selected, the sampling was determined to consist
of nine young adult novels. In order to be included in the sampling, the novels had to appear
on three or more of the five lists, producing a sampling that included texts that were
recommended in various venues, making it more representative and valid as a sample. This list
did produce multiple series in the sample, including the Harry Potter series, the Twilight series,
and the Hunger Game series. In these instances, this researcher elected to read the first book of
each of the series, in order to spend more time in analysis of a smaller sample, as opposed to
less analysis time with a larger sample size. Table 3 displays the texts within the sample, the
authors, and the dates the texts were published.
Table 3
Texts, Authors, and Publishing Dates of Study Sample
Title

Author

Date Published

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone

J.K. Rowling

1997

The Hunger Games

Suzanne Collins

2008

The Fault in our Stars

John Green

2012

Looking for Alaska

John Green

2005

The Book Thief

Markus Zusak

2005

Speak

Laurie Halse Anderson

1999

Twilight

Stephanie Meyer

2005

Daughter of Smoke and Bone

Laini Taylor

2011

Eleanor & Park

Rainbow Rowell

2013
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Procedures
The following procedure was determined from the content analysis procedural steps
provided by Wallen and Fraenkel (2001).
Step One- Decide on a Specific Objective. T
 he objective of this study was to observe
the quality and variability of the representations of diversity in young adult literature.
Step Two- Define terms. T
 he terms utilized in analyzing the samples were defined
previously, including the following terms: young adult; young adult literature; diversity;
culture; race; sexual orientation; ethnicity; gender; disability; language; and socioeconomic
status. Table one, found in Chapter One, lists all of the definitions that were necessary and
pertinent to the study.
Step Three- Specify the Unit of Analysis. The units of analysis were a sample of
young adult literature. The literary artifacts were analyzed for the quality and variability of
their representations of sexual orientation, gender, race, ethnicity, language, and socioeconomic
status among the texts.
Step Four- Locate Relevant Data. T
 he literary data analyzed in this study were the
character demographics of nine popular young adult novels, the quality of those characters’
representations, and the frequency of the representations of culturally and linguistically diverse
populations.
Step Five- Develop a Rationale. T
 he data are related to the determined objective, in
that, the variability and quality of the representations of sexual orientation, gender, race,
ethnicity, language, and socioeconomic status within the texts will be utilized as the means to
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observe the way texts reflect the images in which young adults learn about their own cultures
and the cultures of others, and which culture is perceived to be the culture of power.
Step Six- Develop a Sampling Plan. There was one sample set for this study: young
adult literature. The sampling plan for the young adult text sample, as described above, was
created from sample studies, like that of Koss and Teale in the Children’s Literature in
Education journal. Koss and Teale (2009) selected “books that were popular with adults, teens,
and those recognized by literature scholars, librarians, and individuals in the book industry,”
with the belief that this would provide a representative sample (Koss & Teale, 2009, p. 564).
Similarly, the literary samples for this study were collected from a comprehensive
cross-comparison of five different books lists incorporating professional literacy organization
choice, student/viewer choice, and books of merit, or books that have won awards (see table 2).
From this cross analysis of the five book lists selected, the subject sample was determined to
consist of nine common young adult novels, with independent novels and multiple series,
where the first book of each of the series was read as opposed to the entire series. In order to
be included in the sampling, the novels had to appear on three or more of the five lists,
producing a sampling that included texts that were popular through various audiences, making
it more representative and valid as a sample.
Step Seven- Formulate Coding Categories. The categories and themes for the young
adult literature were identified by this researcher throughout the third reading of the sample
texts, where this researcher noted recurring themes throughout the texts, and coded and sorted
plot points and character descriptions/feelings based upon those recurring themes. The
analyses of the text samples also observed both the manifest and latent content within the
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samples, observing both the frequency of the representations, as well as the quality and
implications of those representations. Table four below describes the various codes established
for each category analyzed.
Table 4
Themes Coded During Third Reading
Theme

Code

Theoretical Ideologies

Othering
Cultures of Power
Inclusion of Diversity
Positive Portrayals

Negative Outcomes
Negative Portrayals
Oppression/Fighting Oppression

Language

Use of Non-English Words
Accents
Non-English/Non-Native
Language use

Second Language Learners
Negative Representations
Language as an Identifier
Speech/Language Delays

Race

Token Representations
Positive Portrayals
Race and an Identifier
Discrimination Based on Race

Racial Slurs/Insults
Inaccurate Identifications
Physical Racial Identifiers
Location to Determine Race

Ethnicity

Token Representations
Positive Portrayals
Discrimination Based on
Ethnicity

Ethnic Slurs/Insults
Inaccurate Identifications
Ethnicity as an Identifier
Location to Determine Ethnicity

Gender Identities

Negative Portrayals
Gender Stereotyping
Self Identification/Perception
Positive Portrayals

Physical Descriptions
Use of Pronouns
Use of Gender Labels

Sexual Identities

Emotional Attraction
Physical Attraction
Exhibition of Sexual Behavior
Positive Portrayals
Negative Portrayals

Discussion of Sexual Identity
Sexual Identity Labels
Relationships as Sexual Identity
Markers

Disability and Illness

Negative Portrayals
Positive Portrayals
Death

Physical Disability
Physical Injury
Loss of Consciousness
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Surgical Intervention
Mental Illness/Learning
Disability

Chronic Illness/Disease
Speech Delays/Disabilities

Difference in Class
Lack/Surplus of Resources
Negative Portrayal

Use of Social Class Labels
Discussion of Employment/
Schooling

Step Eight- Data Analysis. D
 ata analysis for this study included quantitative and
qualitative analysis of the artifacts.
The quantitative analyses for the literary artifacts consisted of eight spreadsheets (see
appendices F1-F8) where characters were listed, and various demographics were documented
and counted. From the data spreadsheets, tables and figures were created to visualize the data.
The tables and figures were created utilizing basic descriptive statistics, in order to observe the
patterns of frequency of each subgroup being studies (i.e. race, ethnicity, language, gender,
sexuality, disability, socioeconomic status, and theoretical ideologies). The qualitative data
was collected and analyzed utilizing adapted versions of Blackburn, Clark, and Nemeth’s
(2015) Book Analysis tool (see appendix A) and Cross Book Analysis tool (see appendix B).
Blackburn, Clark, and Nemeth’s (2015) Book Analysis Tool (see appendix A) was utilized in
their study to collect and analyze data on LGBTQ representations within young adult literature.
This tool was adapted (see appendix C) to include the established representations being
observed in this study: sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, gender, disability, language, and
socioeconomic status, as well as representations of the theoretical ideologies present and the
ending tones for the identified characters. The qualitative analysis also occured with the use of
a Cross Book Analysis Table (see appendix B) adapted from that of Blackburn, Clark, and
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Nemeth (2015). The Cross Book Analysis Tables (see appendix D) used in this study were
adapted to utilize identified codes established during the third reading to code and analyze
textual passages from the sample texts. Each of the eight tables (see appendices G1-G8) list the
CLD subgroup being observed, the codes that emerged from the various readings, and the
textual data collected and their appropriate codes.
Data Collection
The textual data collected from the literary artifacts were collected utilizing adapted
tools from Blackburn, Clark, and Nemeth (2015) (see appendices A & B), as well as through
spreadsheets. The Book Analysis Tool (see appendix C) was utilized to collect qualitative data
on the quality of the representations of various culturally and linguistically diverse populations.
This tool was also utilized to collect data on the various representations of the theoretical
ideologies in the textual samples, as well as the ending tones for each of the identified
characters. The Cross Book Analysis tool (see appendix D) was utilized to collect various
passages as textual data, and to code the representations present in those data based on the
themes that emerged for each CLD subgroup throughout the various readings. The quantitative
textual data was collected through seven demographic spreadsheets, where character names
would be listed, along with the various identities within each demographic they belonged to
(i.e. Park from Eleanor & Park identifies as Korean and Irish, so his ethnicity is listed as
korean and irish). Along with this, the frequency of each CLD subgroup throughout all of the
textual samples was counted and listed in an eighth spreadsheet.
Data Analysis
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The quantitative textual analysis began with the second reading of the sample texts.
During the second reading, this researcher would place a sticky note in each book near each
passage where a CLD group or theoretical ideology was present. This researcher assigned each
color of sticky note to one of the CLD groups, or for all of the theoretical ideologies, as
described in table five.
Table 5
Sticky Note Coding Definitions
Sticky Note Color

Assigned Definition

Red

Race

Blue

Ethnicity

Teal

Language

Yellow

Gender/Gender Identities

Salmon

Sexual Identities

Neon Pink

Disabilities/Illnesses

Purple

Socioeconomic Status

Orange

Theoretical Ideologies

After the second reading was completed, this researcher revisited each text, counting the
frequency of each sticky note color and documenting it in the Appendix F1. Appendix F1 was
also utilized to collect the various codes of the theoretical ideologies present in the textual
samples, which required this researcher to revisit every orange sticky note in each textual
sample, documenting the number of times each of the theoretical ideology codes (as listed in
table five) were present. Along with this, spreadsheets were created for each of the other seven
assigned sticky note color definitions (see table six), in which this researcher listed the names
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of the identified main characters with the various demographic codes within which they fit (see
appendices F2-F8). For example, in the Hunger Games, Haymitch falls off of a stage and loses
consciousness, so this researcher placed “loss of consciousness” next to his name in the
Disability spreadsheet (see appendix F7). The identified main characters are described in table
six below.
Table 6
Identified Main Characters in Textual Samples Utilized in Study
Identified Main Characters from Each Text Utilized in Study
Daughter of Smoke &
Bone

Karou
Kaz

Zuzana
Akiva

Eleanor & Park

Eleanor

Park

Looking for Alaska

Alaska
The Colonel
Lara

Pudge
Takumi

Speak

Melinda
Andy Evans

Heather
Rachel

Twilight

Edward
Jacob

Bella

The Book Thief

Liesel
Rudy
Max

Mama
Papa

The Hunger Games

Katniss
Haymitch
Effie

Peeta
Gale

Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone

Harry
Ron

Hermione

The Fault in Our Stars

Hazel

Augustus (Gus)
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After each spreadsheet was completed for all categories and identified main characters, the
number of times each demographic code was counted for its frequency and was utilized to
create a statistical table or figure in Google Sheets, including bar graphs and pie charts (see
appendices F2-F8).
After the third reading of each text, the qualitative data analysis began. after the third
reading of all the sample texts, this researcher utilized the Cross Book Analysis Tool Template
(see appendix D) to create a table for each of the CLD codes and the Theoretical Ideologies,
resulting in eight tables (see appendices G1-G8). This researcher then revisited each text eight
times, each time revisiting the various instances of each sticky note color (i.e. revisit each text
once for purple sticky notes, each text once for teal sticky notes, etc.). In doing so, this
researcher noted emerging themes in the various representations and passages being observed
and utilized them to list analysis codes in each document, as previously listed in table five. This
researcher then revisited the texts again, collecting sample passages that embodied each of the
various themes that emerged from the coding and readings. These passages were then coded
based on their representation of the various codes. For example, in Looking for Alaska, the
following passage was collected, coded, and analyzed as data for the Language Cross Book
Analysis Table (see appendix G2): “I knew Engleesh and my parents deedn’t… that was the
first day that my parents needed me and treated my like a grown-up. Because they did not
know the language…’” (p. 116)→ SLL, A. This method of analysis was completed through
eight tables, over the course of nine novels (see appendices G1-G8). These coding and
analyses were not character specific as the spreadsheets were, but instead were from any and all
representations of each CLD subgroup and the theoretical ideologies.
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After each of the Cross Book Analysis Tables had been coded and analyzed, this
researcher then completed a Book Analysis Tool for each of the nine books (see appendices
G9-G17). Each of these tools begins with the book title and author, as well as a synopsis of the
book. The second section, Analysis of Quality of CLD Representations, includes ten questions
on which characters were used for analysis, the way in which each CLD subgroup was
represented for the characters, the theoretical ideologies present and their representations, and
the ending tone for each character being analyzed. This researcher answered each of these
questions based on the analysis completed through appendices F1-F8 and G1-G8, in order to
determine the quality of the representations present and the tones of the resolutions for each
character.
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Chapter Four: Results

The current study was conducted utilizing contextual analysis methodologies with both
qualitative and quantitative measures. The qualitative and quantitative data were collected
throughout three readings of nine commonly read young adult novels. The collected
quantitative data were analyzed through a series of spreadsheets (see appendices F1-F8), where
the characters’ varying diverse demographics were listed, counted, and documents within a
graph. The collected qualitative data were then analyzed through a series of tables and
documents (see appendices G1-G17) adapted from tools utilized by Blackburn, Clark, and
Nemeth (2015). The subsequent sections of chapter four provide the results of said analyses,
both quantitative and qualitative in the following sections: Frequency of Representations of
CLD Populations in Textual Samples; Quality of Representations of CLD Populations in
Textual Samples; and Quality of Representations of Theoretical Ideologies in Textual Samples.
Theme One: Frequency of Representations of CLD Populations and Theoretical
Ideologies in Textual Samples
The frequency of the representations of the culturally and linguistically diverse
populations observed throughout the textual samples were analyzed through the use of
spreadsheets and statistical figures, including pie graphs and bar graphs. The populations
observed and analyzed included race, ethnicity, language, gender and gender identities,
sexuality, disability and illness, and socioeconomic status. The overall frequency of each of
those population is described in figure six.
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Figure 6. Overall frequency of CLD population representations in sample texts

Race. Throughout the nine sample texts, race was represented a total of 48 times, or
approximately 4% of all the representations noted. In determining a character’s race, this
researcher utilized self identifications first, avoiding biases and assumptions and ensuring that
the race of those characters were accurate. When a self identification was not present, this
researcher would utilize keywords of character descriptions to determine character race, such as
“caramel colored skin,” “ivory skin,” “pale face,” “dark color,” etc. In the event of no racial
keywords being present, a character’s race was listed as “undetermined.” This researcher found
that, out of 33 characters, 69.4% (25) of them were white. Of the non-white characters, 5.6%
(2) were Asian, 2.8% (1) were Native American, 5.6% (2) were of a fictional race, and 16.7%
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(6) characters were of an undetermined race. There were no characters present that were Black
or African American.

Figure 7. Races of Main and Secondary Characters in Textual Samples

Ethnicity. Ethnicity was represented in 128 (10.7%) of the sample passages. Ethnicity
was determined, first, through character self identification to avoid biases and assumptions and
to ensure accuracy in ethnic identification. If a character did not self identify, this researcher
determined ethnicity based on location of birth/living, descriptions of cultural practices/items,
ethnicity of parents, and/or descriptions of historical locations/nations. When none of these
identifiers were present, the characters ethnicity would be listed as “undetermined.” This
researcher found that 42.1 (16) of the 33 characters were American or descendants of
Americans. Along with this, 13.2% (5) were German, 7.9% (3) were British, 5.3% (2) were of
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fictional ethnicities, 5.3% (2) were Czech, and there were less than 3% each of Japanese,
Chinese, Romanian, Quileute Native American, Scottish, Korean, Irish, Danish, and Jewish.

Figure 8. Ethnicities of Main and Secondary Characters in Sample Texts

Figure 9. Languages of Main and Secondary Characters in Textual Samples
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Language. Language was present in 149 (12.5%) of all passage samples selected for
analysis. Language was determined first by a character’s self identification of their language.
When a character did not self identify, language was determined by the story’s setting, the
character’s country of origin, and the reactions of other characters. If none of these were
present, this researcher listed the character’s language as “undetermined.” This researcher
found that, of the 33 identified characters analyzed, 69.4% (25) of them spoke English as their
primary language. Non-English speaking characters consisted of 13.9% (5) German speakers,
8.3% (3) Czech speakers, 5.6% (2) fictional language speakers, and 2.8% (1) Romanian
speakers. Along with this, of the 33 characters, 91.2% (31) of them were native language
speakers and 8.8% (3) of them were second language learners. Two of the 33 characters fell

Figure 10. Disparity Between Second Language Learners and Native Language Speakers
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Figure 11. U
 se of Non-English Words within Sample Texts

into both categories, depicting themselves speaking in their native languages and learning a
second language. Four of the nine (44%) sample texts utilized non-english words within the
text.
Gender/Gender Identities. Gender and gender identities were represented in 282
(23.6%) of the sample passages analyzed, making it the most frequently occurring CLD
subgroup. Gender was determined first through character self identification, avoiding biases
and assumptions and ensuring that the gender of those characters were accurate. If a character
did not self identify, gender was then determined by the use of male/female pronouns and
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labels, as well as the presence or lack of disputes of the use of those pronouns and labels when
characters were spoken to and described. If the use of pronouns and labels were not present,

Figure 12. Gender of Main and Secondary Characters in Sample Texts

the character’s gender was listed as “undetermined.” This researcher found that, of the 33
characters analyzed, 54.5% (18) were male and 45.5% (15) were female. none of the characters
were identified or could be identified as transgender, unidentified, or gender fluid.
Sexuality/Sexual Identities. Out of all of the sample passages, sexuality was
represented in 279 (23.3%) of them. Sexual identity was determined through the self
identification of characters first. If a character did not self identify, this researcher then
determined sexual identity through emotional and sexual behaviors, other character’s
perceptions and descriptions of them, and through their relationships. If none of these
identifiers were present, the character’s sexual identity was listed as “undetermined.” This
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researcher determined that bisexual classifications would only be established through sexual
behaviors with both genders or self identification. This researcher found that, of the 33

Figure 13. Sexual Identities of Main and Secondary Characters in Textual Samples

characters analyzed, 76.5% (26) were heterosexual in behavior or identification. Many of the
characters were of an unidentified sexuality (7 or 20.6%), and one character (2.9%) was
exhibited heterosexual behaviors while also questioning their sexuality, placing them in two
categories.
Disability/Illnesses. Disability and illness representations accounted for 201 (16.8%) of
the total sample passages analyzed. Disability and illness encompassed various subgroups,
including loss of consciousness, death, physical injury, physical disability, mental illness, and
chronic illnesses or diseases. Disability was determined through character self identification
first, avoiding biases and assumptions and ensuring accuracy of identifications. If characters
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Figure 14. Disabilities and Illnesses of Main and Secondary Characters in Textual Samples

didn’t self identify, disability/illness was determined through depiction of injuries and
debilitating events and illnesses, perceptions and descriptions from other characters, description
of physical sensation/emotion/injury, and physical descriptions of characters. If none of these
cues were present, the character was listed as having no disability or illness. This researcher
found that 30% (15) of the 33 characters did not have an identifiable disability or illness. Of
those characters that did have an illness or disability, 22% (11) experienced physical injury,
14% (7) experienced loss of consciousness, 12% (6) experienced death, 8% (4) experienced
chronic illness or disease, 6% (3) required surgical intervention, 4% (2) experienced mental
illness, and 4% (2) experienced physical disability. None of the characters experienced
developmental delays or learning disabilities, including autism.
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Socioeconomic Status. Socioeconomic status accounted for 108 (9%) of all of the CLD
population representations analyzed. Socioeconomic status was determined first by character

Figure 15. S
 ocioeconomic Statuses of Main and Secondary Characters in Textual Samples

self identification. If a character did not self identify their socioeconomic status, this researcher
established socioeconomic status through employment and schooling identifications,
perceptions of other characters, descriptions of houses and other resources, and character
treatment of items of value. If these identifiers were not present, the character’s socioeconomic
identified by socioeconomic status, 27.3% (9) were middle class, 27.3% (9) were poverty-level,
21.2% (7) were upper class, and 9.1% (3) were lower class. None of the characters were
determined to be homeless.
Theoretical Ideologies. The theoretical ideologies were identified as extensions of the
various theories utilized in the theoretical framework. These extensions consisted of literary
representations of ideals present in the various theories, most notably, critical race theory. The
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various theoretical ideologies utilized to analyze the characters were established as themes
throughout the various readings of the texts. The theoretical ideologies that emerged included

Figure 16. Frequency of Theoretical Ideology Codes in Textual Samples

othering, cultures of power, oppression and the fighting of oppression, negative outcomes,
negative portrayals, positive portrayals, and inclusion of diversity. Othering constituted 38.6%
(182) of all theoretical ideologies present in the textual samples, making it the most frequently
occurring theoretical ideology. Oppression and the fighting of oppression accounted for 77
(16.3%) of all of the theoretical ideology passages analyzed, and cultures of power accounted
to 72 (15.3%) of the passages analyzed. Negative outcome accounted for 54 (11.5%) of the
passages, inclusion of diversity accounted for 35 (7.4%), and negative portrayals (27 or 5.7%)
and positive portrayals (24 or 5.1%) were the least frequent of all the theoretical ideologies
present in the textual samples.
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Theme Two: Quality of Representations of CLD Populations in Textual Samples
The quality of the various representations of the culturally and linguistically diverse
populations were analyzed with the use of Cross Book Analysis tools (see appendices G2-G8)
and Book Analysis Tools (see appendices G9-G17). The populations observed and analyzed
included race, ethnicity, language, gender and gender identities, sexuality, disability and illness,
and socioeconomic status. The overall quality of the identified characters from each text and
their inclusion in various CLD populations are described below, first in terms of each CLD
subgroup, and then in terms of each text.
Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Subgroups.
Race. Depictions of race were coded under themes that emerged throughout the various
readings of the textual samples, including: token representations; positive portrayals; racial
slurs/insults; inaccurate identifications; race as an identifier; description of physical racial
identifiers; discrimination based on race; and location to determine race.
Token representations. Token representations generally occurred in negative ways. The
token representations that were present throughout the textual samples included the
misidentification of persons of color, the use of “blackface” (or the makeup used by a nonblack
performer playing a black role), the inclusion of token celebrations or holidays, and the use of
tokenized racial slurs. Misidentification of persons of color was present in statements such as
- “‘I always thought you were Mexican.’
‘She’s not Chinese,’ Tina said. ‘She’s Korean’” (Rowell, 2013, p. 7),
- and “Paul was the one who’d taught Eleanor to say Asian and not oriental” (Rowell,
2013, p. 53).
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Blackface occured in The Book Thief, when Rudy, as a way to honor Jesse Owens, paints
himself with coal and runs around the neighborhood track (Zusak, 2005, pp. 45-60). The
inclusion of token celebrations is present in the discussion of Columbus day and Thanksgiving
in relation to Native American culture. This is embodied by passages such as “We are studying
American history for the ninth time in nine years. Another review of map skills, one week of
Native American, Christopher Columbus in time for Columbus Day, the Pilgrims in time for
Thanksgiving” (Anderson, 1999, p. 7). Tokenized racial slurs are present in Eleanor & Park,
when Park’s friend Cal references a girl liking Park as having “jungle fever,” which Park states
is a racially inaccurate slur (as “jungle fever” typically references black persons) and it is “not a
compliment” (Rowell, 2013, p. 31).
Positive portrayals. T
 he positive portrayals present in the textual samples consisted of
portrayals that were inclusive of racial diversity among various groups. These included the
acknowledgement of negative portrayals of differing race groups, the acknowledgement that
racial disputes are not inherent, respect for the diversity of specific races’ cultural stories, and
investment of people of color within hate-charged cultures. The acknowledgement of negative
portrayals was present when characters noted the negative ways in which various races were
portrayed in an attempt to change that perception. This occurred in passages such as
- “‘Two races can’t have been born enemies, can they? It had to start somewhere’”
(Taylor, 2011, p. 205),
- “Warriors insults Native Americans” (Anderson, 1999, p. 49),
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- and “‘That isn’t even the right kind of racist,’ Park said… ‘Jungle Fever is a thing,’
Cal said. ‘For black people. If you like black people. And it’s not a compliment…’”
(Rowell, 2013, p. 31).
The acknowledgement that racial disputes are not inherent was present in Daughter of Smoke &
Bone, when Karou, when learning of the war between the Chimaera and Seraphim, told Akiva
that the two races could not have been born hating each other and “‘it had to start somewhere’”
(Taylor, 2011, p. 205). Respect for diversity of different races’ cultural stories occurred when
characters made statements that respected differing opinions of history and cultural events,
including
- “Issa had a wealth of human stories, and it was from her that Madrigal came by her
fascination with that race and their world” (Taylor, 2011, p. 384),
- and “The Pilgrims gave thanks at Thanksgiving because the Native Americans saved
their sorry butts” (Anderson, 1999, p. 57).
Rudy, in The Book Thief, though he utilized black face, showed an investment in people of
color within hate-charged cultures through his love for and “obsession” with Black Olympic
star, Jesse Owens (Zusak, 2005, p. 45).
Racial slurs and insults. Racial slurs and insults generally resulted in races being
depicted as animalistic, simple, or lacking. This occurred in passages such as
- “‘Fighting like white-trash dumb monkey…” (Rowell, 2013, p. 134),
- and “Even though they all thought Park was weird and yellow… They couldn’t call
him a freak or a chink or a fag…” (Rowell, 2013, p. 177).
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Inaccurate Identifications. Inaccurate identifications of race occurred in Eleanor &
Park, with main and supporting characters misidentifying Park and his brother (who are both
half Asian, half white) as white and hispanic.
Race as an Identifier. Race being utilized as a means to identify characters was used
most frequently. In these situations, characters would identify others utilizing their race as a
descriptor, such as
- “...she looked like a black Punky Brewster” (Rowell, 2013, p. 141),
- “‘Thomas, Dean,’ a black boy even taller than Ron” (Rowling, 1997, p. 122),
- and “She has bright, dark eyes and satiny brown skin” (Collins, 2008, p. 98).
Sometimes these occurred by directly utilizing a racial term, such as black, and other times the
characters would be described utilizing racially nuanced characteristics, such as “black-haired
and bodied and wilder looking than Ronan” (Rowling, 1997, p. 253).
Description of physical racial identifiers. P
 hysical racial identifiers (i.e. skin tone
words) were sometimes used as a racial identifier instead of racial labels. This occurs in The
Hunger Games, when Katniss describes the tributes from district eleven, both of which are
from African American descent (Collins, 2008, p.45; p. 98; p. 126).
Discrimination based on race. Racial discrimination happened when a character of one
race viewed a character of a differing race as lesser or when one race was treated worse than
another, like in Daughter of Smoke & Bone, Eleanor & Park, The Book Thief, and Speak. In
Daughter of Smoke & Bone, the Chimaera were viewed as “barbarians” by the Seraphim
(Taylor, 2011, p. 225). In Eleanor & Park, Eleanor believes there is discrimination when she
notes “most of the kids were black, but most of the kids in her honors classes were white”
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(Rowell, 2013, p. 31). Discrimination occurs in Melinda’s history class, in Speak, when there
is a debate about immigration and some in the class argue that they should “throw out the
‘foreigners’” (Anderson, 1999, p. 55). In The Book Thief, Death tells the reader about Jesse
Owens’ experience in Germany when he was competing in the Olympics, stating “Jesse Owens
had just completed the 4x100m relay and won his fourth gold medal. Talk that he was
subhuman because he was black and Hitler’s refusal to shake his and were touted around the
world” (Zusak, 2005, p. 56).
Location to determine race. L
 ocation was used at times to allude to race, as opposed to
providing racial labels. This was done when the characters said things like
- “‘Do you remember Billy Black down at La Push?’ La Push is the tiny Indian
Reservation on the coast” (Meyer, 2005, p. 6),
- “‘I always thought you were Mexican.’
‘She’s not Chinese,’ Tina said. ‘She’s Korean’” (Rowell, 2013, p. 7),
- and “The small German town had been flung apart one more time” (Zusak, 2005, p.
13).
Ethnicity. D
 epictions of ethnicity were coded under themes that emerged throughout
the various readings of the textual samples, including: token representations and fighting token
representations; positive portrayals; ethnic slurs and insults; inaccurate identifications; location
to determine ethnicity; ethnicity as an identifier; and discrimination based on ethnicity.
Token representations and fighting token representations. Token representations were
negative in nature, unless they were opposing tokenization of cultures with statements such as
“‘I hope you didn’t bring the Asian kid along thinking he’s a computer genius. Because I am
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not.’ Takumi said” (Green, 2005, p. 103). Token representations occurred through historical
references to different ethnic groups, references to ethnic garb, and commonplace opinions of
various ethnic groups. Historical references occurred in passages where references that are
commonly used to describe a ethnic group were utilized, like that of Russians and Native
American. In The Fault in Our Stars, Hazel compares herself to a Russian peasant, stating “I
had a moral opposition to eating before dawn on the grounds that I was not a nineteenthcentury Russian peasant fortifying myself for a day in the fields” (Green, 2012, p. 137). This
type of historical reference also occurs in Speak, with various references of Thanksgiving and
Columbus Day being celebrations to learn about Native Americans (Anderson, 1999). Pieces
of ethnic garb were referenced when characters stated things such as
- “‘I said I would wear a burka, but he wasn’t convinced…’” (Green, 2005, p. 75),
- or “Rachel/Rachelle clogs up to the board, dressed in an outrageous
Dutch/Scandinavian ensemble” (Anderson, 1999, p. 39).
Commonplace opinions of ethnic groups were utilized when characters discussed other ethnic
groups, such as believing “we should close our borders so that real Americans can get the jobs
they deserve” (Anderson, 1999, p. 54), learning about Native Americans in terms of Columbus
Day and Thanksgiving (Anderson, 1999), misidentifying various ethnicities (Green, 2005;
Rowell, 2013), and the description of various ethnicities as “yellow” (Green, 2005, p. 112;
Rowell, 2013, p. 177), “jungle fever” (Rowell, 2013, p. 31), and “archetypal” (Zusak, 2005, p.
189).
Positive portrayals. Positive portrayals occurred with the respect for stories and
practices of different ethnic cultures, understanding that one’s ethnicity does not dictate their
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practices, and opposition to cultures who oppress differing ethnicities. The respect of ethnic
stories and practices were found in Eleanor & Park and Twilight, where traditional Danish
Christmas desserts were enjoyed and respected (Rowell, 2013, p. 198), and with Quileute folk
tales being told and appreciated (Meyer, 2005, p. 124). Ethnicity not dictating practice was
apparent in Eleanor & Park, when Park stated that he “ knew plenty about kung fu. Because
his dad was obsessed with martial arts, not because his mom was Korean” (Rowell, 2013, p.
13). Opposition to ethnically oppressive cultures was present with Hans Hubermann’s refusal
to join the Nazi party because of his beliefs, as he “couldn’t join a party that antagonized
people in such a way” (Zusak, 2005, p. 180).
Ethnic slurs and insults. Ethnic slurs and insults were present in Eleanor & Park,
Looking for Alaska, and The Book Thief. In Eleanor & Park and Looking for Alaska, characters
of Chinese and Korean descent were described as yellow (Green, 2005, p. 112; Rowell, 2013,
p. 177), which is a stereotypical term for people of Asian descent. Eleanor & Park also
features the terms “chink” (2013, p. 177) “jungle fever” (2013, p. 31). The Book Thief includes
ethnic slurs and insults against the Black and the ethnically Jewish, making statements such as
- “In it sits a Jew. He is scum” (2005, p. 138),
- “Jewry was now more than ever a label—a ruinous piece of the dumbest luck around”
(2005, p. 216),
- and “‘you shouldn’t want to be like black people or Jewish people or anyone who is…
not us’ ” (2005, p. 60).
Inaccurate identifications. Characters were ethnically misidentified in Looking for
Alaska, Eleanor & Park, and Speak, with characters assuming the ethnicity of others. In
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Looking for Alaska (2005), Lara, who is Romanian, is frequently misidentified as Russian,
Hungarian, and Ukrainian. In Eleanor & Park (2013), Park, who is half Korean, half
Irish-American is misidentified as Mexican, Chinese, and Japanese, and his brother, who is also
half Korean, half Irish-American, is misidentified as white. In Speak (1999), Melinda identities
a foreign exchange student as a supermodel from another country who is probably names Greta
or Ingrid, which she utilizes as cliché names to allude to Scandinavian heritage, though there
are no clues given to assume that this girl is of that heritage.
Location to determine ethnicity. Location was used at times to allude to ethnicity, as
opposed to providing ethnic labels. This was done when the characters said things like
- “‘Rebecca married a Samoan surfer…’” (Meyer, 2005, p. 120),
- “Maybe he was Filipino” (Rowell, 2013, p. 53),
- “‘Are you Americans?’
‘Yes,’ Mom said, ‘We’re from Indiana’” (Green 2012, p. 156),
- and “Northern Canada. Two Athabascan hunters...” (Taylor, 2011, p. 61).
Ethnicity as an identifier. Ethnicity was utilized to identify characters of various
ethnicities. In these situations, characters would make statements such as
- “Kaitlyn just happened to be an extremely sophisticated twenty-five-year-old British
socialite stuck inside a sixteen-year-old body from Indianapolis” (Green, 2012, p. 42),
- “District 12 was in a region known as Appalachia” (Collins, 2008, p. 41),
- and “‘I was born in Chicago in 1901’” (Meyer, 2005, p. 287).
From these statements, the reader was meant to assume the ethnicity of the characters being
described.
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Discrimination based on ethnicity. Discrimination occurred in Speak and The Book
Thief. In Speak, Melinda’s history class discusses the situation around the American job
market, and her teacher and some of her peers argue that the “foreigners” should be sent out of
the country and the border be closed so that Americans can have the jobs that are being taken
from them (Anderson, 1999, p. 54), which discriminates and others non-American ethnicities.
In The Book Thief (Zusak, 2005), those of Jewish descent are referred to as “scum” (p. 138),
“odd” (p. 189), and “wretched” (p. 501) by Germans.
Language. D
 epictions of language were coded under themes that emerged throughout
the various readings of the textual samples, including: use of non-English words or phrases;
accent; second language learners; negative representations; speech & language impairments;
language as an identifier; and use of non-English or non-native language.
Use of non-English words or phrases. There were a total of five out of the nine sample
texts that utilized non-English words or phrases. The use of non-English words was typically
integrated through the use of phrases written in english with an italicized non-English word, or
with an italicized non-English word followed by the English translation of that word. The use
of English phrases with italicized non-English words can be seen in passages such as
- “‘Want to get ready?’ Karou asked her, and Zuzana, verklempt, nodded yes” (Taylor,
2011, p. 178),
- “... the Danag, was a Filipino Vampire…” (Meyer, 2005, p. 134),
- and “‘Amsterdam’s spring now. The iepen throw confetti to greet the spring’” (Green,
2012, p. 161).
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Passages that are written in English and include non-English words and their translation can be
observed in passages such as
- “‘Schlaf gut, Papa,’ the girl said at those times. ‘Sleep well’” (Zusak, 2005, p. 143),
- and “At school, some joker had scrawled a red graffiti volnost — liberty — where
freedom fighters had once written it in Nazi blood…” (Taylor, 2011, p. 245).
Accent. The use of accents were the most frequently used way to represent languages.
Accents, when used, were described by another character or the character’s dialogues were
written in a way to dictate the accent of that character. Accents were described as “affected”
(Collins, 2008, p. 8), “vaguely British” (Green, 2012, p. 42), “acquired” (Taylor, 2011, p. 4), “a
pleasant Dutch lilt” (Green, 2012, p. 180), and “slight” (Green, 2005, p. 51). When dialogues
were written to dictate accents, they were written utilizing misspellings that alluded to the parts
of speech the character said in accents different from that of the main characters, such as
Hagrid and Lara. According to J.K Rowling, Hagrid speaks in an accent from the British West
Country (Rowling, 2001). Hagrid’s West Country accent was depicted through dialogic
misspellings such as “‘... a very happy birthday to yeh. Got summat fer yeh here—I mighta sat
on it at some point, but it’ll taste all right’” (Rowling, 1997, p. 47). Lara, in Looking for
Alaska, was an immigrant from Romania and spoke with a Romanian accent that was written in
misspellings, like “‘I deed like your paper said. I stayed behind the Eagle’s house until I saw
heem run after Miles and Takumi, and then I ran behind the dorms’” (Green, 2005, p. 109),
with Lara emphasizing that Romanian accents come out with soft i’s.
Second language learners. Second language learners were depicted in various ways
throughout the novels, including students learning foreign languages, immigrants learning a
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second language, or native non-English speakers speaking English. Melinda in Speak
frequently utilized Spanish as she was learning it in her Spanish class, stating things such as
“Me sorprende que estoy tan cansada hoy. No one knows what it says. We don’t understand
Spanish…” (Anderson, 1999, p. 13). Characters who learn a second language as immigrants
were present in Looking for Alaska, Eleanor & Park, and Daughter of Smoke & Bone. In these
texts, characters learning a English as a second language were depicted as having an accent or
speaking in broken English, such as
- “‘do you… want to look like girl? Is that what this about? Eleanor dress like boy. You
look like girl?’” (Rowell, 2013, p. 221),
- and “‘I knew Engleesh and my parents deedn’t…’” (Green, 2005, p. 116).
Those characters learning second languages that were not English, like Karou and Akiva in
Daughter of Smoke & Bone, were depicted as learning them as a result of a wish or as learning
them in secret (Taylor, 2011)
Negative representations.  When languages were depicted as negative, they were
described in childish ways (Collins, 2005), as poor in skill (Green, 2012), as uncommon or
useless (Green, 2012), animalistic (Taylor, 2011), or as different or wrong (Rowell, 2013).
This was observable is passages such as
- “‘Half of the guards didn’t even understand our language, were happy to believe it was
just grunts and roars we screamed in our agony’” (Taylor, 2011, p. 405),
- “Because she was apparently never going to stop sounding like she just got here
yesterday from Korea” (Rowell, 2013, p. 25),
- and “‘Who the hell speaks Swedish?’” (Green, 2012, p. 188).
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Speech & language impairments. Speech impairments were only visible in Harry Potter
and the Sorcerer’s Stone with Professor Quirrell’s stutter (Rowling, 1997). Professor Quirrell’s
stutter is depicted as a result from anxiety and fear after a traumatic event with a vampire.
Professor Quirrell frequently stutters heavily in conversations, such as “'D-Defense Against the
D-D-Dark Arts,’ muttered Professor Quirrell, as though he’d rather not think about it. ‘N-not
that you n-need it, eh, P-P-Potter?’ He laughed nervously” (Rowling, 1997, p. 70).
Language as an identifier. Languages were used as identifiers in situations where the
character being described was speaking a foreign language, spoke with an accent, or was
learning languages. Though language was utilized as an identifier, the depictions were not
negative in nature. This occurred in passages such as
- “I kept thinking about the people behind me—they were mostly adults speaking a
variety of languages…” (Green, 2012, p. 198),
- “... Not in the Capitol accent, but in the rougher cadences of home” (Collins, 2008, p.
350),
- and “She answered easily, making the man laugh, and they bantered back and forth,
her Arabic rich and throaty, with an edge like a purr” (Taylor, 2011, p. 78).
Use of non-English or non-native languages. U
 se of non-English or non-native
languages frequently coincided with those passages that depicted second language learners,
accents, use of non-English words and phrases, and languages as identifiers. Examples of this
were found in various passages, such as
- “‘Eretz,’ Akiva said, which cause Karou’s eyebrows to shoot up. ‘That’s Earth ,’ she
said. ‘In Hebrew’” (Taylor, 2011, p. 224),
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- “... it was a nice break from bean soup, and beans and rice, and huevos y frijoles…
 ”
(Rowell, 2013, p. 26),
- and “After five weeks in school, she can swear in French,” (Anderson, 1999, p. 20).
Gender and Gender Identities. D
 epictions of gender were coded under themes that
emerged throughout the various readings of the textual samples, including: negative portrayals;
gender stereotyping or breaking gender stereotypes; physical descriptions; use of pronouns; self
identification or perception; use of gender labels [i.e. male, female, trans, etc.]; and positive
portrayals.
Negative portrayals. N
 egative portrayals frequently occurred in relation to characters’
self perceptions or the descriptions or perceptions of them from other characters. Characters’
negative self perceptions were generally present in the form of self descriptions, where
characters described themselves as less pretty and outgoing (Meyer, 2005, p. 105), a
disappointment and having gross features (Anderson, 1999), and as having obvious problems,
like too much body hair and non-uniform nails (Collins, 2008, p. 61). The negative perceptions
and descriptions of characters by others were present in statements such as
- “She looked like a movie star—a bitchy one” (Green, 2005, p. 35),
- “He met me at the door in his wheelchair, no longer the muscular, gorgeous boy who
stared at me at Support Group, but still half smiling, still smoking his unlit cigarette, his
blue eyes bright and alive” (Green, 2012, p. 234),
- “The silver in his eyes, however, wasn’t warm, like Papa’s… There was more flesh on
his bones, too, and he had prickly blond hair and skin like off-white paint” (Zusak,
2005, p. 103),
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- and “His eyes were sunk in bruises, and his teeth, which were not his own, were
overlarge in his shrunken face. The mustache that had been his pride hung lank and
tangled” (Taylor, 2011, p. 83).
Gender stereotyping or breaking or gender stereotypes. The breaking of gender
stereotyping occurred most frequently in Eleanor & Park and Speak. In Eleanor & Park
(Rowell, 2013), Eleanor consistently dresses in masculine clothing, wearing ties, men’s jeans
and pants, and men’s shirts. Park also breaks gender stereotypes by wearing makeup, even
with the disapproval from his father (Rowell, 2013). In Speak, gender stereotypes are broken at
Thanksgiving dinner. Melinda’s mother feels the obligation to cook thanksgiving dinner
because it makes her a worthwhile mother and wife, and Melinda questions this obligation and
believes it is senseless (Anderson, 1999, pp. 58-60).
Even though gender stereotypes are broken throughout the textual samples, there are
various instances of abiding by gender stereotypes, such as:
- “I should be tan, sporty, blond—a volleyball player, or a cheerleader perhaps—all the
things that go with living in the valley of the sun” (Meyer, 2005, p. 10),
- “ I look, very simply, like a girl. A young one… Innocent. Harmless” (Collins, 2008,
p. 355),
- “Besides, if he wants kids, Gale won’t have any trouble finding a wife. He’s
good-looking, he’s strong enough to handle the work in the mines” (Collins, 2008, p.
10),
- “... everything about her was magnified. Her lips, her legs…” (Zusak, 2005, p. 412),
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- “They are not happy to be called the Tigers. Other teams have called them the
Pussycats. Not manly” (Anderson, 1999, p. 49),
- and “With blond hair to his shoulders, dark stubble on his cheeks, and the kind of
faux-ruggedness that gets you a career as a catalog model” (Green, 2005, pp. 60-61).
Physical descriptions. Physical descriptions were the most frequently used in depicting
the gender of characters. The physical attributes of characters were either described by
themselves or by other characters, using descriptors such as curvy (Green, 2005, p. 15), little
boy hands (Rowell, 2013, p. 43), thin (Anderson, 1999, p. 59), beautiful and like a movie star
(Green, 2005, p. 35; Meyer, 2005, p. 41), potbellied (Green, 2012, p. 180), bony and sharp
(Zusak, 2005, p. 48), and giant (Rowling, 1997, p. 46). Physical gender descriptors were
generally utilized to describe characters at first meetings, with the use of gender pronouns and
labels, specified gender attributes, and gender specific adjectives, such as
- “I saw a short, muscular guy with a shock of brown hair… He stood five feet and
nothing, but was well-built, like a scale model of Adonis” (Green, 2005, p. 9),
- “His flesh is very pale in the sunlight and he no longer looks strong and stocky”
(Collins, 2008, p. 255),
- and “Their teacher, Madam Hooch, arrived. She had short, gray hair, and yellow eyes
like a hawk” (Rowling, 1997, p. 146).
Use of pronouns. Pronouns were frequently used to identify a character’s gender. The
pronouns associated with the character, along with the lack of protest of the use of those
pronouns, were used to determine the gender of the various characters. The use of pronouns
were present at any point when a character was being referenced, and the pronouns utilized
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consisted of he/his and she/her pronouns in all nine textual samples, as evidenced in the
following passages:
- “I grit my teeth as Viena, a woman with aqua hair and gold tattoos above her
eyebrows, yanks a strip of fabric from my leg, tearing out the hair beneath it” (Collins,
2008, p. 61),
- and “Jake was every bit as good- looking as you’d expect Alaska’s boyfriend to be”
(Green, 2005, pp. 60-61).
Self identification or perception. Self identification of gender did not occur through the
use of gender labels such as male or female, where a characters blatantly stated their gender
identification. Instead, self identification occurred in more subtle ways, through characters’
descriptions of self, wherein they utilized gendered descriptors, labels or allusions to refer to
their genders, such as in Speak where Melinda is clothes shopping and states “I need a size ten,
as much as it kills me to admit that. Everything I own is an eight or a small. I look at my
canoe feet and my wet, obnoxious anklebones. Aren’t girls supposed to stop growing at this
age?” (Anderson, 1999, p. 123). In this way, characters identified their genders describing
themselves with words/phrases such as pretty (Anderson, 1999, p. 70), “‘Nobody thinks Asian
guys are hot’” (Rowell, 2013, p. 272), being a weak girl (Rowell, 2013, p. 310), and a young
and innocent looking girl (Collins, 2008, p. 355). Character self perception was also utilized to
determine gender, and frequently the self perceptions of characters were negative, such as “I’m
sure I was a huge disappointment. I’m not pretty or smart or athletic” (Anderson, 1999, p. 70).
Use of gender labels. Gender labels were used to identify a character’s gender. The
gender labels associated with the character, along with the lack of protest of the use of those
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labels, were used to determine character gender. Gender labels were not directly utilized, where
characters made direct statements of their genders such as “I am a female.” Instead, gender
labels were utilized in reference to characters during descriptions of that character or
discussions of that character. This occurred in passages, such as:
- “She was a very pretty woman…” (Rowling, 1997, p. 208),
- “The only redeeming fact of Support Group was this kid named Isaac, a long-faced,
skinny guy…” (Green, 2012, p. 6),
- “... a tall, athletic woman named Atala steps up and begins to explain the training
schedule” (Collins, 2008, p. 93),
- and “Eleanor wouldn’t look like a guy even if you cut her hair off and gave her a
mustache” (Rowell, 2013, p. 159).
None of the characters in any of the textual samples identified or discussed transgenderism or
gender fluidity. Eleanor could be considered gender fluid, but because of her stating she could
not buy different clothing due to lack of resources, she was not included as being gender fluid
(Rowell, 2013).
Positive portrayals. Positive portrayals were present when characters were accepting of
persons that did not abide by gender stereotypes, when characters utilized adjectives that
generally are not attributed to the gender they’re assigning it to, and discussions of bodily
development. Acceptance of non-stereotypical characters occurred in Eleanor & Park (Rowell,
2013), with Park’s acceptance of Eleanor’s self expression, and he states “Park didn’t even
know if Eleanor had any girls’ clothes… He kind of liked that she didn’t” (p. 159). Along with
this, Park also discusses the fact that Eleanor’s preference for male clothes does not make her,
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or make her look, like a male (p. 159). Non-stereotypical adjectives were present when male
characters were described with typically female adjectives. This occurs in Twilight (Meyer,
2005), The Fault in Our Stars (Green, 2012), and Daughter of Smoke & Bone (Taylor, 2011),
where male characters are repeatedly described as beautiful and gorgeous. In The Book Thief,
Liesel thinks about her bodily development, with Death stating “[Liesel] became thirteen years
of age. Her chest was still flat. She had not yet bled” (Zusak, 2005, p. 311).
Sexuality and Sexual Identities. D
 epictions of sexual identity were coded under themes
that emerged throughout the various readings of the textual samples, including: emotional
attraction; physical attraction; discussion of sexual identity; sexual identity labels; exhibition
of sexual behavior; relationships as sexual identity markers; positive portrayal; negative
portrayal.
Emotional attraction. Emotional attraction was identified as instances when characters
discussed attraction to another character without discussion of attraction to physical features.
This occurred by characters referencing others as having a crush on them (Green, 2012, p. 80),
pretending to be in love with them (Collins, 2008, p. 206), having real smiles and butterflies
(Taylor, 2011, pp. 176-176), being irrevocably in love with and/or loving them (Green, 2005, p.
36; Meyer, 2005, p. 195; Rowell, 2013, p. 114), and feeling breathless when with them (Green,
2012, p. 203; Meyer, 2005, pp. 282-283).
Physical attraction. P
 hysical attraction was identified as instances when characters
discussed attraction to another character with direct discussion of attraction to physical features
or the want for physical expressions of attraction to occur. Characters referred to attraction to
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others’ physical features or the wanting of physical displays of affection in the following
passages:
- “... I barely heard him because the hottest girl in all of human history was standing
before me in cutoff jeans and a peach tank top” (Green, 2005, p. 14),
- “... she wanted him to kiss her. She wanted him to drag her hand across and pull her
over. It didn't matter where. He mouth, her neck, her cheek. Her skin was empty for it,
waiting” (Zusak, 2005, p. 518),
- “This is the first kiss where I actually feel stirring inside my chest. Warm and
curious” (Collins, 2008, p. 298),
- and “‘... what an excellent Chaser that girl is, and rather attractive, too—’” (Rowling,
1997, p. 186).
Discussion of sexual identity. Sexual identity was not explicitly stated by any character
in any of the textual samples. Sexual identity was determined by character discussions of
physical and emotional attraction. Bisexualism was not present, as none of the characters
discussed physical and emotional attraction to multiple sexes. Discussions of sexual identity
within the samples occurred with characters discussing their attractions to other characters,
such as
- “Rudy Steiner was one of those audacious little bastards who actually fancied himself
with the ladies… He’s the boy who refuses to fear the opposite sex… In this case, Rudy
had already made up his mind about Liesel Meminger” (Zusak, 2005, pp. 48-49),
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- “‘Well, do you find me attractive, in that way, at all?’ He laughed and lightly rumpled
my nearly dry hair. ‘I may not be human, but I am a man,’ he assured me” (Meyer,
2005, p. 311),
- “And then he was talking to me, flirting with me. This gorgeous cover-model guy...
Flirting with me… He tilted my face up to his. He kissed me, man kiss, hard sweet and
deep… And I thought for just a minute there that I had a boyfriend…” (Anderson, 1999,
pp. 134-135),
- and “Maybe I’m not attracted to real girls, he’d thought at the time. Maybe I’m some
sort of perverted cartoon-sexual. Or maybe, he thought now, he just didn’t recognize all
those other girls” (Rowell, 2013, p. 72).
Sexual identity labels.  Sexual identity labels were directly used in two of the textual
samples, Eleanor & Park and Daughter of Smoke & Bone. In Eleanor & Park, Park, after
putting on makeup for the first time, begins to wonder if he is a homosexual, stating that his
interest in Eleanor, who wears male clothing, is “another gay thing about him” (Rowell, 2013,
p. 159), and wondering if he is gay because he didn’t feel anything while kissing a girl for the
first time (pp. 71-72). “There were no titters this time, but Karou imagined a surge of heat in
the atmosphere, as if the girls in the class—and at least one of the boys—needed to fan
themselves” (Taylor, 2011, p. 17)
Exhibition of sexual behavior. Sexual behavior, when exhibited, was classified as sexual
behavior along with a label of the persons interacting within the sexual experience (i.e.
heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual). These were not label based on the identified sexuality of
the characters, but instead by the persons engaged in the behaviors. Heterosexual labels were
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for two persons of different sexes, homosexual labels were for two persons of the same sex, and
bisexual labels were reserved for characters who had previously exhibited sexual behaviors
with one sex and then other sexual behaviors with another sex. For example, in Eleanor &
Park, Eleanor’s mother and her husband Richie engage in sexual behavior, and since the sexual
behavior includes one male and one female partner, the behavior was labeled as heterosexual.
Below are examples of exhibitions of sexual behaviors within the textual samples, as well as
their labels:
- “The whole affair was the precise opposite of what I figured it would be: slow and
patient and quiet and neither particularly painful nor particularly ecstatic. There were a
lot of condomy problems that I did not get a particularly good look at. No headboards
were broken. No screaming. Honestly, it was probably the longest time we’d ever
spend without talking” (Green, 2012, pp. 207-208)→ heterosexual,
- “Liesel could not shift the thought from her head… [Rudy] glowed in the dark,
completely naked. There was great dread in that vision, especially the moment when he
was forced to remove his hands. It was disconcerting to say the least, but for some
reason, she couldn’t stop thinking about it” (Zusak, 2005, p. 415)→ heterosexual,
- “‘Have you ever gotten a blow job?’...
‘I’ve just never geeven one,’ she answered, her little voice dripping with
seductiveness…
‘Think it would be fun?’ (Green, 2005, p. 126)→ heterosexual,
- and “It’s not like he hadn’t thought about it (a lot)—Eleanor under her clothes. But he
could never fill in any of the details. The only women he could actually picture naked
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were the women in the magazines his dad every-once-in-a-while remembered to hide
under his bed…. He could fill in some of the details now… He wouldn’t be able to
[look at her]. Now without stripping her down to her gym suit” (Rowell, 2013, pp.
244-245)→ heterosexual.
There were no exhibitions of sexual behaviors that could be classified as homosexual or
bisexual.
Relationships as sexual identity markers. R
 elationships between characters were used
most frequently as sexual identity markers, as no characters directly identified their sexual
identity. In instances where relationships were utilized as sexual identity markers, characters
would discuss their relationships with other characters, or the descriptions of relationships of
characters with others. Characters would talk about others, and their relationships with others,
by stating their interest in the opposite sex (Zusak, 2005, pp. 48-49), discussing relationship
prospects of characters (Collins, 2008, p. 10; Green, 2005, p. 59), discussing relationship
desires (Green, 2005, p. 81; Rowell, 2013, p. 55), and negating perceived relationships (Meyer,
2005, p. 127). This code was present in all nine textual samples, and this was utilized as a
means to determine character sexual identity, in most cases.
Positive portrayals. Positive portrayals were present when characters openly questioned
their sexualities, struggled with the loss of relationships, reassurance of insecurities within
relationships, accurate portrayals of first loves and relationships, and appreciation of differing
sexualities, as seen in these passages:
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- “He’d even wondered—seriously, while he was kissing her, he’d wondered
this—whether he might be gay. Except he didn’t feel like kissing any guys either”
(Rowell, 2013, pp. 71-72),
- “‘I really care about her. I mean, we were hopeless. Badly matched. But still. I mean,
I said I loved her. I lost my virginity to her.’” (Green, 2005, p. 66),
- “‘Of course Rosalie is beautiful in her way, but even if she wasn’t like a sister to me,
even if Emmett didn’t elong with her, she could never have one tenth, no, one
hundredth of the attraction you hold for me.’ He was serious now, thoughtful” (Meyer,
2005, p. 304),
- “On the floor, Rudy laughed… She crouched over him. Kiss him, Liesel, kiss him”
(Zusak, 2005, p. 455),
- and “There were no titters this time, but Karou imagined a surge of heat in the
atmosphere, as if the girls in the class—and at least one of the boys—needed to fan
themselves” (Taylor, 2011, p. 17).
Negative portrayals. Negative portrayals occurred with characters regretting sexual
behaviors (Taylor, 2011, p. 21), thinking there were ill intentions behind others’ actions
(Collins, 2008, p. 206), perceiving others as being hypersexual (Anderson, 1999, p. 29),
negatively describing parents’ spouses (Rowell, 2013, p. 42), believing they are obsessed with
others (Meyer, 2005, p. 79), and their perceived failure as a significant other (Green, 2005, p.
189).
Disability and Illness. D
 epictions of disability and illness were coded under themes that
emerged throughout the various readings of the textual samples, including: negative portrayals;
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positive portrayals; physical disability; mental illness; physical injury; illness; loss of
consciousness; death; chronic illness or disease; speech impairments; surgical intervention.
Negative portrayals. Negative portrayals generally occurred with characters depicting
the disabilities of themselves and others in negative ways. This was done through physical
descriptions, descriptions of diseases, negative comparisons to debilitating conditions, or as
identifiers, such as:
- “[Mr. Freeman] is warming up for a full-fledged rant when the bell rings. Some
teachers rumorwhisper he’s having a breakdown” (Anderson, 1999, p. 104),
- “I could see her staring down the cop car and aiming for it and not giving a shit about
anyone else, not thinking of her promise to me, not thinking of her father or anyone, and
that bitch, that bitch, she killed herself” (Green, 2005, p. 156),
- “She didn’t do anything but sit propped up in a chair or, more often, huddled under the
blankets on her bed, her eyes fixed on some point in the distance” (Collins, 2008, pp.
26-27),
- “[Akiva] said, ‘I’m nothing like you, cripple,’ in an acid tone…” (Taylor, 2011, p.
121),
- and “‘Stalingrad happened to my hand. I was shot in the ribs and I had three of my
fingers blown off’” (Zusak, 2005, p. 466).
Mental illness was the disability category that was most frequently portrayed negatively.
Positive portrayals. Positive portrayals occurred when characters acknowledged the
reality of terrible situations as a result of chronic illnesses (Green, 2012, p. 73),
acknowledgement that illness is not meant to be a means to cope with one’s issues (Anderson,
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1999, p. 113), acceptance of difference (Anderson, 1999, p. 104), and the refusal to accept that
someone has to die (Zusak, 2005, pp. 314-315).
Physical disability. Physical disability was present when characters described others
physically and when characters obtained a disability as a result of a physical injury. When
characters described the physical disabilities of others, they were described as “one-eyed”
(Taylor, 2011, p. 26), not having “dual leggedness” (Green, 2012, p. 31), having an “arthritic
curl of the hand” (Zusak, 2005, p. 93), having lungs that don’t work (Green, 2005, p. 32; Green
2012), and having “spastic laryngitis” (Anderson, 1999, p. 51). When characters obtained a
disability as a result of a physical injury, they were hurt in war or battle, resulting in injuries
that were debilitating. Peeta, in The Hunger Games, was injured by a cut in his leg from a
sword, which was severely infected. After winning the Games, Peeta’s leg was amputated in
order to stop the infection, resulting in a physical disability (Collins, 2008, p. 369). In The
Book Thief, Michael Holtzapfel came back from battle in WWII having had a bullet wound to
his hand. The bullet wound resulted in Michael losing three of his fingers, leading to a physical
disability (Zusak, 2005, p. 466).
Mental illness. In Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, mental illness was solely
utilized as a means to state that someone’s behaviors were outrageous, as in “‘I always said he
was off his rocker,’ said Ron, looking quite impressed at how crazy his hero was’” (Rowling,
1997, p. 302). In the other textual samples, mental illness was utilized in describing characters’
behaviors. This occurred in the following passages:
- “... they always list depression among the side effects of cancer” (Green, 2012, p. 3),
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- “But that was before he’d been warped by the weight of a terrible choice he’d made,
bent and twisted and driven mad” (Taylor, 2011, p. 83),
- “‘Hazel, a gentle reminder: Isaac is in the midst of a psychotic episode’” (Green, 2012,
p. 55),
- “‘You are the most depressed person I’ve ever met, and excuse me for saying this, but
you are no fun to be around and I think you need professional help’” (Anderson, 1999,
p. 105),
- and “‘I think it’s some kind of psychiatric disorder when you have more than one
personality in your head’” (Anderson, 1999, p. 132).
Physical injury. Physical injuries were present when characters were harmed by others
or animals, hurt themselves by accident, or are harmed by environmental forces, as evidenced
in these passages:
- “In a matter of minutes, my throat and nose are burning [from the smoke]. The
coughing begins soon after and my lungs begin to feel as if they are actually being
cooked. Discomfort turns to distress until each breath sends a searing pain through my
chest” (Collins, 2008, p. 173),
- “‘And I’ve been shot, too, and I think I killed the bastard…’” (Taylor, 2011, p. 136),
- “Ron cheering through a heavy nosebleed” (Rowling, 1997, p. 225),
- “ I don’t remember passing out. David says I hit my head on the edge of the table on
my way down. The nurse calls my mom because I need stitches” (Anderson, 1999, p.
81),
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- and “‘I am concussed,’ I announced, entirely sure of my self- diagnosis” (Green, 2005,
p. 63).
Illness.  Illness most frequently occurred with characters feeling physically sick with
coughs (Zusak, 2005, p. 20), fever (Collins, 2008, pp. 254-256; Taylor, 2011, p. 132), nausea
(Taylor, 2011, pp. 198-199), infections (Collins, 2008, pp. 254-256), and those who are
hospitalized (Anderson, 1999, p. 113).
Loss of consciousness. Loss of consciousness occurred as a result of injury (Collins,
2008, p. 192; Rowling, 1999, p. 295; Taylor, 2011, p. 196), squeamishness (Anderson, 1999, p.
81), affection (Meyer, 2005, p. 319), and fear (Rowling, 1997, p. 172).
Death. Death occurred in eight of the nine textual samples. When death occurred, it
was described as being a result of physical injury, accidents, illness, murder, and suicide. THis
was observed in the following passages:
- “Michael Holtzapfel knew what he was doing. He killed himself for wanting to live”
(Zusak, 2005, p. 503),
- “Below her she saw her own body, headless” (Taylor, 2011, p. 394),
- “I can’t imagine the Peacekeepers murdering a simpleminded child” (Collins, 2008, p.
204),
- “Augustus Waters died eight days after his prefuneral, at Memorial, in the ICU, when
the cancer, which was made of him, finally stopped his heart…” (Green, 2012, p. 261),
- “‘I was seventeen, and dying of the Spanish Influenza’” (Meyer, 2005, pp. 287-288),
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- and “I could see her staring down the cop car and aiming for it and not giving a shit
about anyone else, not thinking of her promise to me, not thinking of her father or
anyone, and that bitch, that bitch, she killed herself” (Green, 2005, p. 156).
Chronic illness or disease. C
 hronic illnesses were present as struggles characters were
faced with throughout the course of the novels, as ways to other a person’s physical features, or
as issues that were previously dealt with. Edward dealt with chronic illness before he was
made into a vampire, in Twilight, where he was dying of the Spanish Influenza (Meyer, 2005,
pp. 287-288).

In Speak, Melinda’s physical features are othered by her peers because of the

scabs on her lips, where they state “What’s wrong with her lips? It looks like she’s got a
disease or something” (Anderson, 1999, p. 45). Chronic illness as struggles that characters
were faced with were present in the following passages:
- “His audible, almost desperate breaths reminded me of my grandfather when he was
dying of lung cancer” (Green, 2005, p. 32),
- “I told Augustus the broad outline of my miracle: diagnosed with Stage IV thyroid
cancer when I was thirteen… It was, we were told incurable” (Green, 2012, p. 24),
- “‘Oh, and remember the malaria? I got it in Papua New Guinea…’” (Taylor, 2011, p.
136),
- “In mid-February… [Max] came to the fireplace on the verge of collapse… Once Mas
was in the bed, blankets were heaped on top and fastened around his body…” (Zusak,
2005, pp. 314-315),
- and “His joints are swollen and twisted in painful angles, and he’s got a hacking cough
that proves he spent years in the mines” (Collins, 2008, p. 270).
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Speech impairments. Only one of the textual samples contained speech impairments. In
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, Professor Quirrell has a stuttering problem. His stutter
is described as being a result of anxiety, due to a bad experience with a vampire during his
travels. Within the text, Professor Quirrell’s stutter is described as such: “‘P-P-Potter,’
stammered Professor Quirrell, grasping Harry’s hand, ‘c-can’t t-tell you how p-pleased I am to
meet you” (Rowling, 1997, p. 70).
Surgical intervention. Surgical intervention consisted of instances when surgical
intervention was required either for survival or acceptance in society. Surgical intervention for
acceptance in society was present in The Hunger Games, with the people of the Capitol obtain
elective surgery in order to fit in within society (Collins, 2008, p. 124). Surgical intervention
for survival was present in various samples, such as:
- “Isaac out of surgery. It went well. He’s officially [No Evidence of Cancer]...”
(Green, 2012, p. 73),
- “‘After a while, his ears were all infected inside and he had three or four operations
and the doctors wrecked his nerves…’” (Zusak, 2005, p. 49),
- “‘Oh, no,’ I whisper, taking in the metal-and- plastic device that has replaced his
flesh” (Collins, 2008, p. 369),
- and “‘You have a broken leg, four broken ribs, some cracks in your skull, bruises
covering every inch of your skin, and you’ve lost a lot of blood. They gave you a few
transfusions’” (Meyer, 2005, p. 460).
Socioeconomic Status. D
 epictions of socioeconomic were coded under themes that
emerged throughout the various readings of the textual samples, including: difference in class;
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acknowledging a lack or surplus of resources; use of social class labels; discussion of
employment or schooling; negative portrayal.
Difference in class.  Difference in class occurred when characters compared their own
resources and opportunities to the resources and opportunities available to persons in other
social classes. When characters noted difference in class, they made statements such as
- “You can see how someone like Madge (the mayor’s daughter)... The chance of her
name being drawn is very slim to those of us who live in the Seam” (Collins, 2008, p.
13),
- and “‘You’ve got the regular boarders, like me, and then you’ve got the Weekday
Warriors; they board here, but they’re all rich kids who live in Birmingham and go
home to their parents’ air-conditioned mansions every weekend’” (Green, 2005, p. 13).
Acknowledging a lack or surplus of resources. The acknowledgement of a lack or
surplus of resources was the most reoccurring socioeconomic theme present. When characters
would acknowledge a lack or surplus or resources, it was done by the character viewing their
own resources or a character viewing the resources of others. Characters viewing their own
resources can be observed in the following passages:
- “[Karou] also, in the process, discovered something quite unexpected: She was rich”
(Taylor, 2011, p. 151);
- “Knowing that the Hubermanns were essentially broke, still paying off debts and
paying rent quicker than the money could come in, she was not expecting a gift of any
sort” (Zusak, 2005, p. 88);
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- and “And all the time there had been a small fortune belonging to him, buried deep
under London” (Rowling, 1997, p. 75).
In contrast, characters viewing the resources of others was observed in the following passages:
- “‘... that hut of Hagrid’s must seem like a palace compared to what your family’s used
to’” (Rowling, 1997, p. 196);
- “‘I guess he got pretty rich on that book,’ I said after a while.
‘Oh, no no, he is of the Van Houtens,’ she said. ‘In the seventeenth century, his ancestor
discovered how to mix cocoa into water’” (Green, 2012, p. 197);
- and “[Eleanor] kept thinking about how nice it must be to live in a house like this one.
With your own room. And your own parents. And six different kinds of cookies in the
cupboard” (Rowell, 2013, p. 164)
Use of social class labels. The use of social class labels were mainly utilized as slang
for upper class (i.e. rich). In these instances, characters were describing the social class of
characters, stating things such as
- “he’s also not rich like he leads them to believe” (Green, 2012, p. 171),
- “all the kids at Harsden are rich” (Green, 2005, p. 61),
- and “we rarely get sponsors… the rich people who back tributes” (Collins, 2008, p.
56).
The term “poverty” was present in one sample, where Hans is viewing the women and children
of poverty begging him to paint their windows for him (Zusak, 2005, p. 354).
Discussion of employment. Discussions of employment were utilized at times to
determine a character’s socioeconomic status. Employment was generally mentioned in
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reference to a character, but was not utilized further. Careers/jobs that were referenced were:
retail manager and insurance salesman (Anderson, 1999); coal miner, baker, and apothecary
(Collins, 2008); student (Taylor, 2011); dentists (Rowling, 1997); police chief and surgeon
(Meyer, 2005); sensei and a member of the armed forces (Rowell, 2013); and teacher (Green,
2005).
Negative portrayal. Negative portrayals frequently included negative experiences of
characters because of social class or cliché depictions based off of social class. Negative
experiences involved those characters who had a lack of resources due to membership lower
social classes, such as Eleanor’s lack of a jacket (Rowell, 2013, p. 35), the run-down and poor
condition of the Colonel’s family home (Green, 2005, p. 91), and Katniss’ lack of food
resulting in constant use of the tesserae (Collins, 2008, p. 65). Cliché depictions were generally
present when describing those characters from upper class status, such as Kevin being
described as a “Kevin dressed preppy, looking like a lawyer-who-enjoys-golfing waiting to
happen” (Green, 2005, p. 47). This also occurred with Malfoy describing Hagrid as a servant
(Rowling, 1997, p. 78), Viktor taking advantage of the poor children to get more when he was
provided all of the things they wished they could have (Zusak, 2005, p. 273), and Heather not
comprehending that some families do not have access to unlimited funds on credit cards
(Anderson, 1999, p. 179).
Theme Three: Quality of Representations of Theoretical Ideologies in Textual Samples
The quality of the various representations of the theoretical ideologies were analyzed
with the use of a Cross Book Analysis tool (see appendix G1). The theoretical ideologies
observed and analyzed included othering, negative outcomes, negative portrayals, positive
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portrayals, cultures of power, oppression and the fighting of oppression, and inclusion of
diversity. The overall quality of the ideologies from the sample texts are described below in
terms of each ideology.
Othering. There were 182 occurrences of othering within the sample texts. Othering
occurred in all nine samples, with characters portraying others as different based on various
features. This is evidenced in the following passages:
- “Siobhan: ‘She’s creepy. What’s wrong with her lips? It looks like she’s got a disease
or something’” (Anderson, 1999, p. 45),
- “These wretched Jews, they’re rotten luck. They’re a bad sign. Everytime I see them,
I know we’ll be ruined” (Zusak, 2005, p. 501),
- “‘The Sorting Hat chose you for Gryffindor, didn’t it? And where’s Malfoy? In
stinking Slytherin’” (Rowling, 1997, p. 218),
- and “You can see how someone like Madge... The chance of her name being drawn is
very slim to those of us who live in the Seam… it’s not hard to resent those who don’t
have to sign up for tesserae” (Collins, 2008, p. 13).
Negative outcomes. There were 54 occurrences of negative outcomes within the
sample texts. Negative outcomes for characters occurred in all nine novels, with characters
being sexually assaulted or almost assaulted (Anderson, 1999; Meyer, 2005), the death of
parents and siblings (Rowling, 1997; Zusak, 2005), the death of friends and significant others
(Green, 2005; Green 2012), being abandoned by their family (Rowell, 2013), and watching the
murders of others (Collins, 2008; Taylor, 2011).
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Negative portrayals. There were 27 occurrences of negative portrayals within the
sample texts. Negative portrayals occurred in all nine novels, where characters or specific
attributes or classifications of characters were depicted negatively, as evidenced in the
following passages:
- “Illness repulses” (Green, 2012, p. 36),
- “... only Mr. Stessman would make a chubby girl read a poem about eating on her first
day of class” (Rowell, 2013, p. 15),
- “She said that it was sexist to leave the cooking to the women, but better to have good
sexist food than crappy boy-prepared food” (Green, 2005, p. 91),
- and “A few suck-ups quickly figure out which side Mr. Neck is squatting on, so they
fight to throw out the ‘foreigners’” (Anderson, 1999, p. 55).
Positive Portrayals. There were 24 occurrences of positive portrayals within the
sample texts. Positive portrayals frequently occurred where characters were represented by
others in positive ways, characters were assuring others of their accurate portrayals, and
characters were combating stereotypes and labels placed upon themselves and others, as in the
following samples:
- “As a three-year survivor of Stage IV cancer, I can tell you that you got everything
right in An Imperial Affliction” (Green, 2012, p. 70),
- “‘You’ve already seen him, Ginny, and the poor boy isn’t something you goggle at in
a zoo’” (Rowling, 1997, p. 97),
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- “‘... But you see, just because you've been… dealt a certain hand… it doesn’t mean
that we can’t choose to rise above it… To try to retain whatever essential humanity we
can’” (Meyer, 2005, p. 307),
- and “The authorities’ problem with the book was obvious. The protagonist was a Jew,
and he was presented in a positive light” (Zusak, 2005, p. 143).
Cultures of power. There were 72 occurrences of cultures of power within the sample
texts. Cultures of power were present where one population or group held power over others,
such as the Capitol’s control of the Districts in The Hunger Games (Collins, 2008), the
Chimaera’s oppression at the hand of the Seraphim in Daughter of Smoke & Bone (Taylor,
2011), German power over ethnic Jews in The Book Thief (Zusak, 2005), and the othering of
muggle-borns by purebloods in Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone (Rowling, 1997). This
also occurred when cultures of power were referred to, such as Eleanor’s acknowledgement
that it was unfair for a school with a majority black population to have honors classes with
majority white populations (Rowell, 2013, p. 31).
Oppression and the fighting of oppression. There were 77 occurrences of oppression
or the fighting of oppression within the sample texts. Oppression was found frequently and in
various ways, as evidenced in the following passages:
- “‘[The chimaera] were nothing but barbarians in mud villages. We gave them light,
engineering, the written word—’... ‘The land had never been theirs’” (Taylor, 2011, pp.
225-226),
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- “That’s when I knew that even though both of us would have eaten the berries, I am to
blame for having the idea. I’m the instigator. I’m the one to be punished” (Collins,
2008, p. 364),
- “Heather says the school board won’t let them perform Christmas carols or Hanukkah
songs or Kwanza tunes. Instead of multicultural, we have no-cultural” (Anderson,
1999, p. 69),
- and “‘[Carlisle’s ] father was an intolerant man… he was enthusiastic in his
persecution of Roman Catholics and other religions. He also believed very strongly in
the reality of evil. He led hunts for witches, werewolves… and vampires.’... ‘They
burned a lot of innocent people…’” (Meyer, 2005, p. 331).
Fighting of oppression was also present, where characters led defiant acts to oppose oppressive
forces (Collins, 2008, p. 364; Taylor, 2011, p. 394; Zusak, 2005, p. 432), acknowledged the
power of oppressive groups (Green 2008), and attempted to subvert or avoid oppression
(Anderson, 1999, p. 49; Green, 2005, p. 40; p. 60; p. 208).
Inclusion of diversity. There were 35 occurrences of inclusion of diversity within the
sample texts. Inclusion of diversity was present when characters were accepting and
understanding of various groups and cultures, regardless of the opinions and perceptions of
those around them, such as:
- “‘This has the effect of turning girls into mere objects, while boys are seen by girls as
whole people—’” (Green, 2005, p. 208),
- “We can’t be the Buccaneers because pirates supported violence and discrimination
against women. The kid who suggests the Shoemakers in honor of the old moccasin
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factory is laughed out of the auditorium. Warriors insults Native Americans. I think
Overbearing Eurocentric Patriarchs would be perfect…” (Anderson, 1999, p. 49),
- “It made him think that perhaps he had never really looked at a chimaera before. He
saw slaves often enough… if he focused just on her face… she looked just like a girl, a
girl who had found a young man dying on the beach” (Taylor, 2011, p. 269-270),
- and “I was horrified, too, but there was something pleasant about a guy so despicable
that he wouldn’t treat us deferentially” (Green, 2012, p. 186).
Summary
The findings that emerged from the literature showed the disparities in the various ways
culturally and linguistically diverse populations were represented. Race was frequently
underrepresented or was, at times, portrayed negatively, where characters utilized black face
(Zusak, 2005, p. 48), thought of others as barbarians (Taylor, 2011, p. 225), and thought of
races through token ideals and representations (Anderson, 1999, p. 7; Meyer, 2005, p. 126;
Rowell, 2013, p. 13). Along with this, there were no main characters that were African
American within the textual samples. Ethnic representations were frequently misidentified
within the novels. Ethnicity was also frequently utilized as a descriptor or as a location for the
characters, such as Jacob’s sister marrying a Samoan surfer (Meyer, 2005, p. 120). Language
was frequently depicted through dialogic misspellings, where characters’ speech patterns are
depicted through the misspelling of words in the text (Green, 2005; Rowell, 2013; Rowling,
1997), which may allude to their language being incorrect. Second language learners
frequently learned english as a second language or were identified by their accent (Anderson,
1999; Green, 2005; Green, 2012; Rowell, 2013). Along with this, accents were the most
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frequently identified form of language throughout the textual samples (Collins, 2008; Green,
2008; Rowell, 2013; Rowling, 1997), as well as the use of non-english words (Taylor, 2011;
Zusak, 2005). Gender was frequently depicted in stereotypical ways, where men and women
adhered to gender norms or were described in feminine and masculine ways (Green, 2005;
Green 2012; Meyer, 2005; Taylor, 2011). Those characters that did push back against gender
roles were often othered or oppressed because of their lack of adherence (Rowell, 2013).
Sexuality was depicted in both positive and negative ways, where sexuality and relationships
were depicted in real and relatable ways (Green, 2005; Green 2012; Rowell, 2013; Zusak,
2005), while others were depicted negatively, such as the presence of sexual assault (Anderson,
1999). Though the depictions of sexual assault were negative, they were also realistic in their
portrayal of the experiences of a person coping with trauma (Anderson, 1999). Disability and
illness were generally portrayed negatively, where characters were othered based on mental
illnesses (Anderson, 1999; Collins, 2008; Green, 2005), physical disabilities or injuries (Green,
2012; Zusak, 2005), or diseases (Green, 2012). The Fault in Our Stars (Green, 2012) depicted
illness in a positive way, where characters dealt with the various challenges of illness while
also combating stereotypes and the treatment of those with illness. Socioeconomic status
generally portrayed upper class lifestyles as being lavish (Anderson, 1999; Meyer, 2005;
Rowling, 1997) while lower class and poverty level lifestyles were portrayed as meager and
lacking (Rowell, 2013; Rowling, 1997). Those who were of upper class status were portrayed
as having no regard for money or the value of things (Anderson, 1999), whereas those who
were impoverished were left without essential items, such as clothing, food, and doors (Rowell,
2013).
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Chapter Five: Discussion

The purpose of this study was to observe and analyze the quality and variance of ht
representations of culturally and linguistically diverse populations within nine commonly read
young adult literature. These populations were observed through the use of qualitative and
quantitative contextual analysis methods, where this researcher read each text three times,
collecting, coding, and analyzing the various data points. These data were collected and
analyzed through the lenses of critical race theory, the transactional theory of reading, and
multicultural pedagogy. The subsequent sections will provide the significance of this
researcher’s findings throughout the study, illuminating various trends found in the samples
and the implications of those trends on young adults and young adult literature.
Significance
These findings illuminate the disparities between the representations of various
culturally and linguistically diverse populations within commonly read young adult literature.
These culturally and linguistically diverse subgroups include: language, race, ethnicity, gender,
sexuality, disability or illness, and socioeconomic status. These findings also outline the
various ways in which the theoretical ideologies were present within the sample texts,
including: othering, negative outcomes, positive portrayals, negative portrayals, oppression and
the fighting of oppression, cultures of power, and inclusion of diversity.
The representations of various populations within literature have the power to
“[influence] the way we view ourselves, society, and human relations and interactions... and
[reflect] what we value and believe to be true” (Mo & Shen, 2003, p. 198). When young adults
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are provided with literature that have negative portrayals of culturally and linguistically diverse
populations, they will develop a negative sense of self (Hassel & Cox, 2010), lack insight into
the differences of others (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994, p. 3), and can feel as though themselves or
subgroups within society are othered from the majority (Bishop, 1997, p. 3). It is important to
provide young adults with literature within which they can see themselves reflected in order to
produce positive feelings and perceptions about their worlds. Along with this, it is important
for young adults to be exposed with literature within which they can see the experiences of
others, because
… when [young adults] are exposed exclusively to literature in which they see
themselves and their own lives, they are miseducated to view themselves and their lives
as “normal,” to interpret their own cultural attitudes and values as “human nature,” and
to view other people and other lives as exotic at best, and deviant at worst (Bishop,
1997, pp. 3-4).
The theoretical ideologies were also portrayed, with othering being the most frequently
present subgroup, giving insight into the perceptions and views of society (Bishop, 1997, p. 5).
Othering, or the practice of making groups seen as different from the norm due to their
individual traits as a way to suppress them (Bishop, 1997; Powell & Menendian, 2016), within
young adult literature can lead to a lack of respect for diversity, and can result in young adults
viewing diversity in a negative light (Bishop, 1997). Othering also reinforces societal beliefs
that culturally and linguistically diverse groups are ethnic (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994),
multicultural (Bishop, 1997), exotic (Barrera & Cortez, 1997), and minorities (Delgado &
Stefancic, 2012), as opposed to the norm.
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Limitations
This research has various limitations. Most of these errors are as a result of human
error or gaps in the study conducted by this researcher. First and foremost, as contextual
analyses are conducted utilizing qualitative methods, where the researcher codes the data based
on emerging themes, this researcher’s opinions and biases cause a limitation within the
research. What this researcher may have determined to be data points may not match what
other researchers would have utilized. Along with this, the themes that emerged from the study
may have differed from a different researcher, as the emergent themes were created through
this researchers linguistic-experiential reservoir.
Durk Gorter of the Universiteit van Amsterdam states that sampling, quantification, and
analysis can also be limitations within qualitative methods (2006, pp. 2-3). Though this
researcher emulated sampling methods of other researchers, this method may not have
produced the most representative and viable sampling of young adult literature. Along with
this, the theoretical framework through which the samples were quantified and analyzed may
not be the most fitting framework, or could have produced biased results, making them
limitations.
Time was another limitation to this study. This researcher, due to outside forces, was
limited in the time allotted to complete the research, resulting in changes to the protocol.
Contextual analyses, both qualitative and quantitative, traditionally require two full readings of
the texts before any data is collected or coded. This researcher began collecting quantitative
data on the second reading of the samples, and collected qualitative on the third reading, in
order to save time, leaving this study limited.
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There were gaps in the culturally and linguistically diverse populations and genres of
literature studied within this research. This researcher did not observe the representations of
religiously diverse populations within young adult literature. Religion is a large component of
the adolescent experience for some, making this a large gap that limits the findings of the study.
Along with this, this researcher did not observe the various culturally and linguistically diverse
subgroups to which the authors of the novels identified. Proponents of multiculturalism argue
that if one does not identify with a culturally and linguistically diverse group, one cannot
accurately portray the stories and experiences of that subgroup (Woodson, 2003). As this
researcher did not observe this area of the samples, the study is limited. Finally, this researcher
strictly observed young adult literature, and more specifically, fictional novels. This leaves
gaps in the research, as non-fiction genres, as well as other fictional genres, like graphic novels,
were left out, limiting these findings.
Implications
Gorter said of the study of linguistic ecologies within cities that “the data are not meant
to indicate the linguistic composition of the city as a whole, but simply as an illustration of the
linguistic diversity” (2006, p. 3). Gorter’s statement also applies to the findings contained
within this study. Though this study observed the representations of culturally and
linguistically diverse populations within commonly read young adult literature, the findings
there within are not representative of the young adult literature genre as a whole, and should
not be applied as such. Instead, the findings of this study should be utilized as a lens through
which to critically analyze and consume young adult literature, being cognisant of the ways in
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which various cultures and populations are represented within the literature, and the cultural
statements those representations might be making, either inadvertently or intentionally.
Wholistic Quality of the Textual Samples.
The Fault in Our Stars. The quality of the representations within The Fault in Our
Stars were positive overall, more specifically for disability and illness. The representations of
disability illuminated a realistic side to disability and avoided the positive light through which
chronic illness is traditionally viewed. Though she describes her cancer in negative ways,
Hazel abandons optimism in order to be more realistic, acknowledging that people mourning on
social media generally are not close with that person, and accepting that children being pulled
out of school as a result of their illnesses can be seen as a bad sign (Green, 2012). Augustus
describes his cancer experience in relation to others, stating that his cancer wasn’t as bad as
others so he feels like he’s cheating at being a “cancer kid” (Green, 2012). Augustus and Hazel
embrace the disabilities and illnesses of others through humor, and Augustus’ death is depicted
in a raw and realistic way, with Hazel acknowledging the disparity between the actuality of
death and mortality and the way that society treats death, where people glorify the dead.
Gender and sexuality were also portrayed positively, specifically positive portrayals of
first loves and initial romances. Augustus and Hazel’s portrayal of sexuality with new partners
for the first time were presented in realistic and relatable ways, with the characters debating
when they would lose their virginities, discussing the intricacies of experiencing sexuality
while living with chronic illness, and portraying the relatable and realistic hurdles of
experiencing sexual activity for the first time (Green, 2012). Along with this, Augustus openly
identifies as a male frequently throughout the novel, claiming that he is a seventeen year old
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guy with one leg (Green, 2012, pp. 118-119). This representation of self identification is
positive. This Hazel does not self identify her gender, but she describes herself as a girl, and
she does not protest when female pronouns and labels are utilized in conversation, such as
when she told the funeral attendees at Augustus’ funeral that she was his girlfriend (Green,
2012). Hazel’s lack of self identification is not necessarily positive, in that she is identified as
the gender others assume her to be, but she is not discouraged, disappointed, or depressed due
to the use of gender pronouns and labels that are associated with her, making this portrayal
positive.
Negative portrayals in The Fault in Our Stars o ccurred with race and socioeconomic
status. There were no portrayals of race within the novel. This lack of representation is
negative, in that it does not show young adults those authentic views of themselves or others,
which does not provide young adults with the means to “affirm and celebrate differences”
(Hade, 1997, p. 240). Socioeconomic status was depicted, but Hazel and Augustus do not self
identify their parents’ employment, schooling, or their family’s social classes. Hazel, however,
does state that she knows her parents have put themselves in debt for her, in order to pay for her
medications. This is depicted negatively with Hazel acknowledging that it would not be right
to ask her parents to help her go to Amsterdam, but also blaming herself for them having to pay
for her cancer medications and treatments (Green, 2012). While this is negative, this depiction
is realistic in nature, as children and young adults are aware of the financial circumstances
within which they live (Weinger, 1998), like Hazel.
The Hunger Games. Positive representations within The Hunger Games occurred with
race, ethnicity, and sexuality. Sexuality is portrayed in positive ways, being one of the most
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frequent positive portrayals. Katniss is frequently questioning how she feels, what she wants,
and isn’t willing to let anyone force her into anything, including intimacy and relationships
(Collins, 2008). Peeta is also very understanding and supporting of Katniss’ feelings, while
also being unafraid to express how he feels about her (Collins, 2008). There is no sexual
behavior within this novel, but the interaction between two partners is portrayed positively.
Positive race portrayals were first noted after race was determined based upon the
descriptions of characters, as none of the characters self identified their races. Katniss, Peeta,
Haymitch, and Effie are all determined to be white, based on the character descriptions, with
Katniss, Peeta, and Haymitch having darker skin tones (Collins, 2008). Rue and Thrush are
described as being dark in skin tone and are from the agricultural center in the southern part of
what used to be America (Collins, 2008). Based on this, Rue and Thrush were determined to
be Black. The representations of race are present only in the descriptions of Rue and Thrush,
and these portrayals are neutral in manner by not having race as the main descriptor of the two
characters. Along with this, ethnicity was determined for the characters based on their history.
According to the history taught at Katniss’ school, Panem is composed of the remnants of what
used to be North America, or the United States (Collins, 2008, p. 18). Because of this, the
characters were all identified to be American, unless otherwise specified. Beyond the
description of their history, no other representations of ethnicity were present.
These portrayals are positive in that the characters are not bound by their races or
ethnicities within the society in which they live and race and ethnicity are not utilized to
separate groups of people or as identifiers with which others. Along with this, the portrayal of
sexuality as the choice of those involved in the relationship, as well as the ability of a character
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to oppose what everyone may want and follow their own wants and needs can be inspiring to
young readers. These portrayals create a respect and understanding of difference (Bishop,
1997), and the opportunity to develop a positive sense of self and the world (Hassel & Cox,
2010).
The negative portrayals within The Hunger Games were found in language,
socioeconomic status, gender, and disability or illness. Socioeconomic status is portrayed in
realistic, but negative ways. Katniss and Gale are both within poverty-level, having to take out
tesserae frequently to provide for their families, and this is depicted positively, as Katniss and
Gale learn to hunt in order to keep themselves from working dangerous jobs and to provide
food for their families. Along with this, they frequently trade items that were foraged or hunted
in order to buy supplies, or to trade for items that will help support them, like Prim’s goat
(Collins, 2008). Along with this, Effie is considered upper class, being from the Capitol, and
the upper class citizens are generally portrayed negatively, being frivolous and overly lavish
(Collins, 2008). People within the Capitol have excess funds to frequently get plastic surgery,
never have to question when they will eat again, are able to eat to excess, and have expensive
buildings, cars, and clothing, leaving them confused when persons from the Districts explain
their lack of resources (Collins, 2008). These portrayals of extreme poverty and extreme
wealth provide readers with an isolated view of socioeconomic status, and may skew their
world view (Bishop, 1997; Hassel & Cox, 2010; Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994).
Language was also depicted negatively. The accents of those characters from the
Capitol were portrayed negatively, being described as “affected” or “funny” (Collins, 2008, p.
8), and “silly” (p. 61). In comparison, the accents of those from District 12 and Cinna were
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portrayed positively. The accent of Haymitch was described as being “in the rougher cadences
of home” (p. 350), which Katniss describes fondly. Cinna’s accent is compared to the accents
of others from the Capitol, where Katniss states it is “somewhat lacking in the Capitol’s
affectations” (p. 63).
Gender, specifically the female gender, was frequently depicted negatively, especially
with Katniss. Katniss arrived to the Capitol with body hair, dirty hands, unkempt eyebrows,
and other features typical of a girl who spends her time outdoors and in the woods hunting.
Katniss states that the members of the Capitol would find these features to be “obvious
problems” (Collins, 2008, p. 61), as she is not feminine enough. At the end of the novel, after
Peeta and Katniss had won the Hunger Games, Katniss is dressed up and has her makeup and
hair done for the Victor’s interview, where Katniss describes herself as looking like an
innocent, harmless, young girl (p. 355). In both of these instances, the people of the Capitol
work to make Katniss conform more to their image of what a female is, making these
portrayals negative. Along with this, Effie is portrayed at times as being shallow, due to interest
in the culture of the Capitol, as well as other female members of the Capitol. This depiction of
females as shallow is also negative. Gale is depicted in stereotypical ways, where Katniss
describes him as being strong, able to work laborious jobs, and as someone that all the girls
want (p. 10). All of these examples fail to embrace the individuality of Katniss and her gender
expression, which was found to have “long-term effects on their mental health and life
satisfaction” on young adults (Orr, et. al., 2015, p. 10).
Most injuries or disabilities are as a result of violence within the novel, making them
negative portrayals. Within the Hunger Games, most of the characters, except Peeta and
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Katniss die as a result of violence and physical injuries. Katniss is injured in ways that are not
debilitating, but are as a result of violence amongst the tributes. Peeta is injured in a ways that
are debilitating as a result of violence, causing him to have his leg amputated (Collins, 2008).
Mental illness is also portrayed in negative ways within the novel, where Katniss’ mom is
depicted as abandoning her family as a result of her depression after Katniss’ father dies
(Collins, 2008). Along with this, Cato, one of the more violent tributes in the Games, is
described as not being “entirely sane” (p. 324). Disability and age are also depicted, with The
Goat Man being described as having twisted and painful joints and a miner’s cough (p. 270),
making this both positive and negative, as illness due to jobs worked is portrayed in a realistic
ways, but he is portrayed negatively in terms of his physical disabilities. These depictions of
disability are negative, in that readers may view disability and illness as purely a result of
violence, skewing their perception of, and reinforcing prior beliefs about disability (Bishop,
1997).
Daughter of Smoke & Bone. The quality of the representations within Daughter of
Smoke & Bone were generally positive. Positive portrayals were found in depictions of
language, ethnicity, and sexuality.
Daughter of Smoke & Bone was one of two texts where the characters spoke a native
language other than English. The main languages spoken throughout the novel were Czech,
and two fictional languages. Karou knew upwards of 26 languages, all of which were depicted
positively, with Karou respecting and appreciating the languages (Taylor, 2011), allowing
readers to value and respect diversity (Bishop, 1997).
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Ethnicity consisted mainly of Czech, Seraphim, and Chimaera. Karou is appreciative
and respectful of different ethnicities, accurately identifying the ethnicities of others, such as a
San Franciscan herpetologist (Taylor, 2011, p. 61), Athabascan hunters (p. 61), Slavic women
(p. 134), Orthodox rabbis (p. 46), and Germans (p. 244). Along with this, ethnicities fought
oppression by others, such as Czech liberals fighting Nazi oppression during WWII (p. 5).
Karou’s appreciation of various ethnicities promotes respect of difference (Bishop, 1997), as
well as the opportunity for young adults to develop a healthy sense of self and the world
(Hassel & Cox, 2010).
Positive sexual portrayals were present, as well. Zuzana and her boyfriend Mik are a
positive portrayal of sexuality. Zuzana and Mik are in a committed relationship where both
partners treat each other well and are both happy to be in the relationship, as exhibited in the
following passage: “They were cartoonish, the way they blushed and smiled...She imagined she
could practically see their butterflies… Her smile was real when Mik began kissing Zuzana’s
neck…” (Taylor, 2011, pp. 175-176). The relationship between Akiva and Madrigal (or
Karou) is portrayed as positive, initially, with the two of them looking beyond the feelings of
their races and finding genuine love for the other, regardless of their differences. Karou had
also fallen in love with Akiva again after her rebirth (p. 391), making their relationship seem
positive. Along with this, Akiva thinks about Karou’s reaction to finding out the people she
considered to be family were dead by his hand. He attempts to assure her that he loves her
regardless of how she feels after she finds out, and he chooses to tell her that he killed her
Chimaera family, even though he knows she may never talk to him again as a result (Taylor,
2011). Along with this, the Chimaera are not shy in regards to sexuality and are open and
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accepting of sexual urges (p. 341). There is also acceptance of differing sexualities when
Karou described the reactions of her classmates to Kaz’s naked body, stating that she
“imagined a surge of heat in the atmosphere, as if the girls in the class—and at least one of the
boys—needed to fan themselves” (Taylor, 2011, p. 17). These portrayals depict sexuality in
healthy ways, where relationships are mutual and the thoughts and needs of both parties are
important and respected, and the differences in sexuality and sexual preference are respected by
those around them, which the Office of Adolescent Health and the Department of Health and
Human Services (2016) state allows adolescents to develop social skills, learn about others, and
grow emotionally in healthy ways.
Negative portrayals were found in depictions of race, sexuality, disability, and gender.
While Karou was appreciative of race, identifying characters by their appropriate race, and
eliciting conversations on acceptance of race and building a lack of discrimination (Taylor,
2011, p. 205), race was frequently depicted negatively, with the Chimaera and Seraphim
discriminating against each other based on race. The Seraphim described the Chimaera as
“‘nothing but barbarians in mud villages’” (p. 225), stating that the two races are enemies (p.
205). Along with this, the Chimaera are depicted as joining together as a race purely because
“the [Seraphim] had given the creatures of the land a common enemy” (pp. 318-319), which is
a purpose for joining that is portrayed as negative.
Sexuality was also portrayed in negative ways. Akiva and Madrigal’s relationship was
portrayed negatively, as it was scorned by the Chimaera, and Madrigal was put to death
because of her love for and relationship with Akiva (Taylor, 2011, p. 394). Along with this,
negative portrayals were also found with Karou’s negative feelings towards, and regretting her
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losing her virginity to Kaz after he cheated on her (p. 21). The women were portrayed in both
negative and positive ways, being described as small and ballerina-like (Taylor, 2011, p. 7),
having cream-like skin (p. 169), a “beautiful [girl] with a knack for making herself ugly” (p.
185), frightening and “sharklike” (p. 253), and pure or impure (p. 339). Males were sometimes
portrayed negatively, being described as having loose guts and sour beards (p. 143), and as
being near collapsing, with sunken eyes, a lank and tangled mustache, and a shrunken face (p.
83).
Disability and mental illness were depicted as negative, where characters were
described as being a cripple (Taylor, 2011, p. 121), one-eyed (p. 26), and twisted and mad (p.
83). Along with this, death was present throughout the novel, with characters being murdered
for their use of magic and their race (p. 416), or executed for interracial relationships (p. 394),
making both portrayals negative. Illness was depicted as part of violence (p. 198-199) or as a
result of travel (p. 136). Physical injury was also present as a result of violence (Taylor, 2011).
These depictions skew the reality of race, sexuality, gender, and disability and illness,
and may result in prejudices and stereotypes as a result (Marxen, 2002, p. 139).
The Book Thief. The positive representations within The Book Thief w
 ere noted in
depictions of language, gender, and sexuality. The Book Thief was one of two texts where the
characters spoke a native language other than English. The native language of Liesel, Papa,
Mama, Rudy, and Max was German, based on their location and the lack of other languages
being identified (Zusak, 2005). Language was represented with the native language being
stated in italics, and then the translation following, which occurred in passages such as “‘Alles
Gute zum Geburtstag.’ He smiled weakly. ‘All the best for your birthday’” (p. 221). This is
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positive, in that, Zusak’s use of non-literal and contextual translations of German provides the
effect of the natural use of the German language (Barrera & Quiroa, 2003, p. 261). Along with
this, the use of native languages within texts to convey what characters are attempting to say
can produce a text that is linguistically authentic (Barrera & Quiroa, 2003).
Gender and sexuality were both portrayed positively. During the novel, Liesel starts to
wonder when she will become a woman, contemplating her lack of breasts and a period (Zusak,
2005, p. 311). This is positive, in that it provides a realistic depiction of the thoughts children
have during puberty in terms of gender, and portrays that fear of not being as developed as
those around them. Sexuality was generally portrayed positively, with Liesel and Rudy coming
of age and discovering their sexualities in very natural and relatable ways, as exhibited in the
following passages:
- “Rudy Steiner was one of those audacious little bastards who actually fancied himself
with the ladies… He’s the boy who refuses to fear the opposite sex…” (Zusak, 2005,
pp. 48-49),
- “Rudy Steiner was scared of the book thief’s kiss. He must have longed for it so
much. He must have loved her so incredibly hard” (p. 303),
- “Liesel could not shift the thought from her head… [Rudy] glowed in the dark,
completely naked… It was disconcerting to say the least, but for some reason, she
couldn’t stop thinking about it” (p. 415),
- and “On the floor, Rudy laughed… She crouched over him. Kiss him, Liesel, kiss
him.” (p. 455).
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The positive portrayals within The Book Thief show gender, language, and sexuality in
realistic, accessible, and inclusive ways, which “reflects the contributions, lifestyles, and
values” of various CLD groups (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994, p. 3), fostering the viewing of
diversity as a strength and not a weakness (Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994, p. 137).
Negative portrayals were present in depictions of race, ethnicity, disability, and
socioeconomic status. Liesel, Rudy, Mama, Papa, and Max were classified as white based on
the character descriptions (Zusak, 2005). Though race was present in Rudy’s love for Jesse
Owens, an African-American track star who competed in the Olympics during World War II,
race was portrayed negatively overall, in that Rudy paints himself with charcoal to make
himself look black (p. 48) and Hitler refuses to shake the hand of Jesse Owens because he is a
black man (p. 56). Along with this, Rudy is told that he should not want to be like Jesse Owens
because he is black, and instead he should want to be white with blond hair and blue eyes (pp.
59-60). Being ethnically Jewish was also portrayed negatively throughout the novel, as Jews
were described as scum (Zusak, 2005, p. 138), odd (p. 189), wretched (p. 391), nasty (p. 510),
and being Jewish was stated to be “a ruinous piece of the dumbest luck” (Zusak, 2005, p. 216).
Germans were portrayed both negatively and positively, where they were described as
archetypal (p. 189), safe (pp. 60-61), and fanatical (p. 5). African Americans, specifically Jesse
Owens, were admired by Rudy, but were considered lesser because they were black by others,
such as Hitler (Zusak, 2005).
Disability and illness were generally portrayed negatively. Death was common in the
novel, with Liesel’s brother dying on the train (Zusak, 2005, p. 20), suicide taking the lives of
characters (p. 503), and as a result of the bombings and battles all around Europe (p. 435; pp.
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468-469; p. 536). Physical disability was also present, with Tommy’s twitch/nerve damage and
loss of hearing (p. 49), Helena Schmidt’s arthritis (p. 93), and the loss of fingers on Michael
Holtzapfel's hand (p. 466), which are realistic portrayals, but the characters are portrayed
negatively in that their disabilities are utilized as identifiers, and their disabilities are portrayed
as hindrances. Mental illness was portrayed negatively as well, with Frau Holtzapfel going into
shock after the death of her first son, where she neglected her second son (pp. 468-469).
Socioeconomic status was portrayed negatively as well. Zusak portrays poverty due to
war in a realistic manner, with the families on Himmel Street lacking food (Zusak, 2005, p.
149) and money (p. 98), the frequent mobility of families (p. 25), community members begging
for help (p. 354), and theft occurring to reduce the hunger of the poor (p. 273). The rich were
portrayed negatively, with Viktor Chemmel being portrayed as greedy, stealing food and items
to collect, even though he was well provided for (p. 273). Along with this, upper class families
were able to go on lavish vacations over the Christmas holiday, while others weren’t able to
buy christmas presents for their children (pp. 311-312). The poor, while portrayed realistically
were viewed in a negative manner, where characters could “smell the hunger on some streets”
(p. 354), couldn’t share food due to lack of it (p. 149), had to give up their children to other
families in order to provide for them (p. 25), and where neighborhoods were full of the poor (p.
46).
These negative depictions of race, ethnicity, disability, and socioeconomic status lack
diverse perspectives (Marxen, 2002), and may result in readers viewing themselves negatively
within society (Britapaja, 2002).
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Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone. T
 he positive representations within Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone occurred in depictions of language. Language was most
present through the use of accents and linguistic impairments, specifically with Hagrid and
Professor Quirrell (Rowling, 1997). Hagrid speaks with an accent, which is described as a
West Country accent (Rowling, 2001), where his speech is depicted through dialogic
misspellings, such as “‘Got summat fer yeh here’” (Rowling, 1997, p. 47). Professor Quirrell
spoke with a stutter, as a result of anxiety caused by a bad interaction with a vampire (Rowling,
1997). This was evidenced in samples, such as “‘D-Defense Against the D-D-Dark Arts,’
muttered Professor Quirrell…” (p. 70). Rowling depicts language in realistic ways, and by not
describing the linguistic diversities of characters in negative ways, embraces the diversity of
language, allowing those with accents or linguistic impairments to develop a positive self
image (Hassel & Cox, 2010), and those without a positive perspective of others (Bishop, 1997).
Negative depictions occurred with race, disability, and socioeconomic status. Race was
only depicted for non-white characters, and race was utilized within physical descriptions, such
as “‘Thomas, Dean,’ a black boy even taller than Ron, joined Harry at the Gryffindor table”
(Rowling, 1997, p. 122), and “... it was only a second centaur, black-haired and bodied and
wilder looking than Ronan” (p. 253). Mental illness was frequently depicted negatively, with
characters referring to others as mad (Rowling, 1997), barking or howling mad (p. 90), having
“lost [their] marbles” (p. 236), and as being “off [their] rocker” (p. 302), when referring to
something that was outrageous. Disability and illness were also present as a result of violence,
including the death of Nearly Headless Nick (p. 124), Ron and Malfoy’s physical injuries from
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a fight (pp. 224-225), Ron being attacked by a chess queen (p. 295), and Professor Quirrell and
Voldemort’s attempt to murder Harry (p. 302).
Lower class persons were generally portrayed negatively, where they were othered for
their socioeconomic status, as evidenced by the following passages:
- “‘I’ve heard of him. He’s sort of a servant, isn’t he?’” (Rowling, 1997, p. 78),
- “‘What would you know about it, Weasley, you couldn’t afford half the handle,’
Malfoy snapped back” (p. 165),
- and “‘Are you trying to earn some extra money, Weasley? Hoping to be gamekeeper
yourself when you leave Hogwarts, I suppose— that hut of Hagrid’s must seem like a
palace compared to what your family’s used to’” (p. 196).
Along with this, upper class and upper middle class characters were depicted as shallow,
greedy, and arrogant, complaining about the small amount of money it took to care for harry (p.
75) and bragging about their material items (p. 165).
These negative depictions make the CLD groups portrayed within them seem lesser or
other than the societal norm, perpetuating stereotypes and prejudices (Marxen, 2002, p. 139).
Gender and sexuality were underrepresented, with physical descriptions being used
most frequently to determine gender, and sexuality only being present in one passage, where
Lee Jordan states “... what an excellent Chaser that girl is, and rather attractive, too” (Rowling,
1997, p. 186). Not representing diversity in gender or sexuality may result in more homophobic
tendencies (Kosciw et al., 2012, p. xvi), the othering of diverse genders and sexualities
(Bishopp, 1997), and the development of assumptions about difference of gender and sexuality
(Mo & Shen, 2003).
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Looking for Alaska. Positive representations within Looking for Alaska were found in
descriptions of sexuality and gender. Gender was frequently portrayed positively, with Alaska
continually fighting to break gender oppression and the stereotyping of genders, where Alaska
opposes the objectification of women’s bodies (Green, 2005, p. 60), attempts to eradicate the
patriarchy (p. 208), and claims it is sexist to expect women to do all of the cooking (p. 91).
Physical descriptors were frequently used to identify characters’ genders, where they were
described as being a curvy girl (p. 15), a “short, muscular guy” (p. 9), as having male
“faux-ruggedness” (pp. 60-61), and as a “stunningly muscular man” (pp. 208-209).
Sexuality was generally portrayed positively, with characters experimenting with their
sexualities, and discovering and thinking about their sexualities in realistic and relatable ways.
This occurs in the following passages:
- “‘I mean, I said I loved her. I lost my virginity to her’” (Green, 2005, p. 66),
- “‘Have you ever gotten a blow job?’...
‘I’ve just never geeven one,’ she answered, her little voice dripping with
seductiveness… ‘Think it would be fun?’” (p. 126),
- “... her index finger making slow, lazy circles that crept toward the inside of my thigh,
and with one layer between us, God I wanted her” (p.81),
- and “‘You thought she was discussing precalc, when she was clearly talking about
having hot sex with you’” (p. 59).
Sexuality within the novel was also positive in that it opposed stereotypes, with Pudge, The
Colonel, and Takumi having more emotional connections to their partners or potential partners,
and Alaska having a strong desire and love of sex (Green, 2005), providing readers with
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positive world views and self images (Bishop, 1997; Hassel & Cox, 2010; Ramirez & Ramirez,
1994).
Negative depictions occurred in descriptions of language, ethnicity, disability, and
socioeconomic status. Language was depicted negatively, with the characters frequently
misidentifying Lara’s accent and native language (Green, 2005). Accent was the way language
was represented most frequently, specifically with Lara. Lara’s accent is depicted with the use
of dialogic misspellings, where “‘soft i’ s’” (Green, 2005, p. 102) are written to portray her
accent within passages, such as “‘And then I went through the weendow eento Keveen’s
room’” (p. 109). Lara was also identified by her accent, with characters stating “‘You know
that girl in our pre-calc class,’ said Alaska, ‘soft voice, says thees, not this’” (p. 59).
Ethnicity was frequently misidentified, with Lara specifically, where she is labeled as
Russian (Green, 2005, p. 51; p. 102) and Hungarian (p. 115). Along with this, ethnicity is
referred to negatively through token items, such as Alaska saying she’ll wear a burka so as not
to distract her boyfriend while he does his school work (p. 75). Token representations were
also present through the labelling of Asians as “yellow” (p. 112) and the conformation to
stereotypical views of Asians and technology (p. 103).
Disability and illness was generally portrayed negatively, specifically through Dr. Hyde
and Alaska. Dr. Hyde experiences chronic illness and physical disability because one of his
lungs are not working properly and he frequently struggles to breathe, leaving others wondering
if he is going to make it through the school year (Green, 2005, p. 32; p. 215). Alaska suffers
from depression, and ultimately dies, though the characters are not sure if it was suicide or an
accident. Alaska is frequently blamed for her death, after The Colonel and Pudge attempt to
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determine what happened the night of her death (p. 156; p. 165; p. 194). Along with this,
Alaska experiences the death of her mother, as a result of an aneurysm, which is depicted
negatively, where her father blames her for not calling 9-1-1 when her mother collapsed (p.
119).
Socioeconomic status was portrayed negatively throughout the novel, with characters
othering based on socioeconomic status. This is most evident in the following passage:
‘Basically you’ve got two groups here,’ [The Colonel] explained, speaking with
increasing urgency. ‘You’ve got the regular boarders, like me, and then you’ve got the
Weekday Warriors; they board here, but they’re all rich kids who live in Birmingham
and go home to their parents’ air-conditioned mansions every weekend.’ (Green, 2005,
p. 13)
The characters of higher socioeconomic statuses are portrayed as arrogant and as frivolous
spenders, having “the first million is the hardest” posters (p. 83), getting rides home in
limousines (p. 80), and dressing like a “lawyer-who-enjoys-golfing” (p. 47). Poverty is
portrayed in realistic and relatable ways, as well as in a positive way, as The Colonel and his
mom live frugally, but have a strong bond and a strong work ethic (p. 11; p. 91).
These negative representations provide readers with isolated views of ethnicity,
disability, and socioeconomic status, othering CLD subgroups and perpetuating stereotypes and
prejudices (Bishop, 1997; Marxen, 2002; Mo & Shen, 2003; Ramirez & Ramirez, 1994), giving
negative meanings to the CLD categories within which we separate each other (Hade, 1997, p.
241).
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Race was underrepresented, but was present most notably in the descriptions of another
student’s collection of Cabbage Patch Dolls, where the dolls were described as being “black,
white, Latino, and Asian, boys and girls, babies dressed like farmhands and budding
businessmen” (Green, 2005, p. 86).
Speak.  Positive representations within Speak were found with gender, sexuality, and
socioeconomic status. Gender roles were called into question with Melinda’s mother and father,
where cooking is seen as the obligation of the mother (Anderson, p. 58), and when the mother
cooks unsuccessfully, the father takes over confidently (p. 60). Positive portrayals of sexuality
occurred with characters questioning the intentions of other characters, and questioning if there
was a romantic interest in them from other characters, such as Melinda’s question in her
classmate David liking her or the possibility of him asking her out on a date (pp. 108-109; p.
159). Relationships were also portrayed positively with accurate portrayals of new
relationships being present, such as Rachel and Andy’s flirtation and attraction to each other
when they first start dating (p. 150). These positive depictions of gender and sexuality respect
and affirm the difference of gender (Orr, et. al., 2015), and allows youth to grow and develop
healthy emotions and social skills surrounding relationships and sexulity (Office of Adolescent
Health & U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2016).
Middle class status is portrayed more positively, with Melinda discussing the growth of
her family, having moved from a smaller house to a larger one and with Melinda’s parents
getting promotions and/or better jobs (Anderson, 1999, p. 71). Along with this, Melinda’s
family is able to afford luxuries such as laptops (p. 57), and they are also able to redecorate
portions of their houses over time (p. 179). Melinda also understands the financial situation
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within which she lives (Weinger, 1998), and does not allow her friends of higher status
pressure her into spending money on things that are not practical or necessary, like redecorating
her bedroom (Anderson, 1999).
Negative portrayals were depicted with race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, disability, and
socioeconomic status. Race was frequently depicted in token ways, with Native Americans
being discussed around Thanksgiving and Columbus Day, and with immigrants being portrayed
as negative, where characters discuss the need to throw out the “‘foreigners’” (Anderson, 1999,
p. 55). Ethnicity is portrayed similarly, with Rachel donning token clothing items in order to
experiment with her individuality, where she wears “an outrageous Dutch/Scandinavian
ensemble” (p. 39). Along with this, ethnicity and race are portrayed negatively, with characters
stating that jobs were lost due to reverse discrimination by immigrants and supporters of
immigrants (p. 54). These depictions lessens the societal view of those CLD subgroups,
perpetuating stereotypes and negatively categorizing others (Hade, 1997).
Sexuality was generally portrayed negatively, as a result of sexual trauma.
Stereotypical depictions of sexuality were present with the portrayal of cheerleaders as
hypersexual (Anderson, 1999, p. 29), Trojans representing sex or the lack of abstinence (p. 4),
and the portrayal of sexual assault victims as liars (p. 184). Sexuality within relationships was
portrayed negatively with forceful sexual interactions and sexual assault (pp. 135-136; p. 191;
pp. 193-195). Gender is also depicted negatively, with men being portrayed as physically and
sexually aggressive (pp. 135-136), sleazy (p. 171), jock like (p. 5), or as non-masculine
“Pussycats” (p. 49). Females are depicted negatively as well, being depicted as models (p. 82),
gross or diseased (p. 45; p. 82), liars (p. 184), and as disappointments (p. 70).
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Disability and illness were generally portrayed negatively, with characters being
othered based on disabilities. This occurred with being characters being called diseased
(Anderson, 1999, p. 45), explained as having post-traumatic stress disorder (p. 7), having
spastic laryngitis (p. 51), described as having a “breakdown” (p. 104), being depressed (p. 105),
and as having a psychiatric disorder (p. 132). Disability and illness are also portrayed
negatively, with characters being othered for potential mental illness (p. 105), characters losing
consciousness due to the sight of blood (p. 81), mental illness being portrayed as being crazy or
a “nut” or as a result of war (p. 7; p. 81; p. 132), and victims of suicide being called cowards (p.
88). Illness and disability is portrayed positively when Melinda attempts to hide in a hospital in
order to not have to face reality, and she states that it is wrong to do so, as she is not sick, and
there “are really sick people, sick that you can see” (p. 113).
Poverty and lower class statuses are depicted negatively, where the impoverished used
road-kill to supplement their meals (Anderson, 1999, p. 121). Upper class status is depicted
negatively as well, with members of the upper class having no acknowledgement or attention
for the value of money (p. 142; p. 179). Along with this, members of the upper class have the
means to have lavish remodeling done on their homes (p. 23), are able to use their connections
to gain high status jobs (p. 82), and are able to buy their children multiple vehicles (p. 142).
These negative depictions may result in skewed world-views, negative self concept
(Hassell & Cox, 2010), and the perpetuation of prejudices and stereotypes (Marxen, 2002).
Eleanor & Park. P
 ositive representations were present within Eleanor & Park with
depictions of gender, sexuality, and socioeconomic status. Eleanor is depicted negatively by
others, where she is described as looking like a man (Rowell, 2013, p. 122; p. 159; p. 221). She
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is also described as wearing ugly clothes (pp. 7-8; p. 43), as being large and weird (pp. 7-8), as
having little boy hands (p. 43), and as the “Han Solo” in their relationship (p. 250). Park is
described as having clean and perfect hands (p. 58), and as looking like a girl (p. 218). Eleanor
and Park both push against gender roles by wearing clothing and makeup that is typically worn
by the other gender (p. 122; p. 218), and by making statements such as Eleanor’s: “‘I’m totally
the Han Solo [in this relationship],’ she whispered… ‘Don’t get so hung up on gender roles,’
Eleanor said” (p. 250). While gender is depicted negatively with the othering of Eleanor and
Park, they push back against gender roles to which others attempt to make them conform.
Sexuality is depicted positively, with Park questioning if he is homosexual in open and
realistic ways, where he debates on if his interest in Eleanor (who looks masculine) is because
he is gay (Rowell, 2013, pp. 71-72; p. 159). Along with this, the development of Eleanor and
Park’s relationship, and the portrayal of a new relationship amongst adolescents is depicted in
positive and realistic ways. This is evidenced in passages where Eleanor and Park are
beginning to find attraction in each other (p. 55; p. 72; p. 114), are experimenting with sexual
behaviors (pp. 274-275), and admiring each other (pp. 244-245; p. 260).
Socioeconomic status was generally portrayed positively, with the inclusion of realistic
depictions and portrayals of Eleanor’s thoughts and experiences based on her socioeconomic
status, such as:
- “She reached into the closet and pulled out a black plastic garbage bag… [Eleanor]
opened the bag as soon as her mom left the room… She wondered where the rest of the
stuff from the old house had ended up” (p. 19),
- “It was finally jacket weather. Eleanor wished she had a jacket…” (p. 35),
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- “Maybe on the way home, she’d tell him that she didn’t have a phone or a washing
machine or a toothbrush” (p. 54),
- and “... Eleanor fixated on all the small luxuries strewn and tucked around the house.
Packs of cigarettes, newspapers, magazines…” (p. 97).
Along with this, Park’s middle class lifestyle was also depicted positively, with Eleanor and
Park discussing the small luxuries in his home, such as various cookies, having your own
bedroom, and a positive family unit (p. 164).
Negative depictions are present with race, ethnicity, language, and disability. Race is
frequently depicted negatively, where Park is referred to as a “stupid Asian kid” (Rowell, 2013,
p. 12; p. 37). Along with this, there is the the mislabeling of the Asian race as “oriental, ” and
the discussion on the correct way to label races (p. 53). Racism is questioned throughout the
novel, where characters make statements and then question them as being racist in the eyes of
persons of that race, such as Eleanor stating “Sometimes she wondered if the shape is his eyes
affected how he saw things. That was probably the most racist question of all time” (p. 64).
There was also the presence of racial misidentification, such as Park’s brother being identified
as white (p. 126), racial oppression, such as the school having a majority of black students with
honors classes having a majority of white students (p. 31), racial stereotyping (p. 37), and the
use of racially oppressive terms, such as “jungle fever” (pp. 30-31) and “chink” or “yellow” (p.
177). Ethnicity was frequently portrayed negatively as well, with ethnic misidentification
occurring most frequent. This occurred most frequently with Park and his brother, who were
identified as Chinese, Japanese, Mexican, Filipino, German, and Polish (p. 7; p. 53; p. 117).
Along with this, there was the questioning of what being a certain ethnicity meant, such as Park
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questioning what it meant to be Korean (p. 273). There was also various references to ethnic
stereotyping, such as characters thinking that Park should know kung fu because of his Asian
heritage (p. 13), people being attracted to Park having “jungle fever” (pp. 30-31), and saying
that Park doesn’t look like he should be from American (p. 103). Ethnicity was also portrayed
positively, with traditional practices being appreciated, such as traditional danish desserts and
items being appreciated and respected (pp. 19-20; p. 198).
Language was frequently depicted through the use of dialogic misspellings, where
Park’s mother is depicted as speaking accented, broken English. This was evidenced in the
following passages:
- “Except she said it, In hee-ya! Because she was apparently never going to stop
sounding like she just got here yesterday from Korea” (p. 25),
- “Ell-a-no” (p. 123),
- and “‘Waste,’ she said, ‘waste! Fighting! Can’t trust you with own face’” (p. 134).
Disability is only portrayed in one instance, which was negative in nature. In this
instance, Steve states “‘Are you retarded?’ Steve said. ‘His mom’s Chinese’” (Rowell, 2013, p.
7) in reference to the ethnicity of Park’s mother.
Twilight. Positive representations within Twilight were found in relation to language,
race, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality.
There was only one instance of language within Twilight, and that instance was
positive, with the use of various linguistic terms and lores surrounding vampires around the
world, including Filipino, Hebrew, Polish, Romanian, Slovak, and Italian (Meyer, 2005, p.
134).
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Race was utilized as an identifier and based upon location in two passages, both of
which were discussing Native Americans on the local reservation (Meyer, 2005, p. 6; p. 126).
Along with this, location was most frequently utilized in relation to the ethnicities of characters,
where characters were described as Appalachian (Meyer, 2005, p. 289), being from “a small
town named Forks” (p. 3), from the Quileute Indian Reservation (p. 6), and marrying a Samoan
surfer (p. 120). Ethnicity was generally portrayed positively, with characters respecting the
ethnic stories and traditions of others, such as Bella’s appreciation of Jacob’s Quileute tales (p.
124) and her appreciation of the various vampire tales from around the world (p. 134).
Gender was generally portrayed positively, with characters utilized adjectives for others
that traditionally would not be utilized for that gender, such as Bella calling Edward beautiful
(p. 227), perfect (p. 54; p. 227; p. 256), and like a movie star (p. 41). Gender was portrayed in
negative manners, with Bella describing herself as masculine (p. 105), beautiful women falling
victim to strong and aggressive oppressors (i.e. vampires) (p. 134), and vampire clans adhering
to alpha male dominance (p. 376).
Sexuality was generally portrayed positively, portraying the strong attraction
adolescents have to each other when in relationships in relatable ways, as evidenced in the
following passages:
- “I glared at him. It wasn’t easy—it would have been more natural to ogle” (p. 61),
- “that little promise sent flutters through my stomach, and made me unable to speak”
(pp. 191-192),
- “I fought to ignore the irrational longing that unsettled me” (p. 231).
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Though this portrayal was positive, it can also be viewed as negative, in that Bella and Edward
were inseparable and willing to die for each other after being together for a short time. This is
evidenced by Bella’s description of herself as “absorbed” in Edward (p. 79) and
“unconditionally and irrevocably in love” (p. 195).
Negative portrayals were present in terms of disability and socioeconomic status.
Chronic illness and physical injury were the most frequent forms of disability and illness
present in Twilight. Chronic illnesses were frequently portrayed negatively, being a cause of
death, such as Edward’s contraction of Spanish Influenza (pp. 287-288). Physical injury was
generally portrayed negatively, being a result of violence, such as Bella being attacked by
James (p. 451), and Emmett being attacked by a bear (p. 289). Loss of consciousness also
occurred as a result of violence (p. 451). Mental illness was depicted negatively, with Alice
being placed in an asylum and receiving electroshock therapy (pp. 447-448).
Socioeconomic status was only present in five passages, most of which portrayed upper
class living as lavish, where members owned many expensive vehicles (Meyer, 2005, p. 32; p.
359), had designer clothes (p. 32), and had lavish and expensive homes (pp. 321-322).
Implications of CLD Representations within Textual Samples.
Language was represented within all nine novels. Of the 32 characters analyzed, 25
were found to speak English, fiver spoke German, three spoke Czech, two spoke fictitious
languages, and one spoke Romanian (see appendix F2). Along with this, of the 32 characters
analyzed, 31 were native language speakers and three were second language learners (see
appendix F2). Four of the nine texts utilized non-english or non-native words or phrases within
the texts, which may or may not have been translated (see appendix F2). While these variances
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are positive, there was a large number of English speakers, and the lack of other languages
within the sample texts. There was also a wide disparity between the number of native
language speakers and second language learners, as well as the number of texts that features
non-english or non-native languages within the samples. These variances may produce a lack
of self appreciation and acceptance (Hassell & Cox, 2010), and a lack of culturally authentic
models (Fox & Short, 2003) due to a lack of representation of the linguistically diverse
populations within which young adults identify.
Ramirez and Ramirez (1994) classify race into four categories: White, Black or African
American, Native American, and Asian. Of the 32 characters, 25 were classified as white. Of
the remaining characters, six were of unknown races, two were Asian, two were of fictitious
races, one was Native American, and zero were African American. There was a lack of
characters that are of non-white races within the samples. According to Hassell and Cox
(2010), when children and young adults struggle to find culturally accurate portrayals, ones in
which they can see themselves, the development of healthy concepts of self and self esteem are
hindered (p. 214). Along with this, this lack of portrayals may result in negative “images [that]
are internalized, and assumptions [that] are formed that may go unchallenged for years”
(Hassell & Cox, 2010, p. 214).
Ethnicity is classified as the culture, religion, language, or common location of a group
of people (Dictionary.com, n.d.). Of the 32 characters analyzed, 16 were American, the largest
ethnic subgroup. Of the remaining characters, five were German, three were British, two were
Czech, two were of fictitious ethnicities, and there was one character each of the following
ethnicities: Korea, Irish, Danish, Jewish, Japanese, Chinese, Romanian, Scottish, and
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Unknown. The sample texts provided a wide variety of ethnicities, permeating the literature
with various ethnicities, allowing readers to see reflections of their own “cultural
memberships” (Dyson & Genishi, 1994, p. 4).
Gender consisted of male and female within this study, as there were none of the
characters analyzed who self identified, or could be classified, as transgender or any other
gender variance. Of the 32 characters analyzed, 18 were classified as male and 15 were
classified as female (see appendix F5). Along with this, of the 32 characters analyzed, 26 were
classified as heterosexual, with the remaining characters questioning their sexualities (1) or
being of an undetermined sexuality (7). This lack of representation of gender variance and
variance of sexual orientation was corroborated by the results of the Gay, Lesbian, Straight
Education Network’s (GLSEN) 2011 National School Climate Survey. GLSEN found that
only 44.1% of students surveyed were unable to find LGBTQ information and texts within their
schools, and furthermore, only 16.8% of students surveyed were taught positive representations
of LGBTQ persons (Kosciw et al., 2012, p. xvi). According to research, this lack of inclusion
results in a decrease in sense of safety and sense of self for young adults (GLSEN, 2012; Hassel
& Cox, 2010).
Disability and illness included a wide variety of subgroups, including mental illness,
physical disability, physical injury, chronic illness or disease, loss of consciousness, death, and
surgical intervention. Of the 32 characters analyzed, 15 were found to have no disability or
illness. Of the remaining characters, they were classified as following, with some falling into
multiple categories: 11 with physical injuries, seven with loss of consciousness, six having
died, four having chronic illnesses or diseases, three receiving surgical intervention, two having
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mental illnesses, and two having physical disabilities (see appendix F7). Where “disability,
unlike other types of diversity, has a negative connotation in the label itself” (Pennell, Wollak,
& Koppenhaver, 2017, p. 412), this wide variety of disabilities can have a positive impact on
young adults, allowing them to “appreciate, respect, and affirm diversity” (p. 412).
Socioeconomic status consisted of upper class, middle class, lower class, and
poverty-level. Of the 32 characters analyzed, nine were classified as poverty-level, nine were
middle class, seven were upper class, five were of an undetermined class, and three were lower
class. The large representations of impoverished and upper class living leave gaps in young
adult understanding of socioeconomic status, but allow the opportunity for empowerment and
critical review of literature, according to research (Glenn, 2008).
Conclusions
The CLD representations found within young adult literature are skewed. There are
certain populations who are overrepresented, while others, such as race, are frequently
underrepresented. The findings within this study should be utilized as a stepping stone from
which readers critically review and analyze the literature they consume, observing the validity
and authenticity of the various representations found within those literature. Utilizing
multicultural and critical race lenses, readers should utilize these findings to “[critique] the
world of which [they are] a part and how this world denie[s] certain groups the opportunities
afforded so easily to rich, white males” (Hade, 1997, p. 237). Overall, the findings corroborate
the belief that, as readers, we are responsible for choosing the “stance we take to our reading
[believing] that race, class, and gender matter in the way we interpret stories” (Hade, 1997, p.
241).
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